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Folly appreciating:
to Mr. M. B. Gilbert

their indebtednesf
for the success ol
the Children’s Fancy Dress Party, the
management desire to extend to bin:
their sincere thanks.
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The Republicans of Deoring are
requested to mee'
i'®'™ Mall, Woodford’s, on Saturday, Feb. 23
to nominate candidates for Town Of
le ensnin«
year'“nd to attend to sucl
nMhiei?,
other
business as may come before them
0rder
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Cincinnati, Ohio..
Buffalo, N. Y....

Chicago, Ills.29.98
Minn_ 30.03
Milwaukee, Wis.. 29.89

Established in 1843.
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13 Preble St. opp. Preble House
Orders by express will receive prompt attention,
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“Ship another dozen

of

Extract*
(Hoff’s) as before. It has
done my wife great good,
and is tno only thing she
Malt

your

fc

take with an agreeaIts strengtheffect.
ening powers are wonderful.
J. G. OLDNER.
“Augusta, Ga.
can

bio

o

“April, 1883.”

Beware of Counterfeit.—To bo genuine
it must be put
up in
above style of bottle, and
bear
on
the label the
uame of
TARBANT & CO.,
Sole Agents for the Uni-

ML*8* £8eS gfe

111 Provinces of N orth AmeriJtfica, 278 Greenwich St.,

GENUINE.

THE

Now York.
PRICE S4.00 PER DOZ.
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Railroad—Completion of
Ellsworth—Gov.Robie Pres-

Christening.

[Special to the Press.)
Ellsworth, Feb. 20.—Much enthusiasm
was manifested
today by the citizens of Ells-

worth,

the completion of the new Shore
L'na Railroad to its depot in this city.
Despite the rain a large crowd was in attendance
to witness the arrival of the first train from
Bangor which reached here a short time before
noon, bringing Governor Ruble, who is on bis
way to Lamoine to organize a grange to-morover

row.

Daring all the forenoon the workmen on the
railroad were accompanied by large numbers
of spectators who eagerly watched the
progress
of the work and who did not leave until the
last rail hud httAr>. laid and nlilUoA W..
__

rival ol the train.
After a few more days which will be
required
to complete the road west of this
city,the work
of laying rails towards Hancock will be commenced and pushed with ail possible dispatch.
It is expected that passengers will go over the
road in considerable numbers for the first time

OVERSTOCKED

MONEY

on Friday next to be present at the Governor’s
reception in this city on that day. It is reported that large numbers will be preeent from
Bangor and places west of that city. Gov. Robio daring his stay here will be the guest of

Col. Burrill.

j. c. C.
B.—The Annual State Baeampmeui
—Am Unusually Large Number of Comrades Present.

€3. A.

WANTED.

(Special

50
Cases Ladies’ Patent Extension Heel
Rubbers only 45 cents, former price (JO
cents. Narrow widtbs a specialty. All
styles from which to select.

EADIES’
Zephyr

Rubbers, the
weights.

very

lightest

200 pairs Ladies’ Cnracoa Kid Button
Low Yaiup Box Toe only $2.00.
200 pairs Pebble Goat Button Low
Tamp Box Toe only $2.00.
200 pairs Ladies’ Glove Top Foxed
Button only $2.50, former price $3.00.
300 pairs fine stylish Pebble Goat Button, widths AA, A, B. C and D, only
$3.00, former price $3.50.
225 pairs Ladies’ line stylish Curacoa
Kia Button, widths AA, A. B, C and D.
only $3.25, former price $3.75.
5 cases Gents’ Congress Arctics, r.o
buckles, only $1.50, former price $2.00.
Hot Gents' Alaska,s only $1.00, sizes
6 to 10.
3 cases Gents’ Pure Gum Rubbers, extension heel, only 75 cents, former price

$1.00

50 pairs Gents’ Jersey Congress hand
sewed only $5.00.
50 pairs Gents’ Jersey
Balmorals,
hand sewed, only $5.00.
100 pairs Gents’ Calf Boot* only $4.00
former price $4.50.
Tdis special sale dees net apply to
Boyd’s or Woodmansee & Garside’s fine
Bals for Ladies’ wear.

to the

Press.)

Wateeville, Feb. 20.—The early morning
and trains daring the day brought Grand Army men and delegates, the last train at five
o’clock bringing a perfect avalanche,
crowding
the hotels to their nimost capacity.

The comrades were invite! to the Town
Hall to a lecture by Dr. A. C. Hamlin of Bangor under the auspices of W. S. Heath Post of
Waterville. Company H., second regiment
and the Lockwood Baud were present.
There is considerable caucusing for department officers which has boen done in a

quiet

manner.

Among the most prominent names spoken of
for Commander are Lane of Augusta,Williams
of Rockland, Snipe of Bath and Peaks of Dover.

The convention will consist of some two
hundred and eighty members.
It is thought
that this heavy representation will be cut down
in the future by omitting Past Post Commanders.

The council of administration met at headroam 22. Elmwood Hotel at 9 o’clock.
The various reports of department officers were
referred to committees.
The convention will meet at the Town Hall
10 o'clock Thursday forenoon.

quarters,

The officers of Bosworth Post are here to exemplify the secret work.
The convention promises to be very interes-

ting.

(To the Associated Press.)
*
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Accomplice.
Bangor, Feb. 20.—The trial of Eaffaele Capone, indicted for complicity with C armen
Santoro in the mnrder of Paschal Coscio was
continued this forenoon.
City Marshal Reed
testified to identification of bloody clothing as
belonging to Capone and also to the prisoner
going voluntarily and showing where the mon-

SHOE DEAi R
421 CONGRESS ST.
Sign of Gold Boot. Telephone 502.
feb2

eodtf

ey had been hid.
Charles Catell testified to the interview with
Capone shortly after the murder.
Carmen Santore, who was yesterday pronounced by the jury guilty of murder in the
first degree was summoned and testified at

considerable length. His testimony was an
elaboration of the story told by him while a
witness in his own behalf. He reaffirmed his
own innocence and stated that the murder and
robbery was all committed by Capone. On

REMOVAL.

examination Santone said he is 43 years
of age and has a wife now living in Italy; that
he was at one time concerned in a revolution
In his native village and was arrested with
cross

NEW STORE!JEW GOODS!

Algernon
can

Stubbs

be found at bis

NEW ART

STORE,

Farrington Block.
New Goods just received. A complete stock of Pictures, Frames,

Artists’ Materials, Pottery
and all the novel'?es
found in an Art Store.
Cabinet Frames, no end to the va
riety. Fine Gold, Bronze, and
Plash Frames made to order. Everything warranted; if not as
represented can be returned.

A large and elegant assortment

PIANO
at

COVERS,

nstoiiBshinxIr

low

the

prices

at

PIANO and ORGAN
Warerooms of

Samuel Thurston
8 Free St. Block, PORTLAND.

(No. 3.

WILL YOU CALL
The Secretary of New Mexico refuses to administer the oath of office to legally elected members to
the territorial legislature, which assembled yesterday, and assumes to decide the election and qualification of members against tbe vote of the majority
holding legal certificates of election. Congressmen
have been asked to assist in maintaining the rights
of members.
At a meeting of tbe Governor and Council yesterday, Warren Dodge was directed to advertise and
sell at public anction enough of tbe property of Contractor Comins, upon which the State has a lieu, to
realize the amount duo for labor.

about one hundred prisoners.
After
prison eight years he was pardoned

being
by

in

the

King.
Col. Bradbury cross examined
at considerable length.
The examination of Carmen
completed early this afternoon.
nesses testified substantially as at
trial.

the

prisoner

Santone was
Several witthe previous

Col. A. W. Bradbury of Portland, opened
for the respondent in an able manner and outlined the theory of defense which is, that
Santone did the shooting and
pone committed only robbery

clubbing and Cabeing drven to

the deed by threats from Santone.
The blood
found on Cupone's clothing is explained,by the
murdered man when shot by Santone falling
on him while the was rifling the pockets of the
Italians.
ine only witness tor tue defense was Capone
who testified at some length and told a story
greatly at variance with that of Sautone.
He
laid all the blame on his companion.

The testimony is abont all In and the closing
arguments will take place tc-morrow.
Knights of Honor.
Lewiston, Feb. 20.—The Grand
Lodge,
Knights of Honor, met here this afternoon.
Grand Reporter F. W, Parker reports the
members initiated daring the year as 42; ad.
milted by card and reinstated 11; withdrawn,
suspended and died G9; present membership
919. There are 2G subordinate lodges.
The Grand Treasurer reported
ordinary
receipts of 5068.54; expenditures 5618.34. There
the
have been 20 assessments daring
past year
and four death losses of 52,000 each paid.
Death of lion. John E. Oodfrey.
Bangor, Feb. 20.—Hon. John E. Godfrey,
died suddenly this evening of heart disease,
aged 74. He was judge of probate of Penobscot county, had served seven years on the
board of aldermen and city conncil and twenty or thirty years on the school committee, was

president of the Bangor Historical Society,
a member of the Maine Historical Society and
a prominent member of the Penobscot bar
for
many years. He was orator at the semi-centennial celebration of Bangor in 1869. He has
held many other prominent positions and was
widely

o’clock this afternoon at Shibles Cut; half
mile above ibis

if he

village1

a

passenger train

Was stopped and passengers carried to Rockland in coaches.
Arrested for Theft.
Simon Laundry, a Frenchman, was arrested
at Madawaska, N. B., for theft of over $2000
from G. M. Frye of Sherman, Me., last fall.
Laundry has confessed and about $1,300 have
been secured. More is expected to be obtained
from his relatives to whom it was given.
A.
Willett and his wife have been arrested as ac-

complices.

Storm In Kangor.
A heavy rain here today has been succeeded
by a high wind which is blowing a gale to

night.
Biddeford.

The new camp of Sons of Veterans organized
in Biddeford, Tuesday evening, will be known
as Surneon F. G. Warren Camp,
No. 2. The
following are the officers: Captain, John F.
Cowan; first lieutenant, N. P. Verrill; second
lieutenant, Parker M, Edgerly' chaplain; William H. Bryant; orderly sergeant, Charles K,
Osgood; color sergeant, August, s Grant; quartermaster sergeant, Arthur Verrill; sergeant of
guard, A. L. T. Cummings; corporal of guard,
Edwin Dewey.
Arthur E. Morris was appointed lieutenant colonel of the State. The
company then adjourned to G. A. R. Hall on
Alfred street where a public installation of
officers was held,
The members were mastered in by Capt. Charles Wilson of LynD,
Mass.
A disease is at present prevailing among the
swine In Biddeford and Saco and several have
died. The disease begins with a slight cough
and lasts about a fortnight.
BATH.

The Shore Line

JOH. HOFF’S MALT EXTRACT

Thomaston, Feb. 20.—Daring a heavy Btorm
freight train went off the track about five

fobev

Cloudy

MAINE,

snly

load officials left here this morning to view the
route of both the Franklin ft Somerset and
Franklin & Megantic roads.
Slight Accident on the Kuox & Lincoln.
a

Washington, Feb. 21.
The indications for New England are
fair weather, westerly to southerly winds, high
barometer, nearly stationary followed by slow-;
ly rising temperature,

yard

Cleansed and done up like

k

21,_ _PORTLAND,

known and beloved.

Alleged Fraud.
Springfield, Mass., Feb. 20.—George W.
BrowD, employed by the TVason Car Company,
was taken to Augusta, Me., today on a requisition ts auswer the charge of obtaining goods
under false pretences. His friends believe he
wilt establish his innocence.
Kaili'oad Officials in Farmington.
Farmington, Feb. 20.—Railroad Commissioners Anderson and Mortland and other rail-

There is a fair prospect of obtaining the
necessary capital to start an iron shipyard in
Bath, to be carried on in connection with the
present extensive and lucrative business of
buildiug wooden ships by the big yard firm of
New Hampshire
Gofs, Sawyer & Packard.
capitalists controling the magnetic iron mines
in that State are interested in the movement,
the outcome of which is the “New England
Shipbuilding Company.’’ The big firm, as.already announced editorially in the Bath
Times, contributes $400,000 to the required
stock, which has been set at $500,000 and given the
remaining $100,000 and Bath has an
iron shipyard.
CHINA.

A meeting of the citizens of Albion and
China in favor of the prohibitory amendment,
was held at the Methodist church, China village, the 14th. This district expects to roll up
a good majority in favor of the amendment.
FEEEFOBT.

John Porter who was arrestid for stealing a
team from Gaslin aod Toiman's in Augusta is
roniiy

w uji»m

wans

n.

ms residence

is

Utica,

New York. Iu 1879 he stole a team
from Fred W. Mitchell of Freeport, was attested in Somerset county, and sentenced to
fonr years in the State prison, which term has

jnst expired.

GUILFORD.

Mrs. Mary Rice of Gnilford who is 81 year,
old, has the past year Dieced up five quilts of
1504 pieces each, spun the yarn and knit twenty pairs of eooks and mittens, made three chair
tidies, worked three mottoes, cat and made herself a dress, done her own washing and ironing
besides keeping two rooms in order and washing the dishes for a family of three.
MECHANIC FALLS,

Mrs. Lonisa Millet broke her arm. Tuesday
morning. Last Thursday a Mr. York crushed
three fingers in the mill, and Friday a man
going at work at 7 for his day’s work crushed
three of his fingers.
PARIS.

A suit has been brought against several
oitizens of West Paris for the alleged burning
of a camp at “B” pond, last fall. The party
were on a fishing excursion; the camp.burning
next day, it is claimed was caused
by this party’s fire of the day before. $900 is the sum
sued for.
ROCKLAND.

T. A. Gushee of Appleton, wine the three
dollar prize offered by the Rockland CourierGazette for the worst poem.
SEARSPORT.

A few days ago news was received at Searsport that Oapt. Asa Waterhouse, master of the
C. P. Hazeltine, had been washed overboard
and drowned.
STANDISH.

Tits statement in a recent issue, taken from
the Uongregationalist, in regard to the advice
given by the council lately convened in
Standish is incorrect.
The advice is as follows: “First, a3 concerns the aggrived parties,
we advise most earnestly for the sake of peaoe,
and as it seems to ns right, that they recall
the letters to Mr. Adams, and all other letters
upon the matter, so far as possible and absolutely destroy them,that they may not existnor copies of the Barne.”
“Secoud, as concerns the church. We advise that the resolutions and the call of the
advisory council be out out from the cburob
books and be burned and no record, nor remnant, nor copies saved.”
“We also advice that Rev. Mr. Whidden
destroy all his records of the matter and all
w

an

auu

o-uius

Btroyed.”

an

uy

parties

oe ae-

A Subscribes,
wateryille.

Jacob if. Crooker and wife celebrated the
fiftieth anniversary of their
marriage last
Sunday. There was $300 in gold left them by
friends.
IN GENERAL.

Messrs. J. L. Getchell, L. D. Littlefield, N.
W. Wells and A. T. Littlefield of Wells have
been appointed deputy wardens of the York
County Fish and Game Protective Society.

A BLOODY ENCOUNTER.
Between Two Faction* of Woodcutter* in Northern Somerset—Several
Men Severely Wounded—One Fighter’*
Shell Crushed.

Wav

Skowkegan, Feb. 20.—There was quite an
exciting affray in Bradstreet & Clark’s camp
on what is called "The
Spencer” about fifteen
miles fiom Parlin Pond iu Northern Somerset.
Omar Clark is manager of the crew and a very
good one. But this winter it has been composed of a large number of French and embrcced
among others five men who have acquired a
notoriety for several years past for bei| trouble
ing and quarrelsome men. They hadngfightthis winter with certain Frenchmen in the
crew and at length it c uue to such a pass that
Mr. Clark was informed that if he did not discharge the Beans the others would leave. He
accordingly discharged the Beans, but they did
not leave the premises.
They waited until
they had a convenient opportunity and then
made an attack on the Frenchmen. The latter joined forces and a most bloody encounter
was the result.
The Beans were worsted in the fight and
some of them badly and it may be
dangerously
wounded, one of them having his head smashed in. The Frenchmen immediately lett for
Canada.
The above is the report as it is bronght from
np river and has been several times confirmed"

WASHINGTON.
A

Fife Saving Station on Gcrriih'i f*l.
and—The Bill Presented by Mr. Heed—
A National Bank Changes Its Name.

(Special

to

Press.)

Washington,
Representative
sented

T. B. Reed of

Feb. 20.
Maine pre-

petition in the House today signed by
citizens oi ixittery,
Me., asking for the establishing of a life saving station on Gerrish’s Island. The petition Bhowed that fifteen disasters
had occurred there during the past tan years,
a

and that no station is nsar.
A bill was favorably reported in the House
today changing the name of the West Waterville National Bank of Oakland, Me., to the
Msssolonskee National Bank.
O. P. A.
Tariff on Wool.
(To the Associated Press.)
Washington, Feb. 20.—Columbus Delano,
of Ohio, ex-Representative, made an argument
this morning before the committee on ways
and means, asking for the restoration of the
duties on wool that were imposed in the tariff
in 1807, aud leave to wool growers of the
United States the privilege of supplying the
wool consumed by the protected manufacturers.

Department

of

Agriculture.

Senator Plumb reported today from the committee on agriculture bill to provide for the
erection of the department of agriculture into
an executive
department, for making the chief
officer of that department a cabinet
officer,with
the title of Secretary of
Agriculture, and the
same salary as paid to other heads of
department.
It also provides for an assistant secretary of agriculture.
Commercial Treaty with Spain.
The President today issued a proclamation
in connection with the new commercial
treaty
with Spain, declaring that on and after the
1st of March next so long as the products of
and
articles
proceeding from the United
States are imported into the islands of Cuba
and Porto Rico shall be
exempt from discriminating oustoms duties any such duties on
uie products of snd articles
proceeding from
Cabaand Porto Rico under the Spanish
flag
shall be suspended and discontinued.
miscellaneous.
The Senate confirmed the nomination as
postmaster, today, of Nathan Wentworth, at
Great Falls, N. H.
The House committee on eleotions today, in
the Kansas oontested elect.on case of Wood vs.
Peters, decided, by 11 to 1, to report in favor
of the right of Peters, the
Bitting member, to
his seat.

FORTY-EIGHTH

20.
The Senate took up and passed, without debate, a bill increasing the qnnual amoupt of
money to provide otros and equipments for the
inilitia from 820,000 to $50,000.
The Secretary of War recommends a reimbursement of the officers and men of the Proteus for the loss of personal effects. The bill
was reported
adversely from the committee,
but was placed on the calendar
By Mr. Mandersop, a bill to provide for
beating and determining the claims of thb
State of Georgia.
The Senate took np and passed the bill to
amend section 1,061 of the Revised Statutes,
making an annual appropriation to provide
arms for the militia.
The bill increases the
annual appropriation from $200,000 to $600,000,
and provides that it be exp ended among the
States and territories in the ratio by which the
States and Territories are entitled to representation in Congress; also that the militia of
each State, in time of peace, shall be entitled
to receive an apportionment of the appropriation for not more than 500 regularly uniformed
commissioned officers and eulisted men lor
each representative or delegate to wbieh such
State or territory is entitled In Congress; all
ordinance and other militia outfits to remain
the property of the United States.
On the conclusion of the morning hoar, the
Senate resumed eousid-ration of the currency
bill.
An amendment was proposed by Mr. Pugh
to the amendment cf Mr. Plumb, and accepted by the latter, which would permit the issue
of treasury notes provided for in Mr. Plumb’s
amendment, in case the banks deposited legal
tender notea for the redemption of their circulation. Other amendments were offered to
Mr. Plumb’s amendment by Messrs. Pngh and
Morgan, which were not agreed to, and after
some debate a vote was taken
on Mr. Plumo’s
amendment, which was rejected—15 yeas, 35
nays.

The next amendment to the bill of the committee was that offered by Mr. ; Morrill, which
gave to the l per cent bonds a' higher rate of
circulation, and also the banks which had been
organized on a gold basis the same privilege a9
other national banks. was also rejected—20 to
30.
Mr. Morrill moved separately an amendment
relating to ridiat he termed "gold banks," and
which had just been disagreed to, unless they
were included iu the committee bills he said
they could only receive 80 per cent on bonds
that might be deposited
The Senate then went into executive session
and later adjourned.
HOUSE.
In the House today a resolution providing
for a committee
of seven to inquire what
changes should be made i- tbs laws relating
to the administration of publio lands was called np.
Pending action, Mr. Morey from ibe committees on post roads, stated that the postmaster
general, in answer to a request for information
in regard to the Star route investigations had
replied that such information would be detrimental to publio interests if m >de public. Discussion ensued over the pustmasier general’s
position, Mr. Reed of Maine saying that the
postmaster general knew what was in the reports and the gentleman fiom Mississippi did
Mr. Robinson of New York iuqnired whence
this motmchial idea that the heads of departments may refase to give representativef|af
the people information they desire. He denied
the right of executive branches of the government to exercise discretion in withholding information.
Mr. Kasson of Iowa replied that if had been
the uniform practice to recognise the right of
the executive branches of the government
when asked for information to decline if it
thought best.
Mr. Bingbam of Pennsylvania challenged the
state men tgofj t he| gentlemen from Mississippi
(Mr. Morey) that the information was needed
for consideration of the bill before the committee on post office and post roads. The resolution bad beeu offered by that committee in
January and the bill had not been introduced
until February 4th.
The resolution was then ageed to by a vote
of 148 to 10(5.
Bills were reported as follows;
From the committee on post offices, a bill to
allow extra compensation to postmasters of the
third class for rent, etc.
From the pnblic lauds committee, a bill to
declare forfeited the land grant to the Oregon
Central Railroad Company; also a resolution
that the President be requested to prevent the
delivery of Senor Carlos Aguero, now in Key
West, Florida, and held for extradition on the
demand of th3 government of Spain, until it
shall be ascertained that the charges against
him are trae, and that he is not held for political purposes, and that the President be requested to direct the Attorney General of the
United States to have an investigation of the
case made.
A joint resolution, appropriating 5150,000 to
be expended among the Indians for educational purposes, was passed.
The House then went into committee to consider the military academy appropriation bill.
Mr. Keifer 6aid the appropriation for the pay
of cadets had beeu increased to the extent of
510,000. There were but 270 cadets in attendance, although the law allowed 344.
Mr. Cobb of Indiana asked why so many vacancies exist.
Mr. Keifer replied that many failed at examination.
came

uou«'.o

1U11UWCU

U[)U11

lUO Blau-

dard required for admission to the academy,
during which Mr. Cobb stated that three of the
brightest young men in his district had been
nnable to pass the examination, and Mr. Belford of Colorado characterized the institution
as “The corporativo
tyranny of| this country,
and governed by snobs.”
Messrs. Ellis of Lonisiina and Eandall of
Pennsylvania defended the high standard
maintained and asserted that it was
not a
question of numbers but intelligence.
After further debate the committee rose and
the House adjourned.
The Kcit'ci Rojiitou Investigation.
Feb. 20 —The House committee appointed to investigate the charges against
Gen. H. V. Boynton, resumed its session this

Washington,

morning.

Mr. Keifer detailed the alleged conversation
in bis room between himself and Boynton, in
substantially the same termB as he gave it on
the floor of the House,
Mr. Boynton produced the bill for the relief of McGarrahan, the
identical one being pot in evidence by witness.
The witness expressed bis surprise that Boynton shonld come to him with a corrupt
proposition, and Boynton immediately left the room.
Since that time the witness had not spoken to

Boynton.

The chairman called attention to an apparent inconsistency between Keifer’s statemen.
in the House and his direct testimony todayIn his speech he asserted that the interview
closed with Boynton’s declaration that “there
were millions in it, and millions to divide.”
He now said that Boynton remained until he
told him he was surprised he should make such
a proposition to him.
Witness replied that it would be found he
bad said Boynton declared that he had friends
who were interested with him in the bill, and
that there was enough :o make them all rich.
The interview did not last over two or three
minntes; it was exceeding briof.
The Chairman—Alter he stated to you there
was money to be made ont of the bill, yon submitted to an explanation of the manner in
which it should be made, and reserving your
rebuke?
Witness—I was not hasty with a man who
had been my friend for many years.
I waited
long enough to be absolutely certain what he
meant. The conversation took place between
10 and 11 o clock in the morning, though possibly it may have been in ihe afternoon, when
the bouse was in committee. I cannot be certain whether it was in the morning before the
session or in the afternoon when I was out of
the chair.
Mr. Adams—Did he state at this interview
that he had friends interested in the bill and
that he was interested?
Witness—The form of his statement, as

WindB Complete the Work
the Waters.
CHEAT LOSS OF LIFE

AND

of

PROP-

ERTY WEST AND SOUTH.

Macon, Ga., Feb. 28,—The city this morning Is full of rumors of death and destruction
in the surrounding counties.
A special correspondent at Atlanta reports 80 killed north
of that city. Despatches from Columbus report the destruction of the Central Railroad
round house and engines. Several persons
were killed and wounded.
The storm was
terrible in the section aronnd Macon. Many
houses at Indian Spriugs were unroofed and
many persons wounded. The house of W. A.
Miller at Blonntsville, 20 miles from Macon,
was blown to atomB.
His wife and three children were killed.
A baby was blown away
and not yet found.
The bodies of the dead
were found 200 to 800
yards from the house.
Negroes were killed on the same plantation
and

young man dangerously wounded. The
store of Jerry Smith, five miles from Clinton,
was blown away and a man named Finney fatally injured. A Central train from Davidson this morning brought the wounded men
here who report the town swept and many injured. The storm followed generally the old
cyclone tracks, differing from others in breaking np into several independent storm centres.
New York, Feb. 20.—A Louisville despatch
says that the worst gale ever known In that
part of the Ohio valley was sweeping it from
end to end this morning, carrying destruction
and death with every bla6t.
Waves are surging to such an extent as to make the transit in
a yawl from the shore to the lifeboat station
almost impossible. Captain Devan, who is in
charge of the life saving station, declares that
the houses in the submerged portion of Louisville known as the Point are falling by scores.
The npper stories of these aft occupied by at
least 250 people.
Captain Devan says it is impossible to reach any more of these people
with boats. No boat can reach them. No vessel could live to reach them. Every packet on
the Ohio river that cannot pat into the Bhore
is bonnd to be lost.
Below Evansville there
are miles and miles of flooded country where
no steamer conld possibly
make shero. The
timber ekirtiDg the banks is under water. To
strike upon it means destruction.
There was
hut one fate for any vessel loose on the Ohio
last night. A flat boat which had
ventured
out to take off some people on the point, was
overtnrned by the gale and part, if not all, of
Its occupants drowned.
All submerged places
mast inevitably be swept from existence.
Augusta, Ga., Feb. 20.—A heavy rain and
hail storm visited this city and vicinity last
night, and as the telegraph wires In many
Iu
places are down particulars are meagre.
Columbia county many head of live stock
were killed.
At Comak, Warren county,
three houses were blown down and a child
killed. Fatalities are feared in many sections.
The storm struck here at 9 o’clock and
was the most serions one for many years.
Paducah, Ky., Feb. 20.—A terrific gale last
a
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house, and two tobacco warehouses.
Evansville, Ind., Feb. 20.—Yesterday afternoon it blew almost a hurricane from the
northwest.
Not mnch damage to shipping
was done there, but it is feared that news from
submerged districts will report much loss of
life by drowning. The weather is growing cold
and a snow storm prevails, with no signs of
the wind abating.
Relief boats will patrol the
river this morning to relieve the suffering.
The river is still slowly failing.
The river is strewn with wrecks of houses
swept away by last night’s gale.
Many rumors Me afloat of loss of life but
no definite
information is obtainable.
Doubtless it was
heavy.
Fean'Cisco, IFeb. 20.—Owing to the
heavy rain storm, telegraphic communication
with Southern California has been interrupted
since Sunday night.
Despatches last evening
from Los Angeles via W^eming and Ogden
state that the dam on
Angeles river
was broken Sunday night
-uucillS the most
disastrous flood ever experienced. Tb,e lower
part of the city is completely inundated .and
forty buildings were swept away. Hundreds.,
of families were obliged to abandon houses and
San

seek shelter on the hili. The loss amounts to
5150,000. From Los Angeles to Mojave, a distance of hundred miles, hardly a mile of the
Southern Pacific remains in place, and east to
8an Corgonce, eighty miles, the devastation is
equally great. The California Southern road
from Colton to San Diego, is also washed oat.
Travel in all directions is suspended.
It will
probably be two months before communication
can be properly established..
Peteesiribo, Pa., Feb. 20.—A wire bridge
spanning the river at Apollo parted the wire
cables today immediately over the pier in the
middle of the river and went dov/n with a
crash. One man was drowned.
Louisville, Feb. 20.- The river is failing
slowly. The storm last night was fearful in
its effect upon the flooded ^property and Newburgh has just telegraphed for a boat to go to
the assistance of people to be seen in distress
opposite that town, which is 10 to 15 miles
above here.

Chaelotte, N. C., Feb. 20.—The most terrible destruction caused by the storm was at a
settlement called Fhiladelnhia two miles from
Rockingham, which contained about 25 houses
every one of which was razed to the gronnd.
Yesterday morning a party began the searoh
for bodies, and within a short time 11 had been
discovered, 3 white and 8 colored men. All
the bodies were badly mptilated.
They were
placed in a wagon and carried to Rockingham.
More bodies are known to be in the rains.
At Winnsboro, three negroes and an aged
white lady named Mrs. Sterling, were killed.
Mrs. Sterling’s son and daughter were blown
from the house and lodged in the trees.
Damage to the extent of $50,000 was done at
Chester.
Raleigh, N. C., Feb. 20,—Last night a cyclone struck the Carolina Central railroad beAt Rockingham
tween Hamlet and Folkton.
there was great destruction of property and 15
One
entire
was
lives loBt.
killed. The
family
telegraph wires are down, and no reports have
been received from other towns.
Birmingham, Ala., Feb. 20.—A torribly destructive cyclone swept through the Catawba
valley, in the eastern part of the county yesterday at noon. Eight persons were killed at
Leeds, and 13 injured, three of whom cannot
live. News of the disaster reached here late
in the afternoon, and a relief party with physicians went immediately to the scene by speThe cyclone strnck Leeds about
cial train.
1.30 p.m., and Bwept away the section house
of the railroad, killing Jeff Ford, Dan Clond
and Bert Keith, negroes, and seriously injuring an aged white couplo named Bass. Tbree
miles south of Leeds the house of John Poole
was blown away, and a son, aged 17, and a
daughter of 6, and a child of a negro tenaut of
the place were instantly killed.
Poole, bis
wife and four other children were all very badly injured.

The residence and premises of Dr. W. F.
a railroad contractor, were completely
demolished. The body of Dr. Wright's mother was fonnd a hundred yards
from the bonBe,
fearfully mangled and with her skull crushed.
Annie, aged 30, Jennie, 16, Thomas, 18, James
14, and Edward, 12, children of Dr. Wright,
were badly injures. Harriet McCraw, a cook,
was killed,; half
other head being taken off.
The house occupied by W. McLaughlin was
and
he was badly hurt
blown away,
J. P.
Landrne, his wife and daughter, all had iegs
The house of a man named Kerr
broken.
took fire daring the storm, and was burned,
Mrs. Kerr being fatally injured.
The railroad, for several hundred yards, is
thickly Btrewn with the debris of the cyclone,
delaying the trains.
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Arrival ;«f the Bodies of DcLong and
His Companions.
New York, Feb. 20.—The bodies of Lieut.
f!nmmam)ap
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Work of the Congressional Investigating
Committees.
New Oblkanb, Feb. 20 —The United States
committee
Senate
investigating the Oopiah
county (Mialissippi) ontragee, continued the
examination of witnesses yesterday.
H. E. Benjamin* a white man and a Republican, testified that he Went to the Tail Holt
precinct to vote. He saw one man with a gun.
It was unThere was considerable disorder.
derstood that arms were stacked near there.
came
to
men
his
house
a
few days beArmed
fore the election.
They seemed to apprehend
trouble and wanted the witness to advise everybody to stay at home on election day. Wheeler
was in command. They said they had tried to
persaade the negroes to vote with them; now
they were goiDg to make them do so. One
member of the band said that the company he
was with didn’t find many
negroes at home;
the; were in the woods. The witness heard
He thinks it
cannon firing Sunday evening.
The witness
was for the assembling of troops.
believes that the movement of armed men had
he effect to drive the negroes and some women
and children to the woods, and preventing the
men from voting.
J, B. Allen, a white man, next testified. He
said, "I am a member of the independent committee. My brother was secretary of the DemI received a proposition
ocratic committee.
from my brother that we both withdraw, as
there was going to be trouble, but I declined.
On the Saturday before the election, many
men belonging to the mob,
came to my honse
and advised me to join them, saying that if I
did not do so my housa or gin house might be
burned.
I declined to join the mob. I followed the mob over to Frank Hayes’s. I saw
the latter a'ter his leg had been shot to pieces,
I heard of more
and his wife shot four times.
shooting for two weeks preceding the election
than I have heard before or since. I left the
Confederate army in 1866. At Tail Holt, on
election day, the Democrats pretended to receive dispatches from various points, giving
I did not
accounts of the killing of negroes.
vote. It was well understood that arms were
There never was a more
stacked near by.
ridiculous report in circulation than that the
The negroes were
negroes were going to rise.
timid. It was charged that Matthews was goman believNo
white
ing to arm the negroes.
ed this report.”
Noel Ramsay, a white man, testified as follows: “I formerly lived in Copiah county. On
the evening before the election I beard D. C.
Woods say that Matthews would be killed, and
L. H. Matthews, if elected sheriff, would also
be killed.” Woods was the Democratic candidate for coroner.
W. W. Bulkin, a white-- man, testified: “I
I saw six men
went to Tail Holt to vote.
there with guns. No colored men were there;
ran
off.
had
been
Several
they
negroes were
at the polls, but the white men cursed them
and drove them away.
I heard Henry Hartmann, ft Democrat, say, when the report was
received that Matthews had been killed, ‘that
be had known for a week that Matthews
would be killed that day.’
B. F. Gazey, a white man, testified substantially the same as the preceding witness, concerning armed men riding over the country,
and the effect produced on the oolored men.
C. Williamson, a white man. testified: "I
am a native
of Mississippi.
I was mayor of
Hazelliurst last year.
I saw a body of armed
men the Monday
before the election. I saw
three or four men with guns on election day.
Prior to the tleotion, Barlow and Matthews
made an affidavit before me. They charged
the men with shooting into houses in the
I uncounty. I gave the writ to the sheriff.
derstood that some of the men were in town
ready for the trial, bat there waB so much excitement that I declined to hold court. I did
not think it prudent to undertake the trial of
When Mr. Crump’s house
any ot these men.
was
burned, an affidavit was made against
Norman and Little, but the cases never came
to trial, and Mr. Crump Anally withdrew the
affidavit, The District Attorney advised me
to allow Crump to withdraw the affidavit.
Matthews was an earnest Republican. He
owned a good deal of property in real estate.
There was nothing against him but his politics.
1 consider that a large majority of the Democrats of Copiah county are opposed to violence,
and favor law and order.
Wheeler, who killed Matthews, waived examination, and was
bailed in $5,000.
Murder is not a bailable offence in Mississippi.
_flanry Edwards (colored) testified: Five
armed men
my house at midnight on
"Mon. One presented a
the Sunday befot
to my head i.
fil I had got to vote as
e wanted me to.
He .tsked 10' if I would
1
vote the Democratic ticket.
ised to vote the Democratic tlcxet.
They had
put a rope around my neck and palled it

quests?

A.—I do not think it attracted any special
attention of mine at the time.
Q.—Up to the time of our alleged secret talk
you did not consider it as unusual or improper?
A.—I do not think I did.
Mr. Boynton continued his cross examination at great length but without eliciting any-

thing

new.

Mr. Heifer said he had spoken of the matter
to Mr. White and Guilford White was called
and testified to having bad conversations with
Heifer concerning the latter’s interview with

Boynton.
Adjourned until to-morrow.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Suit Against the Boston & flaiac
Dover, Feb. 21.—The suit of James McArdle vs. Boston & Maine
railroad, for injuries
sustained at a crossing while on a team, by being struok by a locomotive, was settled out of
court today for 8360. He sued for 810,000.

explorers arrived at Hoboken b; steamship
The bodies of all the
Frisia this evening.
searchers are not in a state of preservation and
will not be exposed to public view before
final interment. DeLong will be baned in
Woodlawn Cemetery, Dr. Ambler will be
taken to Philadelphia and Boyd, the seaman,
The bodies of the remaining six,
to Virginia.
together with that of DeLong, will be taken
to the church of the Holy Trinity at 42d street
and Madison avenue, where services will be
held.
x

_

WORK OF THE FLAMES.
Duantrom Fire at Charlottetown, P. E. I.
St. John, N. B., Feb. 20.—Fire at Charlottetown, P. E. I., yesterday, destroyed all
the bnsiness places on the south side of Queen’s
square, including the custom honse and post
office.
Loss $250,000; insurance $100,000.
Another fire has broken out on the northern
side of Kent street, and may prove serious."
Hig JBfazo in an Alabama Town.
Goodwatkb, Ala., Feb.—Fire last night destroyed 24 buildings—business houses and
dwellings, -involving a loss of $100,000; insurance

$12,000.

Singular Death

of

a

mulatto Woman and

Her Husband.

Petersburg, Va.,

Feb. 20.—Mrs. Fanny
mulatto woman, died on Saturday
Scott,
last. She arose at 6 o’clock and prepared
breakfast, remarking she would be dead before dinner. Two hoars after she died. Her
husband had been an invalid for several years,
and had told several persons that he would die
at the same hour his wife did.
On Sunday he
was found dead beside his wife, holding her
lifeless body in his arms.
a

The Allan Tine Wins.
Chicago, Feb. 20.—The directors of the
Board of Trade last night heard the default
case of the Allan Steamship Co.
against the
firm of Kiilim, McGregor & Peterson, exporters, who defaulted on four grain shipping
contracts in 1882. Judgment was rendered in
favor of the steamship company for the full
amount. This case has attracted the attention
of ehippors in the United States, Canada and
Europe, it being the first of the kind.
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made speeches condemning violence.
Bichard Coxwell (white) a democrat testified. Was an election officer. J. P. Matthews
banded me his vote and while the clerk was
looking on the roll for bis name I heard a gnn
fired. c.aw Wheeler standing in the room
and Matthews lying on the floor. Saw Matthews and Wheeler talking when together a
short time before Matthews fell. When Matthews fell I saw a pistol by his side. No one
had come into the room and there was nothing
to Indicate probability of a difficulty.
Democratic members of the committee were requested by Chairman Hoar to have witnesses

ready Thursday morning.

Albert Calloway (colored) said he thought
the preliminary tight was a personal affair,
merely a fair fight and the colored man was
whipped; the matter should have euded there.
He thoaght that the whites and blacks were
equally blameable for the gathering. 8aw one
colored man, Davis Lewellyn, have a pistol.
The shooting was wholly done by whites. Witness left the scene ot the riot
in compliance
with the advice of whites. Witness did not
vote.

Q—Why?

A.—Well, perhaps I might have been safe:
I couldn’t tell, you know; I bate to own it, I
was skeered.
1 he iftory of the Danville massacre Continued.

Washington, Feb. 20.—The Danville investigation was resumed at 10 o’clock this
morning. Capt. Graves, at his own request,
was recalled to correct an impression which
had been left by his testimony yesterday. He

asserted that he was never a negro trader for
profit, but had inherited slaves and had sold
four or five of them and had purchased others
in their places.
W. H. Barksdale (colored,) a clergyman,
said: He distinctly heard the order from the
There was no rewhites, “Shoot, shoot.”
sistance on the part of ths blacks nor did they
have arms of any kind. The whites followed
the retreating blacks. Witness thought there
was no danger to the whites from the colored
people. He had never heard any threats by
colored meu, although his opportunities for
hering and knowing their sentiments were
excellent.
Senator Sherman—Mr. Barksdale, did you
vote on election day?
No, sir, I did not.
Will you tell us why you did not vote?
Well, sir, I felt that the colored people of the
city ought to be in Backcloth and ashes praying
instead of going to the polls, and when I went
on the Btreet and saw the blood of those men
I knew them all
my heart was full of grief.
from boys. Then I saw men that were armed
V.

:_Li

»

Consequently I didn’t go

L..

a

_V.

the polls at all.
Witness farther described the sentiment of the
colored people as he had gathered in intercourse with them after the riot. They generally said, in effect, if I can’t go to the polls and
vote except under lead and powder I won’t go
at all. Under cross examination by Senator
Vance, he insisted that the crowd of colored
people was composed in part of women and
children; his attention had since been called
by white men to ballet marks on the buildings
in the rear of the position where the whites
stood during the riot.
The failure of the
colored people to vote was not, to his knowlresult
of any orders received from any
edge, the
to

source.

Senator Vance questioned witness as
to
whether in the latter’s opinion the colored peoa
showed
proper appreciation of the right
ple
of suffrage and fulfilled their duties as citizens
in abstaining from voting because of the riot.
He alluded to the assurances from those in authority of protection to the colored people on
election day.
The witness discussed the matter a while,
and finally summarized his opinion as follows:
“It is too late for you to offer me a compromise after you have wounded and killed
me.”
The cross-examination having been concluded, Senator Sherman continued the discussion, drawing out from witness the statement that some of the whites on election
day
were armed, the special policemen
being part
of those who had been among the rioters. The
white militia company had been called out,
but the colored militia was not called out.
Senator Vance elicited from the witness the
opinion that the older generation of colored
people who were slaves were more industrious and more
peacefully inclined than their
descendants.
Senator Sherman in turn brought out the
avowal that the younger generation of whites
were more
aggressive and less considerate toward colored people than their slave-owning
ancestors.
Fatal

Mt.

Affray.

Steeling, Ky.,

Feb. 20.—In Maguflin
raftsmen had a fight with
county today
knive and pistols. E. Lee was shot dead and
15

six others
were

stabbed fatally/
wounded.

seriously

All

the others

is a notable fact that thl» order of Prtrlotio
Sons of America is rapidly growing ia number*
and influence and all things whioh go to make
up a permanent society* and should be freely

HORROR.
a

Pennsyl-

encouraged by all patriotio citizens.

vania Mine.

Two •laHiad.

Bangor’s Democratic Mayor is about a* great
acgriosity as the What-is-it party Mayor of
Portland. Kecently an order was passed by a
The Mayor declared the order
rote of 4 to 3.
to be lost because, having the right to giv* a
had voted against the bill.
he
casting vote,
Even after his own lawyer had made an opinion against bis claim, he insisted. Both,cities
will be likely to get rid of these remarkable
Mayors at the city elections held next month.

Twenty Nine Persons Ituown to have
been Killed-Meagre Particalar* ot the
Disaster.

Pittsburg, Feb. 20.—This morning

one

of

the most terrible explosions ever known Id
this vicinity occurred at West Leiseriug abaft
a few miles from here, resulting in a frightful
loss of life. The particulars are so meagre
however, that nothing definite is known as to

—Boston Journal.

Washington NoteS.

what caused the disaster.
The latest report received here, at noon, was
to the effect that seventy-five persons were at
work in the mine at the time of the explosion
and that.29 persons are known to be killed.
Ma^yjlead bocdeSTJ*!* been taken out and

Closing Week

Social Season-a Busy
at
the White
House-Society Notes.

[later.]

Several oablnet
tion of these social enjoyments.
ladies have decided to continue to receive 4,in a very
informal way” during Lent, and the theatre parties,

Uniontown, Pa., Feb. 21.—The concussion
was so great that the top of a derrick, 100 feet
Two mules were
high, was knocked off.
standing at the bottom of the shaft, 800 feet
feet from where the explosion occurred, and
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The

and others With

in the

habit of giving,

favors

exquisite.

will

There

were on

the

same

day the

usual receptions by the wives of the Justices of the
Supreme Court, and many events of minor importance.

The principal event of yesterday was the Presi.
dent’s reception to members of Congress. It was to
a certain extent a copy of the one of last week. The
President giyes three of these receptions—the first
to the diplomatic corps, the second to the members
of Congress, and the third to the army aud
navy.
To the first he invites the members of
Congress and

dTplomatio

the army and navy officers “to meet the
to the second he invites the diplomat!#
corps and the army and navy officers “to meet the
members of Congress;” to the third he invites the
diplomatic corps and the army and navy officers “to
meet the army ami navy.”
The Cabinet, the Supreme Court Justices and a seleot few are also Invited on these occasions.
The Secretaries of War
and the Navy issue orders to the officers to attend in
fall dress uniform.
The diplomats come In court
costume, and members of Congress come in their
best “togs.”
The conseouence is that thr>ra ia a
groat eimnenty In those three, yet they are by n»
means uninteresting.
The combinations are as
charming and as changeable as those of the kalideosoope, and equally fascinating. The attendance last
night was perhaps hardly as great as on the preceding Tuesday, when the line of carriages reached out
past the Department of Justice past the Rlfge
House, past the Treasury, and dewp Peimsvlvaiiie
avenue beyond Willard’s
Hotel, yet it was large and
the scene very brilliant.
Today there are the usual cabinet reoeptions, and
also that of Airs. Speaker Carlisle, Airs. Marshall
MoJIicbael, and this evening that of the Wisconsin
Republican Association. This being the last weekly reception that some of the cabinet ladles will
give, the attendance is very large. Carritges are
whirling in every direction ana iho well trained legs
of liveried flunkies actually ache with tbe strain to

corps;”

lino

FOREIGN.

which they are subjected by frequeut descents from
tbeir lofty seats and services at the
carriage door.
Airs. Lincoln gives np the social world
today having
announced that this is her last reception for tha
season.
Mrs. Carlisle also takes her leave, fearing
that too much hand shaking may cause a return of
her old enemy the rheomstlsm and announces that
she will hold no more
receptions after today.
To-morrow evening the ladies connected with the
Homoeopathic Hospital will give a dancing reception
from nine to twelve. The music will be furnished
by the Marine Band, Prof. Sousa leading the promenade muslo in person and Messrs.
Jaeger and
Tlllaux will give solos on the cornet and horn.
Prominent society ladles will be on the reception

In the Commons.

miffiJilui’-tiffllgfattanT

become

continued.

a surplus of cash are
continue.
Yet there
will be a cessation of the constant run of festivities, and it will be a very greatful one to many of
those engaged.
This beiDg the host full week everybody i* busy.
The chief event of Monday was the bachelors* GerIt was the second event of this
man at Wormley’s.
kind which the Bacholors* Club has given, and was
The attendance was from the
a very elegant one.
very best social circles, the dressing superb and the'

horses In a horning stable, they were bewildered and not knowing which way to go refused to go in any direction. Some of them
were so burned that the tlesh dropped from
their bodies when removed. Scenes at the
afflicted homes to-night are heartrending beyond description. The fire boss with a lamp
made the usual examination last night and
pronounced the mine all right.
Wilmington, N. C., Feb. 20.—At Rockingham the cyclone struck a village on the oatskirts of the town, destroying 15 houses, killing 23 people and wonnding as many more.

Sosed

so fashionable, will not be disquiet little dinners which wealthy

which have

Congressmen

rnsh of air was so great that one was
blown throngh a wooden cage, shattering it.
The awful scene that ensued among the terror-stricken miners cannot be described. All
of their lamps had been blown out, and they
were left in darkness and confusion.
They
had not time to recover from the shock before
themselves
unable
to
breathe.
The
found
they
explosion left the mine filled with after damp,
which contains no oxygen, and rendered it impossible for life to be sustained for any time.
Of all the men who were in the beading where
the explosion occurred, Diek Balsley alone esWhen the excaped to tell the awfnl story.
plosion came, Balsley, who was just changing
his clothes, at once wound a part of bis clothing tightly around his face and mouth to keep
the font air from ohoking him, and gave the
rest of his garments to his companions with
instrnctions to take the same precaution. Then
he Btarted for the main ontrance, bidding his
companions to follow.
Balsley’s escape is regarded by experienced
miners as most marvellous.
Tne lost number nineteen, many of whom
leave families. The all died from suffocation.
At noon 19 bodies had been carried out of the
shaft. The company’s books were then examined and the roll called when it wss found
that all the men were accounted for.
The last man taken oat alive was Henry
Wilson who managed to subsist on air at the
very bottom of the mine until rescued. Dick
the

mill

Receptions

[Special Correspondence of the Press.]
Washington, Peb. 19.
The closing week of the social season is to be m
thoroughly enjoyed as was the opening week. Everybody seems determined to get the moat out of It.
There are halls and parties and receptions and oalls,
and theatre parties a*-d gayetles of all sorts. By
the end of next week most of these trill have disappeared, and the much needed rest will have come.
Even Lent, however, will not bring an entLre cessa-

dent. It is thought that at least 50 persons of
the 75 in the mine were killed or so badiv injured that they will die.

B£kl8iey reports

of ihe

Week—The

twelve persons rescued, several of whom are
badly injured and will die, Everv effort is being made to get at those who are yet in the
ruins and to learn the full extent of the acoi-

London, Feb. 20.
In the Honse of Commons today Gladstone
the
in
of
prematnre! discusdeprecation
spoke
He nrged
sion of General Gordon’s mission.
that the inevitable effect of such a discussion
would be to hamper the success of General
Gordon’s efforts.
John O’Connor Power, Home Rale member
for Connty Mayo, resumed the debate upon
Parnell’s amendment to the address in reply
He wa9 strongly opto the Queen’s speech.
It failed to conto the amendment.
emn with sufficient emphasis the present polTBB farmjM«tfyuf
ites, he said, had been pursuing a polioy adverse to the interests of Ireland since tne land
It was in consequence of
act was introduced.
tight.
Thomas Sinclair (colqrga) testified: I was
that he had sepaarted himself from the Nationthe candidate on the Democratic ticket for secIrish landlords owed the
alist movement.
of
to
the
nresent condition
retary of State in 1879. At the last election I
neglect
duties.
Irish discontent was dne
acted with the independents.
I went to Jackimportant
son the Thursday before election because I
not only to historical events but also tb the
did pot think it safe to remain at home. Came
fact that Ireland was smarting because equal
back on the Saturday before election. Saw a
privileges were withheld. But better times
an end
of
were coming, when strife wool! be at
armed
men.
did
not
bother
me.
body
They
and England and Ireland woald be more
I own 1,000 acres of land and employ several
hands.
When I
came
back
all
the
closely united than ever, when Ireland would
share in equal privileges.
colored
men
were
out
in
the
lying
Mr. T. M. Healey replied to Mr. Power’s
woods. Didn’t vote myself. Some few colored
men voted but as a rule they did not vote. My
speech. The government, he said, was in
Mr. Healey
league with the Orangemen.
property is taxed at $1000. I would sell it for
half its value and go away, but no one will buy
spoke for two hoars and concluded with deit. Nobody ever molested me; don’t think the
scribing Lord Rossmore, a recently suspended
majority of the Democrats in Copiah county justice of the peace of County Monaghan, as a
favor violence; thinks two-thirds of them be“bigoted, malevolent young pup.’’
Justin McCarthy, Liberal and Home Ruler,
lieve in allowing the
colored
men equal
chances; one-third favor violence against the accused thd Orangemen of seeking to involve
the country in civil war.
colored men and it seems as though they

_

friends interested in it and there was enough
to make them all rioh.
Mr. Adams—Did he offer to give you any
amount of money provided that yon recognized Donnell.
Witness-No sir; not in that form. He did
not make any specific offer.
Gen, Boynton then proceeded to cross examine the witness substantially as follows:
Q.—I suppose you affirm the truthfulness of
your entire speech on the floor of the House.
A.—Substantially that is true. I may not
have used the same language here as there.
Q■—Are there any material points in that
speech which you desire to correct before it
goes on record under your oath?
A.—Not that I can recall.
Also the truth of the letter you sent me the
night before the speech was made.
A.—Yes; it is substantially true.
Q.—And you present both speech and letter
to the House and country on
your responsibility as a member?
can
answer that.
A.—Anybody
Q —When you received my note on the 27th
did you regard the question as stated in that
letter as in any sense improper?
A.—I do not think I did.
Q.—It did not differ from many similar re-
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committee.
On Friday evening there will be tho usual ball
^.Willard B hotel
.^fiy popular thif-season and a number ol1
sociSv eveuta. Tha
people who have been accustomed to attending the
brilliant receptions and hops given at the Kussian
Legation each Friday will probably feel somewhat
lost as the doors of that
very hospitable mansion
closed for the season on last Friday
evening.
<^n Satarday there will be the usual
reception at
the White House at which Mrs.
will be asMeElroy
sisted by several ladles of prominenoe. Kx-Postmaster General King
gives his usual Saturday even••literary” on which he prides himself, and the
j lug
week will end brilliantly as it
began.

whip}!

j

>'OTES.

George B. McClellan has been spending
time here, accompanied by his fa
mlly. He

Gen.
some

thinks that Washington Is t.hn

mnet.

the country, Indeed In the world. He says be
would be glad to make this permanently hia home
If hie business would permit.
The marriage of Lieut. Danenhower, ef Arctic
fame, and Miss Helen Sloan, of Oswego, N. Y„ is to
take place on March 12th.
Miss Danenhower, of
this city, a sister of the Lieutenant, will be one of
the bridesmaids.
Rneeohes were made hv other Irish memCol. Bob Ingersoll. acoompenied by his wife, left
bers, some of whom supported and others op- on Monday for New Mexico,
accompanied by Mr.
posed the amendment. The House was full and Mrs. John B. Alley of
Massachusets, and Miss
and Power’s onslaught on the Parnellites
Alley. They go first to New Mexico, to take a look
After the deabte on
caused a great sensation.
at the Dorsey cattle ranch, a half interact In which
Parnell’s amendment the House adjourned.
Mr. Alley has Just purchased at a price of ffOO,The Tasker Resolution.
Mr. Alley, who was a member of Congress
Bkklin, Feb. 20.—Friends of Lasker in the OOO.
twenty years ago, made a fortune in Massachusetts
Reichstag propose to demand of Prince Bismarck an explanation of his conrse.
; in the manufacture of shoes and the growth of real
The Official Gazette today publishes a comestate, and now spends his winters and his money
munication of Prince Bismarck
to Herr
in Washington, and hi; summers at Lynn, where he
Von Eisendecker, directing the return to the
has a beautiful borne.
He is said to be worth J8,American House of Representatives of the
000,000 or 810.000,000, and is not yet tired of
resolution of condolence at the death of Herr
to
his
fertnne.
adding
Lasker. The following is the text:
Letters received from Senator and Mrs. Don CamAny recognition in a foreign country of the eron tell of very pleasant times in Rome. Cameron
personal qualities of a German, especially insists that he Is going to stay out of this country
when made by so important a body as the
until tbe presidential candidates are nomisated and
House of Representatives, is gratifying to our
perhaps until they are elected.
Mrs. Ysnaga, the mother of the beautiful Lady
national feelings.
I shonld have gratefully
Mandeville is at the Riggs House.
Mr. Tsai
accepted the communication made by Minister
Kwock Chiog, second secretary of tbe Chlneso
legaSargent and should have asked the Emperor tion, is proving quite a favorite in social circles
to empower me to present it to the Reichstag
speaks English very nicely and is a very bright
if the resolution had not contained an opinion
amusing young person, and bis picturesque
regarding the object and effect of Herr Las- Chinese costnrae is quite a feature of an entertainment. The result is that he is invited
ker’s political activity which was opposed to
everywhere
and is tbe best specimen of the stuffed Chinaman
my conviction. I should not venture to opthat Washington has seen of late.
pose my judgment to the opinion ot such an
The dear ladies have found the privileges of leap
illustrious body as the House of Representayear extremely interesting but in one case at least
tives if I had not by more than 30 years of acthey have killed the goose which lays tho golden
tive participation in the internal policy of
egg. A grand leap year party was to havo boon
Germany gained an experience which justi- held at one of the principal halls in the city and a
committee composed of principal ladies had been
fied me in attaching certain valne to my jndgannounced as managers.
To the astonishment of
ment in the question of home affairs.
1 canthese ladies however the applications for
oppornot determine to ask the Euoperor for the nectunity to dissipate came in in such large numbers
essary power to communicate the resolution to
that they found themselves
eompletely snowed unthe Reichstag because I should have officially
der. The result was a caucus
"just like real mea
caucuses” and after serious deliberation the
to advocate befors the Emperor an opinion
project was abandon*! and tho explanatory circular
which I cannot recognize as correct.
was‘‘It was found that the demand for memberAffairs iu the Soudan.
so
far
exceeds the capacity of the hall selected
ship
Gaiko, Feb. 20.—The Austrian consul at that it would result in invidious selestion and the
committee therefore reluctantly
Khartoum has forwarded to El Mahdi £2000 to
announces
Its
abandonment of the nndertaking.
secure the release of Catholic missionaries.
In

GENERAL NEWS.

THE DOMINION.
Adjourns. Without a Vote ou
Pacific Railroad Co. Resolution.
Ottawa, Feb. 20.—Contrary to expectation
the Honee adjourned at 1.40 a. m., without
voting on the Pacific Railroad resolution, Mr.
Costigan having moved an adjournment of
the debate, which the government, after considerable hesitation, agreed to.

The House
the

P.
Institution of

The officers of

IVnshington C'ninp No. 4.

Camp

P. O. S. of

A., comprising the following, State President
T. W. Daniels, State Vice President J. H.
Hugby, State Secretary C. L. Robinson, Assistant State Secretary W. H. Lincoln, State
Treasurer M. P Prince, State Chaplain B. F.
Pritchard, and State Sergeant-at-Arms Daniel
Ronnds, met at the new P. O. S. «f A. Hall oa
Middle street, last evening, for the purpose of
a
new camp of the order, to be
known as Washington Camp No. 4, P. O. S. of
A.
After the camp had been duly instituted the
members were initiated into the mysteries of

instituting

the two first

degrees.

The President then dc-

olared

a short recess, upon which the members
of the new camp gave the State officers and
the visiting brethren of Camps 1, 2 and 3, a

collation, which was served in the
banquet ball, Bro. Fred A. Leavitt being casubstantial

terer for the occasion, ani proved himself most
efficient in that respeot.
After the serving of refreshments the camp
assembled in their camp-room, and the officers
of the new camp were duly installed by the
State President, Bro. T. W. Daniels, assisted
by PaBt President Bro. A. L. Farnsworth, as
follows;
President—H. 0. Leslie.
Vice President—Fred A. Leavitt.
Master of F. & C.—Geo. L. Briggs.
Recording Secretary—A. M. Brackett.
Financial Secretary—Geo. A. Hatch.
Treasurer -Harvey B. Morse.
Conductor—Albert T. Marsh.
Inner Guard—James E. Sawyer.
Outer Guard—F. B. Davis
Trnstee for 6 months—0. H. Jewel!.
Trustee for 12 months—F. A. Leavitt
Trustee for 18 months—H. 0 Leslie
Jr. Past President—C. H. Jewell.
Among those present were Past National
President J. H. McDonald, and Past Stato
Com. J. C. Oourtland.
This new camp is
of

composed

The United States steamer Shenandoah arrived at
Porto Grande, Cape de Verde, January 20, twentytwo days from Boston.
The seagoing qualities of
the vessel are ot a high character.
The spoolers at the Richard Borden
ftt the Tror mill* in H'jlII IMvap Mach
day noon.

O. S. OF A.

the Stato

Tho ice in the Connecticut river broke up at aeon

yesterday, and ran ont rapidly. No damage was
done, the river beiog only moderately high.
Rngg, tbe Long Island murderer, was captured at
Winfield in a church yesterday.

wide-awake,

earnest men who are bound to succeed, and it

and hack beys
a*prw»v

.s>t»

About 2,000 cigar makers,
employed la the factory of Straiion & Storms, New York city, went out
Both
union
and non-union
yesterday.
the movement against a proposed reduction.
A syndicate of wealthy Californians has contracted with Hawaii sugar planters for their crops.
An
immense refinery will be built in Sau Francisco t#
compete with Claus Snreckles.
The Massachusetts State Republican Convention
will be held in Boston, Wednesday, April 30.
Tne Word’s Fair committee of San Francisco bars
on a strike
men are in

prepared a

priation

of

memorial to

$2,000,000.

Congress asking

an approAll the governors of the

States and Territories have been requested to appoint commissioners to visit the fair.
The preliminary session of the Amerioan Institute
of Mining Engineers’12th convention was held at
Cincinnati Tuesday night.
The State Senate at Dss Moines, Iowa, Tuesday
evening, passed a prohibitory bill--35 to 13. The

defines Intoxicating liquors to mean alcohol,ale
wine, beer, or any liquid, vinous or malt. No person
shall manufacture or koep for sale as beverage aav
of the above liquors.
A tire at Holbrook, Mass.,
yesterday morning,
damaged tie shoe factory of Edmund White $40.0°0 worth. It is insured for
$125,000. Three
hundred hands were thrown put of employment.
The lire was probably the work of an
incendiary.
Owing to the heavy rain continuing for several
days in
N. II., fears of a disastrous flood
bill

are

Plymouth,

entertained.

„s®nator Henry

W. Blair’, saw mill at
Hampton.
was burned
yesterday morning. Loss *3000.
Thsre was a partial insurance on the
building. The
tire caught from a stove. The
tannery and uam are
not damaged.

N.H.,

The bill investing the
appointing power in New
York city solely in the
Mayor passed the New York
assombly yesterday—70 to 61.
The village school in Plymouth, N. H., olosed
Tuesday on aeoount of scarlet fover. No fatalltlee

have yet occurred.
Albert Bickford of Dorchester, N. IT., got drunk
Saturday and turned bis wlfo and eight ohildrca on.
Of the house.
He then tipped the stove over and
burned the house, barn and all their content* except!
stock.

The first notary.anblio certificate issued te a wo.
in Connecticut has bsen given by Qcv, Waller
to Miss Mary Hall, recently admitted to the bar In
that State.
A oall has been issued for a conference of prominent Republicans to be held in New York elty Feb
23. The object Is declared to be a comparison of
ideas, and not work in behalf of any candidate.
Surrogate Rollins of New York yesterday affirmed the validity of tbe will of the late Sarah Burr
who left a S3,000,000 ..tat* to
lie declared the testatrix of sonnd mind. This
ends
a famous contested will oaee.
man

ditfe,eu?charit“«:

■————I-

tub:

—

press.
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We do not read anonymous letters ami oommunl
nations. Tbe name and address of tbe writer are in
all

cases

necessarily for publicaguarantee of good faith.

indispensable,

not

tion but as a
We c&unot undertake to return
urudoutiens that are not used.
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a

practice the Press, Daily and

Weekly,

is
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to new
subscribers, during the political campaign of 1884, at
special ra'es. This
concession to new subscribers, for a llmi'ed

period, does no injustice to those who are already subscribers. They will receive In full
their due, indeed

better paper,
both during the campaign and after it. We
rely upon their good will to help spread the
ro»asure

know'edge of

our

special rates, and,!n return,
as

more

increased

our

To new subscribers,
during ibe politics!
campaign of 1884, the price of tbe Daily
PRBss’wTll be'"

CENTS

FIFTY

A

MONTH.

[The Portland Dally Phkss Is the largest dally
paper pohllfhed in the State, and has the largest
circulation. At the special rates it Is also the
cheapest..
To
tbs

new

price

paper

subscribers, during thecimpalgn,

of the Weekly

containing

a

Press,

an

digest of all tbe

8 pare
contents

of the Daily, will be

TEN

A

MONTH.

money must accompany

the order.
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paid for.
Subscriptions

at.

expiration of ’line

these rates received for
tor any term of months not
extending beat

yond November 15, 1884.
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Address,

Commission which
was sent to
Egypt to investigate the cholera
epidemic, and afterwards went to India to
study the same disease in that country, have
finished their work and forwarded their report. Tne Commission discovered a cholera germ in a water tank at
Calcutta, and
found in the suburban village where the
cholera made its appearance the same micioscopic organism which had been discovered in the lower intestines of cholera victims in Egypt.
Now if the commission will
discover some means by which to kill this

they will accomplish
humanity.
germ

a

gi eat good for

The report of the bureau of statistics furnishes an interesting statement of the export of hog products from this country to
France and Germany for the last eighteen
years. In 1805 we exported to France $20,481 worth of pork produets and to
Germany
$87,100. The next year the exports to the
former country fell off to $5,200 and to the
latter to $3,050. In 1872 our exports to
Germany were valued at $1,803,570 and to
France $1,150,737.
The maximum was
reached in 1881, when out exports lo France
amounted to $4,087,073 and to Germany to
$3,203,725. Last year the exports of pork products to France only amounted to $40,100
ard to Germany to $1,577,808

The Democratic Tarifl Policy.
The Argus doeB not like Mr. Reed’s recent
speech in Philadelphia. That will not disappoint him, we presume. The Argus is a
guist the American market for manufactures, and fcr agricultural productions a3
well. It tnh.ks that if all Americans were
farmers and dependent upon Great Britain
for whatever does not grow out of the earth
we should be in the happiest condil ion. Here
are fifty-five millions of
people accustomed
to more comforts and more luxuries than
any equal population on the globe. The
Democratic party says: “LetEngland supply
us with clothing,
machinery, tools, books,
furniture, ships, etc., because she can do it
PhfianAr than

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.,
Pertland, Hie.
uiautaugu 10 UUUC lUUltt 111 & pUSlUOU
to present himself at the bar of the House
of Commons and be put out by the Sergeant-

at-arms.
the

Sanitary

paper which thinks Americans should r* lin-

CENTS

In all cases the

The German

a

W* engage to make the paper as much

valuable and interesting
prosperity will warrant,

the “boss,” an end of boisterous bravado
and undignified wrangling, in short, an end
of incompetence and bad manners, and a restored air of self respect,
courtesy, peace and
industry which lately has been wanting.

His reduced majority shows that
Northampton elsctors are growing tired

of the farce.

The Democrats finally git
through their
resolution for the assignment of a day for
the consideration of the bill to pension the
thirty days’ veterans of the “Creek disturbances,” but the Republicans compelled them
to take the full
responsibility of it, a thing
which they seemed very loth to do.

The Independent Citizens’ Association
have appointed a finance committee, who
will proceed to demonstrate that wealth is
the product of labor by passing round the
hat. All those who faver the re-election of

Mayor Deeriug because “he gave us a good
Fourth of July” are requested tocontiibute.
A girl has been found in Atlanta who
posthe power of coaxing objects across

sesses

va

aay some ol tbe numerous Democrats
whom his administration of city affairs has

disgusted.
One of the Dominion ministers—Mr. Costigan—has been compelled to resign for
“deporting himself in an unbecoming way
about the Ottawa hotels.” Precisely wbat he
has been doing does not appear. Perhaps
he has been insisting on being provided with
free lunches, or perhaps he has been tarry
ing loo long in the bar room over cups o*
“sold tea."
There is a shindy among the Democrats of
Ward Two. Mr. Duddy, supposed to have
been permanently squelched, turns up again
as candidate for Alderman, much to the disgust of Councilman Lappln who thinks he
has established a claim to the office. While
this quarrel rages, Mr. Gallagher shies bis
cap into the ring, and is ready to try whose
bead is tbe hardest.

Not desiring that our readers should suffer any loss by reason of the demand made
by advertisers on our space, we issue this
morning a supplement in which will be
found much interesting matter. There are
two new poems, one a farm ballad by Miss
Sarah O. Jewett, from the March number of
the Manhattan Magazine. Besides a column
of notices of new books and periodicals, the
supplement contains another of Hon. Wm.
Goold’s valuable historical contributions,
and other good reading.
The

Democratic National
Committee
meets on Friday to determine the time and
place of holding the national convention.
Chicago, St. Louis and Cincinnati are all
anxious to be selected as the place, and delegations from each city will appear before
the committee. The prospect is that Chicago will be chosen. The sentiment at present
seems to be in favor Qf holding the convention as late as August. Mr, Barnum will, it
is said, decline a re-election to the chairmanship of tbe committee.
The New York Sun will not find much
material in tbe Philadelphia election to
work up a Presidential “boom” for Randall
with. Twelve thousand Republican majority in Philadelphia will probably put au Extinguisher on the Pennsylvania Democratic
chieftain, and henceforth Randall will be
dropped from the list of possible Democratic candidates and Pennsylvania from the
list of possibly Democratic States. The Sun
thought some things would be clearer after
tbe election, and they are—very much clearer.

The British ministry have good reason to
be pleased with the result of the vote on Sir
Stafford Nortbcote’s resolution of censure.
A majority of forty-nine in their favor in
face of the recent disasters in the Soudan,
is a much stronger vindication than they had
reason to expect. The safe arrival of Gen.
Gordon at Khartoum, ana the apparent signs
that they had resolved upon a more vigorous polley in the future undoubtedly contributed in large measure to their victory,
The weakness of the Conservative leaders
helped them also.
Under the stimulus of the three dollars
offered by the Rockland Courier-Gazette
sixty-six persons undertook to write the
worst poem, and the results of their efforts
which appear in this week’s Courier, show
that they all succeeded admirably. Such a
mess of doggerel
a- never seen before outside of a newspaper waste basket. The editor
seems to have greatly underestimated the
ability of bis patrons to write bad verses, for
he says he did not expect more than a dozen
poems, whereas be received sixty-six. Thj
poems are published under the very appropriate caption “Jim-Jams.”
If Mr. King is chose.1 Mayor at the coming
election what a change there will be in the
atmosphere of City Halil There will be an
end of the ignorance which is continually
violating the legal methods of procedure, an
end of the petty tyranny which
arbitrarily
attempts to impose Its own will and Is intolrant of honest differences of
judgment, an
end of the unparliamentary efforts to rule
and overrule the City Council, an end
the coarse
of
and
brutal
manners
which have made it impossible for persons
business with the city’s chief
to do
magistrate without peril of insult, an
end of the private cabinet of fulsomo flatterers and dependents who fawn upon power
and stand ready to defend every action of

BLACK SILKS!!

Twin Foes to Life
Indigestion and Constipation.
Their primary symptoms are among the
most distressing of minor human ailments,
and a host of diseases, speedily resultant
.from them, mutually aggravate each other
and assail at once the whole machinery
of life. Nausea, Foul Breath, Sour
Stomach, Dizziness, Headaches,
Bilious Fever, Jaundice, Dyspepsia,

EASTMAN
SPECIAL

of the stomach and bowels.

A

Thorough Purgative

medicine is the first necessity for

At this sale

cure.

Then the cathartic effect must be maintained, in a mild degree, just sufficient
to prevent a recurrence of costiveness,
and at the same time the liver, kidneys
and stomach must be stimulated and

shall

we

ous

qualities

een

ever

Pill.

work better
other medicine. They aro
and
searching
thorough, yet mild, in their
action. They do not gripe the
it, and do not Induce a costive reaction, as is the effect of other cathartics.
than

OF

Repn^U.__

party.

nepuuncau parry uas emancipated
labor both from the tyranny of slavery and
me

the equal tyranny of dependence upon foreign monopolists. The Republican party
gave the farmers of America a homestead
law. The Republican party has fostered the
policy which connects the agricultural empire of the West with the great markets of the
East and of Europe, so that beyond the Mississippi River it is now more profitable to sell
corn than to use It for fuel.
Under the rule
of the Republican party
the nation has
grown rich through newly created and wisely
fostered wealth-producing industries. It is
because of these industries that the nation
has been able to pay off the debt of the war
while the great body of working men have
not only lived easier, enjoyed more comfort,
and had greater advantages for their chil-

in Portland.

any

Stive

medicinal value and

Absolutely Cure

No. 10,

All diseases proceeding from disorder
of the digestive and assimilatory organs.
The prompt use of Ayer’s Pills to
correct the first indications of costiveness, averts the serious illnesses which
neglect of that condition would inevitably
induce. All irregularities in the action of
the bowels
looseness as well as constipation—are beneficially controlled by
Ayer’s Pills, and for the stimulation
of digestive organs weakened by longcontinued dyspepsia, one or two of
Ayer’s Pills daily, after dinner, will do
more good than anything else.
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20,

—

70,

1.60
1.75
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80,
90,
100,

never

been sold at such low

■
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•

prescribe them.

Inc?

22

in

That Ayer’s Pills are the best of all
cathartic medicines, and many practitioners, of the highest standing, customarily

At no other period have the wage-earniog
classes had so much money saved and at interest. The politicians who are endeavoring to persuade the people that the times are
out of joint, that there is decay instead of
growth, peril instead of safety, must make
their comparisons not with any actual condition that ever existed, but with a condition which has no existence except in imagination, which they are utterly powerless to
bring about, and which their specifies would
hinder and prevent instead of promote.
The laborer who would be benefitted by
opening the American market to the competition of the world would not be the
American laborer. Some advantages might
come to the laborers of England, France and
but we doubt if

mnch,

even

to

them. The strangest thing is that Irishmen
should support the party whose policy is
formulated to enrich and strengthen England, and, by the same token, to impoverish
and weaken Ireland; and, what is more, to
reduce America to the same condition of dependence on England for manufactured
goods that Ireland has been reduced to.
They aie never weary of decrying England
for crushing out the industries of Ireland, but they vote with astonishing persistency for the party whose policy in this particular is to give England the opportunity
to do for the industries of America what she
has done for the industries of Ireland.

CATARRH

AYER’S PILLS,
PREPARED BY

The Guinct perhaps ranks next in quality, aud

Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Mass.
[Analytical Chemists]
For sale by all Druggists.

est

Besides the above

keep

we

exhibition,

and

on

sale

Concert from 7V4 to 8Va o’clock by Chandler’s Band
Costumes at Littlefield’s, 26 Temple street. Floor
tickets, 60 cents; reserved seats in gallery 36 cents;
gallery 25 cents; to be had at Stockbridge’s, Kxfebl4d8t
change street.

M.

have been suffering terribly
with Rheumatism or Neuralgia, that you must always
continue to Buffer.

ARTHUR

HASKELL

that a cure is impossible Just because the
physicians have been unable
to accomplish It.
Nor think that because Athlophoros

[Think

Comparatively few

are aware

they “will

make

■

•

sound and hearty.

although this

Nor think that because you have tried
fflty other things that failed, that Athlopho-

^

is like them.

Don’t be discouraged!
Amatism and
thing that will cure
is
ATH,
,iUR0S.
Neuralgia

—

is

a

SILK

....

First Parish Church, next Thursday Er«
ening, Feb. 21, at 8 o’clock,

KETTLE DRUM AND DANCE
under the auspices of the

LITTLE WOMEN

yet

to hear

Friday Evening, Feb.
A

stock in all grades at the very low-

CURE,

Marigold, Clorrr

Blossoms, etd.,

For the Immediate relief and Permanent Cure of er
ery form of Catarrh, from a Simple Head Cold of
Influenza to the Lose of Smell, Taste, and Hearing,

Cough, Bronchitis,

and Incipient Consumption.
Belief in five minutes in any and every case. Nothing like it. Grateful, fragrant, wholesome. Cure
from first application, and is rapid, radical,

begins
permanent, and never failing,

Box Catarrhal SolOne bottle Badical Cure,
vent and Sanford’s Inhaler, all in one package,
forming a complete treatment, of all druggists for
$1. Ask for Sanfobd’s radical Cuke. Poixeb

at the

popular price

Collin’s Voltaic

It annihilates Pain,
vitalizes Weak and Worn
Tired
Out
Parts,
Mnsoles, prestrengthens
vents Disease, and does more in one half the time
than any other plaster in the world. Sold everyfebllM&Th&w2w
where.

dried hard wooo
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will embrace

Specialty of Flooring

for

Roller Skat-

at 37

Janl2eod&wnrmly
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D0TE1S,

dealers.

STREE^

1-2, 50, 75c and $1.00.

imported

FAREWELL

50 cents per

any

exposed to
infection within one year after such exposure withor
consent
of
the
out the knowledge
municipal
officers shall be punished by line not exceeding nve
hundred dollars or by imprisonment not exceeding
the orders of
Sect. 44—Any person
said municipal officers, made in conformity with
the fortieth section, or driving or transporting any
neat cattle contrary to the regulations made, so
recorded and published, shall be punished, as provided in section forty-three.
Sec. 45—Whoever knows or has reason to suspect
the existence of any fatal contagious disease among
the cattle in his possession or under bis care, shall
forthwith give noiico thereof to the municipal officers, and for failure to do so shall be punished as
provided in section forty-three.

is

road, and the road leading
thirty days.

known as the Meadow
to quarantine, for the

George B. Leavitt,
Thos. J. Riggs,
Daniel D. Chenery,

)
J

Selectmen

City Hall, Portland, Sunday Evening,
Feb. 24, 1884.
Admission 35 ('eats.
On this occasion Mr. Cary volunteers his services,
and the entire proceeds above the expenses will bo
to aid the Gospel Minion in its work of redeeming
the lost. Give os a fnll house.
febZldSt*

Grand Prize Ball

WILLIAM

d&wlw

WEEKS

Has taken the storo

No. 671

Street,
Congiess
STREET SQUARE,)

(STATE
and offers to bis friends and the public,
assortment of

Hne

a

selected

Vegetables,
—

ALSO

CALIFORNIA CANNED FRUITS.

^Portland, Feb. 7tb, 1884.

feb20d2w

CITY
BY

ITS.

de

Dollars.

ever

CO.,

in 9

PORTLAND

Almas, Cashmere Bea-

numbers,

less than the lowest

prices

they

dnplicated at the prices.

Wools. !

Commencing MONDAY, FEB. 25th, the brilliant
young Comedian,

World-Renowned Eccentricity.

MONDAY, TUESDAY, THURSDAY,

DUNDREARY,
1000 times.

As played by Mr. Sothern

astonishingly low prices.

over

WEDNESDAY AND FRIDAY,
the late Mr. Robertson’s grand Comedy Drama.

DAVID GARRICK.
SATURDAY,
a

vuiuvuj

JU IU1CO

BROTHER

have been sold.

and the

A

8XLK8

BRANCH

THEATRE

Mr. SOTHERN

offered.

at which

febl9dlw

Curtis.Proprietor and Manager

The

at

25.

FEB.

free.

One

SILiKLS

BLACK

HALL,

EVENING,

Clothing checked

Frank

BI3L.KLS
be

—

MUSIC BY CHANDLER.

SALE

importation and cannot

AT

—

SAM,

petite comedy,

Kegular

Regular

Prices.

UUI,

Fix.

Sale of seats Friday, 22<1.

CITY

HAL L.

Wednesday Evening, Feb. S7th,
TWO HOURS ®F CONTINUAL

Laughter Mingled

.,

With

Joy.

Farewell appearance of America’s Greatest Living

Orator,

HON. SAMUEL F. CARY,
deliver his latest and most

Laugh-

able Lecture, entitled

I SHALL SELL AT COST

COMPANY’S

LIEBIG

The Entire Stock of New and Second-Hand

Pianos and
Piano Stools,

contained in the store lately occupied by W. M. FURBUSH & KON, Brown Block. Sale will commence

TUESDAY,

EXTRACT
OF MEAT

Organs,

Covers, Instruction Books, &c.,

FEB.

An invaluable and palatable tonic in all
ind debility.
**

cases

of weak

inJS

stitntes

LA ROSA!
All Havana. The finest Ten Cent
Cigar in the city. Call
and try one.

INDEPENDENT CITIZENS’ ASSOCIATION.
An association has been formed in this City
for the purpose of taking an active part in the
coming municipal election, and for the support of
such men as candidates for City offices who will if
elected, act for the best interests of the City, without being nnder the dictation of partisan leaders, or
ringsjformed for selfish and corrupt purposes.
All who are favorable to the objects of this association are requested to unite with the same.
Koons No 257% Middle St. np stairs, open day

and evening.

general meeting of this association will be held
Per Order.
Monday evening Feb. 11.

A

feb9

dtMarchS*

OPPORTUNITY
To buy out a Shoe Store with a
For
thriving business in Saco.

particulars

inquire

of

0.

53 Main St., Saco,
feb!8__
"XVERY FINE CARGO

GREENE,

P.
Me.
dtf

C. B. GUPPY &

OPEW ALL WIGHT.
JanlOeodtt
BIT If YOLK

OYSTERS^

per Set.

PLAIN

TEETH

per Set.

These Teeth are the BEST that money
and we warrant a good fit.

can

E. B. A P. W. LOCKWOOD,

buy,

Cor. Colon and middle Street*, Portland
eodtf
febl2

Cl),

Orviggists,
Cor. Congress & Preble Streets.

GUM TEETH

$10

Just received and for sale in large
small quantities by

PORTLAND, ME.
feblO

OLEOMARCr£RI^£

dlw

jorm

ii.

I3HST,

Portland.
Bole

agent In Malno for Hammond’s celebrated
brand. Bottom pricer to tbe wholesale
JanlSdtf

creamery
trade.

being

STRACHAUER'S

Church Music
For

Qnartet

and Octet Choirs.

Mr. Hermann Strachaueh, whose pure and elovated taste, and decided talent as a composer well
fit him for the task, has here given us, in an octavo
book of 170 pages, 26 very beautiful quartets, in
the form of tbo higher chureh music. Half are his
own, and half arrangements from the great masters. Choir leaders will find this a treasure. Price
in Boards, *1.00.

Ludden’s

Pronouncinjlctionary of Musical

TERMS ($1.25) in all languages, is a most handy
ami convenient book for all musical people.

READING for

UitTmUSICAL MILLION

is found in Ditson & Co’s most interesting Books
of Musical Literature, every year more popular, and worthy of purchase for public libraries, and
by all students of music. JLirea of Beethoven

($1.60); Coltschalk, ($1.26); Chopin, (*1.25);
Handel,(*2.00); Mendelssohn. ($1.26); Bo<Mchnnsaun. ($1.26);
sini, ($1.50);
Mozart.
($1.60); Vou Weber. (2 Vols., each *1.25) and
others.

Send for listB.
WAB SOMGS 50 Cents. Everybody is sing
ing them. Immensely popular book.
©XITAB AT HOME. (*2). New, large and
tine collection of bright and popular mpsio.
Lists furnished. Any book mailed for retail price.
many

OF

or

TIMMONS & HAWES,

FINEST AND CHEAPEST MEATFLAVOURING STOCK FOR SOUPS,
MADE DISHES & SAUCES.
digestion CAUTION.—Genuine ONLY with
fac-simile of Baron Liebig’s Signa-

Is a success and a boon for which Nations should feel grateful.” tnr« in UlnA Tnk across Label This
ACT08B ^
m™
—See Medical Press, Lancet, British Medical Journal, etc.
Caution IS necessary owing 10
To be had of all Storekeepers, Grocers, and Chemists.
Sole Agents for the United States (wholesale only) C. David A Co., various cheap and ixferior SUbh Fenchurch Avenue, London, England.
in the Market.

19.

T. TXT. LORD.

$7

tlie best quality, constantly on hand.
Having bad many years of experience in catena,
a share of
to families, I would respectfully solicit
delivered free to any part ol
your patronage. Goods

of

BAND CONCERT

MONDAY

ATTEMPTED

GOODS

grades at less prices than

—

Second Division A. 0. H.,

OTHERS,

EVER

much below the cost of

AND

of Ohio, who will

on

Groceries, Provisions
and

are

—

—BY THE—

of

) Peering.

feb20

Cary,

“INTEMPERANCE,”

TURN ERB R O S

Caution,
particularly cautioned against

what

F.

His Master Lecture

in 8 grades, 60, 70, 80c, $1.00, $1.12 1-2, $1.25, $1.37 1-2 and $1.50. We are confident, there is no Silk in the market that will compare with
it at the prices named. An exhibition of the goods to be sold will be had on WEDNESDAY, to which the public are invited.
The above are all new goods, jnst purchased at rare bargains.

disobeying

are
over

yard

LONG

)
j

All people
driving cattle

Manager.

^APPEARANCE.

Sami

v»vmv*u

aiiu Ob

14.

The above prices

in 10

least two of the Selectmen of Deering, is strictly
forbidden: and any person or persons v dating any
of the provisions of this regulation will be punished
to the foil extent of the law in such cases made and
provided. And all persons are hereby earnestly
requested to report any violation of this regulation
to the municipal officers of said town of Deering.
Given under our hands at Deering this eighteenth
day of February, A. D. 1884.
George B. Leavitt, Selectmen
Tnos. J. Riggs,
of
Daniel D. Ciienery, ) Deering.

year.

ler. Sessions from 3 to 4.30 and 7.45 to
10.15. Juvenile assembly every Saturday
Tbe elevator will ran from
Afternoon.
7.30 to 8.30 every evening. None bat
the celebrated Winslow skate nsed at this
rink. The management reserve the right
to refnse admission and skates to all obM. F. WINSLOW,

Bancroft.

24 INCH BLACK SILKS from the celebrated manufacturers C. J. BONNET &

charge,

one

mm Roller skating Riik.
Open every Afternoon and Evening. Music both afternoon and evening by Chand-

decll)tf

Prices, Aggregating Two Thousand ($2,000)

FAMOUS

in

Whereas, A contagions disease known as the foot
and month disease has attacked cattle belonging to
residents of the town of Deering, the existence of
said disease in this town being solely due to the
carelessness, neglect and inefficiency of the United
States officials haYiDg the importation of cattle
under their
We, the municipal officers of the town of Deering,
by virtue of the authority vested in us by the law of
this state, do make record and publish the following
regulations for the town of Deering, to wit:
The driving or passage through or on any of the
highways, streets or roads of Deering of any cattle,
sheep or swine imported from any foreign country,
or the
of any
or manure
from any foreign country
or on any of the
highways, streets or roads of the said town of Deersale
the
use
or
this
town
of any milk, hay
or
In
ing,
or manure produced on the farms or places in this
town or any other where the said infection now
exist, or shall exist, without a written permit signed
by George H. Bailey, State Commissioner of infeo-

of

dtf

jectionable persons.

Mourning Silks, Drap de Almas (Silk and Wool), Henriettas (Silk and Wool), Barritz, Ottomans^ Drap
trice, Brocades, Cashmeres, Bantings, Grenadines, &c., &c.

FOOT AND MOUTH DISEASE.

FEOIJR

S. H. & A. R.

SILK

yard.

&

STJIVEIUEE EL

ouvwoDVi,

feb!4(ltfM. B. GILBERT.

SILKS

of 50 cents per

SALE

BLACK

THE

uu>

“GERMAN.”

Thursday evenings commencing Feb, 21st.

Hon.

^B^R

IMPORTANT

Immense Reduction in

—

Southern Pine Flooring.

a

SPECIAL SALE OF BLACK GOODS,

MOST

THE

cents.

_

in

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 21st.

Electric

Battery combined with a
Parous Plaster for !I3

being manufactured equal

are

dtf

TURNER

vi

Gentle-

janl-t_

six months from date of purchase.”

SUMMMER

Bros.

Eastman

GREAT

Deering

anifthe

WALTZING

Monday

Change of Bill every Thursday. Matinees Wednesday and Saturday, at 2 30. Prioes as Usual

SUMMER SILKS AND BLACK SILKS

ouiuuj ouvaiv,

a

Evil and Remedy,

E

next

Plaster Instantly affects the
Nervous System and banishes
A perfect Electric
Pain.

94c, $1.00, $1.15

SACCARAPPA.

GRAIN COLORED

CHEOKED

—

one

Chemical Co., Boston.

Prices

A. 3XT X>

XUXUttoaHIR

UIDOOOCI’

will be the MINCET IN
select number.

special attraction

Floor Tickets 50 cents; Children 26 cents; Gallery 26 cents. Dancing to commence at 8 o’clock.
feblBd5t

The last class for the season commences
evening, Feb. 18th. Terms for six lessons,
men, $2.50. Ladies, $1.50.

febZO

blVUO

22d.

Music by Chandler’s Full Orchestra.
COSTUME by

nniiiiiimimiiin.R.umiiiimniinif

hay,
through

HALL,

CITY

SILK

OF

CO.,

GROS

-v

drawing

—

Tickets 76 cents; to be had of the committee, or
Owen & Moore’s or T. L. Merrill’s, Market
Sauare. Tickets at the door $1.00. Mr. Arnold
will be followed by Mrs. Leonowens and Prof. E. 8.
Morse in two evening lectures in March, of which
due notice will be given.feb!6d5t

prices before.

FINALLY
Special Bla :k Silk Sale, we shall offer some unapproachable bargains

ATHLOPHOROS CO., II2 WALL ST., NEW YORK.

Regard

03

or

at

choice line of shades at 85 cents per yard,

If you cannot get Athlophobos of your druggist,
we will send it express p#id,on receipt of regular
you buy
price-one dollar per botfl«r~We prefer that
it from your druggist, but if he nasn’t it. do not be
persuaded
else, but order at once

Town of
Thereto.

i

will lecture In

the majority and
the Remnant.”

2.70
2.90

■

low aud medium priced Silk.

any reasonable claim made within

PLAIN

^

Don't 5b » optical I ATHLOPHOROS
has cured others. It will Cure YOU.

the

d3t

—

"

of

Chairman Com.

MATTHEW ARNOLD
“Mumberw,

2.30
2.50

■

....

that in the “Suburbs of Portland” fine Dress Silks

good

T have tried Athlophoros and

Regulations

FISHES

feb!9_

durabiUty to to any Lyons Silk, We feel justly proud of our home productions and under obligations to enconi age such enterprises.
Every yard of their Black Silks are “warranted not to break, crock or shift,” and

Neuralgia.

jau*-

—

Admittance free.

in

has not been known ever since the foundation
of the world, It will not cure Rheumatism and

from us as

os

THEATRE.
DUCHESS, CASHMERE ROYAL, LONG BRANCH and MONOPLY. Guam. K. LYCEUM
Mabwick.Pruprietor.
nonday Evening, Feb. 18, 1884,
ALSO
every evening during the week,
A First-Class Minstreljnd Variety Show.
placing before tire public a complete line of the recent productions of the

We take great pleasure in

and Rheumatism are Incurable.

kos

MORRILL,

B.

JELLY

BY

and

Nor think just because nobody has been
able to cure you or your friends, that Neuralgia

□

.A..

C._M.

LECTURE

and other Lower Forms of Ltt
of Portland Harbor.
Illustrated with the Lantern by CHAS. B. FULLER
Mechanics’Hall, Thursday Eve, Feb. 21, 1884,
at 7.45 o’clock,
J. B. COYLE, Jr.,

-

our

—

the CASHMERE

Think, just because you

43—Any person who sells or disposes
animal infected or known to have been

RADICAL

a

$1.25 and $1.38.

Sect.

4§>4

SILKS.

$2.10

in

INCH

21

A

The SAVOIE GROS GRAIN is the most popular for

are now

BY the

WALTZING.

FOR

Chap.

a

a

silks

always be found

can

prices.

Extract from the Law of the State of Maine in
Relation to Contagious Disease among Cattle, R. S

Tho Great Balsamic Distillation af Witch
Hazel, American Pine, Canadian Pir,

—

at Cffy Hull, Thursday, Feb. 21st,

to hold

The old and reliable Bellon takes the lead. We have been handling this Silk for 25 years, and have
the first complaint. This we show in 8 grades, ranging from $1.37 1-2 to $3.75 per yard.

of the necessities and comforts of life.

We make
ing Rinks.

are now on

1.40
.

Leading Physicians Concede

period were the owners of
farms so generally out of debt, so well
housed, well fed, well clothed and well educated, and at no other period have the
wages of all labor procured a greater abund-

In

These Silks

No. 60,

These Silks have

At no other

and

us

BLACK

$1.20
•

-

30,
40,
50,

laboring classes of any other
country, but have been better off than ever
before in this country.

Deco

prompts

In this width we show the CASHMERE SAYOIE. This Silk has few equals, and for beauty of finish, weight
and elegance of lustre and real merit has no superior. We have 10 grades in this Silk.

Withal, they jxissess special properties,
diuretic, hepatic and tonic, of the highest

dren than tbe

SANFORD’S

BANCROFT.

TO-DAY!
24 INCH
SILK

Accomplish this restorative

tions and sufficient unto ourselves in
every
exigency of peace or war.” The Republican

Germany,

AKS

—

agricultural products, and, better than
that,will make us independent of foreign na-

party desires to foster a capacity for every
industry which will invite population and
secure prosperity in time of peace,
and, in
case of war,will prevent such weakness and
privation as our forefathers endured in the
Revolutionary war of 1812, and as the
South endured during the civil war.
If the farmers of the country think
they
wou'd be richer if there were no great cities,
no busy manufacturing villages, scattered
through the country making markets for
their supplies, that they would be better off
with thousands more producers of corn,
wheat, hay, beef, pork, eggs, butter and
cheese, and thousands fewer of consumers,
with plows and mowing machines, calico
and frockiug, carpets and crockery, at such
prices as England might choose to ask for
them, competition being killed off, they wil1
vote to put the Democratic party in power,

MASQUERADE
—

largest quantity, and the most complete collection of reliable makes, in the vari-

the

strengthened.

Ayer’s

of our recent sale

success

.SALE

display

&

BROS.

The unparelled

Kidney Diseases, Piles, Rheumatism,
Neuralgia, Dropsy, and various Skin
Disorders, are among the symptoms
and maladies caused by derangement of

our

ance

ANNUAL

Burlesque Guard Mounting

while we will raise wheat and corn to feed
her people." The Republican party
says:
“Let us make these things ourselves,building
up cities which will make a home market for

can

BLACK SILKS!!!

Aro

profit of this business,

the floor in spite of the reslstauce of two
strong meif- Mayor Deering might em- n-hmwlaa than will vote with ihe.
ploy her to cou.'Wii^l^TSf'TpSfla'^Sn'^Sec^"
non

ENTEKTAKN9IBNTM.

miSCXXLAPfBOirS

mqL-o tlmm

nan

and let her have the

nttCBLLANIOIJI.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., BostOL.

"THEN and NOW.”

Lecture will begi n at 8 o’clock.
General admission 25 cents. Reserved Sects can
be obtained at Stockhrldge’s Music Store, Exchange
St., without extra charge.
febaidlw
FINANCIAL.
_

BONDS

FOR

SALE.

Rockland. 6s & 4?.
Bath.6s
Newcastle.6s & 4s.
Waldoboro
Anson....
4s.
Maine Central..7a &
Portland & Ogdensburg.6g.

*

..

....

ARETAS

6s

SHURTLEFF,

MO. 194 .MIDDLE

STREET,

Jay. 1, 1884.

janldtt

underwearT
MANUFACTURERS’ PRICES!
THE

KEELER &
Underwear

BAILEY

Company

OF

sacoahafpA,
Will offer for the next ten
stock or

ODDS AMD

days,

a

lartre

ENDS

in Underwear of all kinds, such
as they
have been manufacturing for
the past
two years. This is au
opportunity for
the retail dealers in these
goods to pnr-

chase^at manufacturers’ prices.

the

press.

SOLDIERS’ AND SAILORS’ ABSUCIA
TION.

THURSDAY MORNING, FEB. 21.

A Grand Fair to be Held Next Spring.

~~

A meeting of the executive committee, in
accordance with a call published in the Press,
was held at President Brown’s residence on

ANtTviCINlTY.

CITY

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS TODAY.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Thursday Moi-Dlng-MUlett A Little.

Black Silks—Chambarljii A Homsted.
Wanted—You Can Have Work at Your own Homi
To the Public—Geo. M. Eastman.

Wanted—Bookkeeper.
Retail

yesterday.

Fancy Goods Stock for Sale.
W anted—Salesman.
W anted—Situation.
Wanted Bycicle.
For Sale Cheap—Horse, Sleigh and Harness.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
A Card.
ENTERTAINMENTS.
Portland Theatre—Mr. Sothern.
City Hall—“Then and Now.”
Hon. Sam’l Cary—Sunday Evening.

The committee decided to hold a grand fair
at City Hall some time between May 20th and
Jane 14th. It is proposed to have all the
chnrch, military, civic and secret societies cooperate in the matter, and as fast as commit-

—

Today we shall sell Infants’ Cashmere Long
Hcse, in blacks and colors, at 44o, which is 2£
per cent, less than ever before.
febl9tf
Owen, Moore & Co.
Dr. O.

Fitzgerald

day, February 21st.

at Falmonth Hotel ThursOne day only.

feb20

2t
_

_J

Wei De Meyer.
It la now undisputed that Wei De Meyer’s
Catarrh Cure is the only treatment that will
absolutely cnre Catarrh—freBh or obronlc. “It
is a marvel, Rev. A. P. Fries, Cairo, N. Y.’1
“It restored me to the pnlpit. Rev. Geo. E.
Reis, Cobleville, N. Y.“ “One box radically
cored me, Rev. C. H. Taylor, 150 Noble
street, Brooklyn.” “A perfect cnre after 30
years suffering, J. D. McDonald, 719 Broadway, N. Y.,” &c., &c. Thousands of testimonials are received from all parts of the world
Delivered, *1.00. Dr. Wei De Meyer’s “Treatise," with statements by the cured, mailed
free. D. B. Dewey & Co., 182 Fulton St., N.
Y.
decl8eod3m
_

Public speakers and Singers find
Douglass & Sons’ Capsicnm Congb
sure remedy for hoarseness.

B.

H.

Drops

a

SPECIAL ADVERTISING RATES.
Advertisements appropriately coming under
the classification heads, Wants, Help Wanted, Situations Wanted, Foe Sale, To Let,
and
Lost an» Found, not exceeding forty
words, will be inserted in the Daily Press
one

week for twenty-five cents, if paid in ad-

vance.

When payment is not mado in

advance,

reg-

ular rates will be charged.
The

large circulation

of the Press makes it

the best medium for these advertisements.
Supreme Judicial Court.
BEFORE JUDGE BYMONDS.

municipal Court.
judge oould.

and costs. Paid.
Michael Ward. Intoxication.
Fined $3.00 and
costs.
John F. McArdle. Common drunkard; 60 days in
city house of correction.
Briof

Jottings.
The Sardinian of the Allan Line left Halifax for Portland yesterday noon and will be
dnehere to-night.

Mayor Cummings of Bangor is the guest of
Mayor Deering.
John N. Long and Chas. W. Capen rescued
a boy named Fickett who got under the iee on
Back Core yesterday.
Hon. Isaac H. Bailey of New York, and
Mr. Clarence Pullen of New Mexico are at the

Falmouth Hotel.
A grocer on Brackett Btreet had a hand badly torn yesterday, the wonnd requiring seven
stitches.
a

interesting ac-

very

Gordon.

Amusements—General Francis Fessenden, Major
W H. Green, James P. Baxter.
Printing—Adjutant Charles W. Roberts,
Transportation by rail and otherwise—A, A,
Strout.
To Invite the oo^peration of other organizations
—General John M. Brown, Adjutant C. W. Roberts
and John H. Fogg.
Portland District ministerial Association.
The association re-assembled at 9 o’clock yes-

terday forenoon and the opening religions services were conducted by Mr. Williams.
The chairman submitted the idea of holding
temperance conventions in different parts of
the district the coming spring and snmmer.
On motion, voted that a committee of five
be raised to hold one or more conventions at
their discretion in this district, and on nomi-

year’s

as far
as
reflected great credit
these assemblies are
who participated are

respect,

details,

was

concerned,

the house. Now that
ended the thanks of all
due to Mr. J. K. Martin,
on

proprietor oi toe hotel, who has tar exceeded
the expectations of the guests in all that
related to thehquse. He has been omnipresent,
has spared neither time nor money to make
the assemblies the brilliant success they have
and bis wishes aud orders have been
carried out to perfection, by his able aud well-

'•'V been,

traioed-oorpso! assistants. These assemblies
will long be remembered as among the most
noteworthy in the brightest social circles of
the city.
_

The Storm.
There was a nasty south-east rain storm yeeterday morning, with a gale, which blew at
one time at the rate of forty miles an honr.
The ferry-boat, Mary W. Libby, was obliged
to land her passengers at Portland Pier on account of a large ameunt of ice which obstructed the way into the dock.
The cutter Woodbury, was accidentally run
against by the tug W. H. Scott, while lying at
Central wharf and the smoke stack of the tag

knocked off.
The Woodbury arrived from a cruise to the
eastward at 11.45 a. m. Capt. Abbey reports a very heavy sea and high gale, and very
thick; saw no vessels outside and nothing exwas

the coast.
Tbe storm cleared at 4 p.
there was a clear sunset.

m.

yesterday

and

Second Skating Party.
In consequence of tbe brilliant success that
attended the Cadets’ first skating party at the
rink iu Storer Bros’, block, they have decided
to hold another on
Monday evening, March 3d,
and Miss Carrie Gilmore of Boston, has been
engaged for this occasion. Miss Gilmore id by
Cadet*’

far tbe host, prettiest and most graceful lady
skater in this country, and so generally is this
acknowledged that it was by the merest chance
she coulu fill an engagement here, her services

being

so

extensively sought

were filled.

that her dates

indignation meeting was held in Torontc
Wednesday, whieh was composed of the leading business men of Canada, to protest against
the amalgamation of the Canadian Pacific and
Qrand Trunk railways, whioh two corporations now oontrol the whole railway interests
of Ontario.

There had

been

a

rumor

of the

amalgamation of these two roads to form a
huge monopoly, and the meeting, in strong
terms, opposed anything approaching suoh a

measure, and will urge the government to oppose it.
The Canadian Pacific Loan.
A despatch from Ottawa, Ont., says that
there

great excitement there Tuesday

was

night,

over

the announcement that 34

Quebec

Tories had expressed their intention of voting
against the government on the resolution before the House of Commons to grant the Canadian Pacific Bailway Company a loan of 822,500,000 to help it out of its difficulty. They
are all French Canadians, and demand that,
unless the government grants a subsidy of 83,000,000 to the North Shore Bailway, and constructs

railway bridge across the St. LawQuebec, they will vote against the

a

rence at

The vote was expected to be
government.
reached at an early hour this morning, and the
result is anxiously looked for. Should the disaffected ones hold out, the government will be
defeated. It is impossible to say how the vote
will go, although it is said Sir John has prom*
ised to oomply with their demands, in which
case the resolutions will pass with a majority
of 13.
Minor Notes.
The Maine Central car-sbops have on hand
a new passenger car for the Mount Desert
branch.

The “Flying Yankee” will be put on from
St. John to Boston this year earlier than last.
MlfSIC AND DRAMA.

There will be

grand matinee at the Lyoeum Theatre on Washington’s Birthday.
Dave
O’Connor, the popular doorkeeper, will take
a benefit February 23th.
a

Mme. Patti’s famous contract for opera made
spring has been modified to suit circumstances. Instead of receiving the 85000 for each

performance, she is contented with one-half of
the gross receipts. Though this seems to be
generous, she has decided to break off her
spring engagement and go to London.

urged against this view

by the

were met

as-

sertion that Almighty power is able to do all
he has proposed to do. Of this body resurrection, Christ was the type and “first fruits.” The
essay drew out mnch criticism, but generally
approving the doctrine of the paper.
Inn 4lin

A

The third

nnUt aa!

topic was

ministerial Bupply.”

XL.

x.LI.

taken np.
“The future
Mr. Lindsay presented

able paper on the theme. He assigned several reasons why an ample supply will not be
an

now

our need*. 1st—Other churches are
our doctrines and methods of work;
Bystem has more work and rigid rules

taking

2d—Our
than other

churches;

3d—Other churches pay
more tojtheir ministers than we do.
Mr. Pendexter reported for the committee
on Sunday campmeetings, viz; that the resolution not to attend any Sunday campmeetings
was lost.
After a brief disoussion the Bubjeot
was laid on the table.
Took up the 7th topic.
“The Bible and
modern thought.” Rev. J. Collins read a paper giving quotations of modern thought from
Evolutionists and showed their weakness and
falsehood by all failure to prove spontaneous
generation of life from death. Something from
nothing spontaneously has not been and cannot
be proved. This position he sustained by admissions from Evolutionists themselves.
The transmigration of species” was also
shown to be an assumption unsupported by
facts of science and critical investigations. The
assumption of “missing links” is bare-faced.
In the 20,000 different species, the connecting
link is wanting in every instance. There is no
proof in science of its truth. Buxley himself
confesses "it has never been proved.”
The inevitable conclusion then is that there
has been a creation and of course an intelligent
creator.
This the essay proved from the admission of science and the voices of nature.
It was an able and searching examination of

Lewis, her assignee, was entitled to the money.
The cenrt took this view of the subject, and
accordingly gave her the case with costs
against the administrator.
Checker Tournament.

Friday afternoon, February 22,

checker
the Milliken House
a

tournament will be held at
between
teams
Boston,
representing
Boston and Providence. The Boston players
are A. J. Heffner, J.
Basby, G. H. Powell, H.
Z. Wright, C. W. Bailey, and A. L. Oliver.

The Providence men are C. H. Freeman, E.
De Maun, J. Hill, J. A. Webb, M. G. Merry
and one other player to be chosen. A series
of games between the same teams on New
Year’s day resulted in 10 games won from each
and 16 draws. Charles F. Barker, the cham-

pion, is barred from competition, but will be
present, and it is expected that Hr. J. H. Zukertort will also attend, fin the evening the
Boston players will entertain the Providence
team at a banquet in the Miliken House.
The •‘tittle Store.”
We would call attention to the advertisement of Chamberlin & Homsted at the “little store,” corner of Congress and Elm streets.

They offer black Bilks of

as

good quality as

any
firm in Portland,
Jnet look at the celebrated
C. J. Bonnet silks in their front window, every
yard warranted.
Mechanic Bines.
At the election of officers in this company
last evening, Sergeant James T. Jason was
ananimonsly elected first lieutenant. This is a
rare occurrence, to take from the ranks and
elect over a present second lientenant.
Col.
Thos. P.Shaw, of General Chamberlain's staff,
presided at the election.
National Bdacafional Association.
There will be an excursion to the National

Educational Association of
the
United
States, which will be held at Madison, Wisconsin, July 12th to September 1st, 1881. All
teachers and others interested should at once
Corthell of Gorham, general
jg&fesis W. J.Maine.
manager for

Provision Exports.
The total value of beef, pork and dairy products exported from Portland during January,

1884,

were

8609,915, against 8200,200 for Janu-

ary, 1883.

For the three months

lUi

awu,

JJU

ligUiCO

OlO

glVOU.

The following additional Portland

export

statistics are of interest, for January, 1884:
There were 288 cattle, valued at $20,440; $47,980 worth canned beef; 128,540 pounds fresh
beef, valued at $13,120; 822,000 pounds salt

beer, worth $63,300; 291,000 pounds tallow,
worth $27,160; 1,724,930 pounds bacon, worth
$203,375 ; 936,500 pounds hams, worth $140,475;
119,500 pounds pork, worth $13,600: 647,500
pounds lard, worth $57,851; 364,560 pounds
cheese, worth $43,154.
Real Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate in this
county have been reoorded at the registry of
deeds:
Brunswick—George E. Alexander to Nancy
M. and Harriet C. Strout, land, $400.
Robert Given to Beniamin L. Pennell, land,

$400.

Naples—Lewis

P. Crockett to John W.

land, $1150.

Dow,

,

SUBURBAN NOTES.
North Ciorham.
Tuesday morning the stave and grist mil),
owned by the heirs of Goff & Plummer, was

destroyed by

fire.

Loss $2500, and no insur-

ance.

BOSTON STOCKS.
A. T.*S. F. 78%
Boston * Maine.161
Flint tt Pere Marquette common. 28%
Flint * Fere Marquette preferred.100%
L. K. & Ft Smith. 17%
23
Marquette, Hughton * Ont. common
New .York & New Eng. 13%
Mexican Central 7s. 67
NEW YOBK STOCKS.

Denver *R.G.
Missouri Fef. ...
Omaha oommon.
Wabash preferred. ..
Omaha preferred.
Northern Paoflc prefen ed.
Northern Paolfio common....
Central Paolfio...

New York Block and money market.

(By Telegraph.)

New Yoke, Feb. 19.—Money easy at 1%@2 Per
oent; prime mercantile paper at 4 <i5%. Exchange
strong at 486 for long and 489% lor short. Gold
oan now be exported at a profit,hut no
engagements
have been made. Govments firm. State bonds dnll.
Railroad bonds firm. Stocks lower.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggreat
ed 329.700 shares.
me

tollowing

of the Ancient Order of United
Workmen will be instituted in this village
W. H.

Vose,^with.3d'charter
Scarboro.

Master

members.

Republican State Convention.
(Bangor Whig.)
We understand that the call will be issued
in a few days for the Republican State Con-

vention, which

will meet in
It comes to Bangor in

Bangor, April

regular

previous reports assigning
being erroneous. The State

the

course,
it to Augusta
Convention of

1885 will go to Augusta.
Bangor will be
pleased to welcome the delegation on this occasion, when our worthy Governor will unuouotecny

oe

piacea

in

me

neia

to

succeed

himself, and the people of the whole State
will see that the work began by their representatives in this city is handsomely carried ont
at the

polls.

It <my do in

College.

The following Seniors haTe been appointed
to take part in the exhibition at the close of
H. M. Wright, Salntatorian; Llethe term:
wellyn Barton, 0. W. Longren, H. C. Phinney, C. E. Sayward, E. C. Smith, C. 0. Tor.
rey and S. W. Walker. The appointments are
made upon the ground of merit in writing and
speaking, and an equal number took pari in
the exhibition at the end of the fall term.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Wholesale market.
Feb. 20.
Notwithstanding the disagreeable weather for the
past week trade generally was much better than
our merchants had any reason to expect, and we
that with a few days of sunshine,
can safely say,
a very marked improvement in the volume of busiA good movement is reported
ness would follow.
in Flour and prices are firm at quotations. Daring
the early part of the week under review Fork exhibited considerable strength and an advance of
several points was established, hut the break in
Chicago on Monday has caused an unsettled feeling
among operators here, and to-day the market closed
dull with a downward tendency. Lard sympathizes
with Pork and prices are barely maintained. The
situation on Hog products generally is considered
strong. Western Pork packing statistics continue
to show a falling off in the number of hogs packed,
and the shortage for the season is abont 26,600,000
pounds of product compared with a year ago and
about 59,000,000 pounds short of the correspond
Review of

Portland

FOE THE WEEK

ing

date two years ago,
has been done in

ENDING

A very

to-day’s closing quotations

on

...

Northwestern pref...146%
New York Central.117
Rock Island.124%
St. Paul. 92%
St. Paul pref. ..117%
Union Paolfio Stock. 83%
Western Union Tel...—. 76%
Adams Ex. Co.V.130
American Ex. Co. 87
Boston Air Line. 81
Canada Southern. 66%
Del. &Hudson Canal Co.113%
Del. & Lackawanna.130%
Bnr. * Cedar Rapids. 76

Metropolitan Elevated. 91%

Manhattan Elevated. 66%
New York Elevated.106
Morris* Essex.124
Pittsburg* Ft. Wayne.133%

Pittsburg.138%
Pullman Palace Car Company.110
Wells Fargo Ex.110
United States Ex. Co. 68
Boston market.

Boston Feb. 20.—The following were to-day’s
quotations o- Butter, Cheese, Eggs, &c:
Butter—We quote Western and Northern creameries at 32&34c lor choice, and 22@28o for fair to
good: New York ana Vermont dairies 24@26o ** lb

for choiOA. 18(S)22 for fair anti crrvrwi W^at^m rtoinr
at 20@22c and Western ladle packed 17@20c
tb; market dull.
Cheese firm at 13@14%cfor choice, ll@12%c
for fair and good; 6@9c for common.
Eggs unsettled at 80®32o ^ dz.
Potatoes—Fair demand; we quote Houlton Rose
46@48c ^ bush, Eastern, Northern and Aroostook
Rose at 43®47c. Prolifics 43@46c.
Beans—choice Northern hand picked pea at 2 70
76
bush; choice New York small hand-picked
o $2 86(522 90; common to good at $2 40@2 60;
choice small hand-picked pea. Vermont, at $2 95@
3 00; choice screened do 2 30@2 60; hand-picked
med 2 70@2 76, and choice screened do 2 60(3)2 65;
common beans 2 25@2 40; German medium beans
at 2 36@2 46; do pea 2 50@2 60; choice improved
yellow-eyes at 3 36^3 40;old-fashioned yellow-eyes
at: 3 30@3 36.
Apples—We quote No 1 Baldwins at $3 50@4 00:
No 2 do 2 26@2 60; Western $3@3 25 1? bbl; fancy
eating at $4 00@$5 50.
prime hay is quoted at $15@$16fp
ton,
$17: medium to good at $14@$16;choice
Eastern fine at $13@$14; poor at $12@$13, with
Eastern swale at $9. Kye straw at $13 50@$14 00
and oat straw $9@10 ^ ton.

Hay—Choice
fancy

Chicago Live Stock market.
(By Telegraph.!
Chicago, Feb. 20.—Hogs—Receipts 21,000 head;
shipments 7,000 head: 10@16 lower; rough packing at 6 40@6 86;packing and shipping 6 86@7 45;
light at 6 25@6 85; skips at 4 60@6 20.
Cattle—Receipts 660u head; shipments 2500 hd;
strong; exports 6 50:527 80; good to choice shipping
steers 6 20(3:6 80; common to medium 5 00@5 70.
Sheep—Receipts 6600 head; shipments 3700 hd;
market steady; inferior to fair at 3 26@4 60; medium to good at 4 75@5 5u; choice to extra at 6 40
@6 10.
Domestic markets.

fBy Telegraph.)

New York, Feb. 20. Flour market—receipts
3145 bbls; exports 2165 bbls; scarcely se strong,
but prices are without much change; export

light;»salq$-lOGQ-iJfcls.

horns trade demand
2 26.322 85;Sup. Western and|State
Flour, No
at 2 76@3 35: common to good extra Western and
State 3 30@3 65; good to choice do at 3
70@6 60;
common to choice White Wheat Western extra at
6 65@0 60; fancy do 6 60@7 00; common to
good
extra Ohio at 3 36@6 00; commo : to choice extra
St. Louis at 3 363-6 26: Patent Minnesota extra
good to prime 5 7o@6 75: choic to double extra
do 6 80@6 85, including 1,300 bbls City Mill extra
6 40@6 45; 600 bbls No 2 at 2 25@2 86; 400 bbls
Superfine2 75(523 35: 2600 bbls low extra at 3 30@
3 60; 3,400 bbls Winter Wheat extra at b 3532
7 00; 4,200 bbls Minnesota extra at 3
30@6 85.
Southern flour steadyjcommon to fair at 3 46324 65;
good to choice at 4 70@6 60. Rye Flour is steady.

2_at

A brass band has bean organized at Blue
Point with a membership of 13.
Mr. Frank
Collins of Portland is the instructor.
Under
his able instruction it is evident that the band
will make good progress.
Burnham & Morrill’s clam shop at Pine
Point re-opened for packing clams Tuesday. It
is understood that there is a strong demand for
this kind of canned goods.

30th,

are

Government Securities:
United States bonds, 3s. 100%
do
do
do
4%s, reg..113%
do
do
do
4%s, coup.114Va
do
do
do
4s, reg.123%
do
do
do
4s, coup.123%
Paolfio 6s, '96........129
The following are the olosingquotations Stocks:
Choago * Alton .134%
Chleogo * Alton pref.160
Ohleago, Burr * Quincy.127%
Erie. 26%
Erie pref.
69%
Illinois Central..
.133%
Lake Shore.103%
Michigan Central. 93
New Jersey Central.
89

lodge

Saturday evening by Deputy^ Grand

20%
84

82%
28%
96
47%
21%
62%
Texas Paolfio.
20%
Louts * Wash. 48%
Bantror City 6s. 1906.119%
Boston* Maine R. 7s. 1893.123

Freeport.
A

satisfactory

Wheat-receipts 4,00u bushjexports 16,936 bush;
held firmly and no raaical change in prices: spiculation less active and very moderate export inquiry:
sales 132,000 bush spot; No 2 Spring 1 09 delivered; No 3 Red 1 04%; No 2 Red at 114% in elev;
No 1 Red State 1 21% @1 22; No 1 White State at
1 22% @1 23; No 1 White 1 10.
Rye unchanged.
Barley is steady. Corn—No 3 on spot about lc
higher; others unchangedjexport inquiry moderate;
speculative trade limited;receipts 306,460 bush;exports 32.069 bush; sales 175,000 on the spot; No 8
a*l5A?i*^0 ^ a^ 02%@63c elev; White Southern at
iiuiw

at 65c.

ment.

ovmuem

southern

xeuow

%@1 lower, closing weak: receipts
36,000 bush; sales 67,000 bush on spot; No 3 at
Oau

40%c; do White at 43%c; No 3 at 41%fl,42o: do
White at 44@45%c: No 1 at 42c; White do 46c;
Mixed Western at 40® 42c; White do at 44®46c;
White State at 46@51 %c. Sugar market dull ;refining 6%@6o: reuned quiet: cut loaf and crushed 8@8%c; granulated 7 Si 16®7%o; C 6%®6%c:
Extra at C 6(36%; White do at 6%@6%, off A at
6%@7o; Yellow at 6%®6%c; standard A at 7%
@7%c; powdered 7%; Confec. A at 7 6-16; Cubes
7%c. Petroleum—united at 1 00% bid. Tal-

low is very steady. Fork in buyers
favor; mess on
spot at 17 76. Beef rather weak. Lard less active: contract grades spot; refined for continent at
10 20; S A 10 36. Butter in buyers favor; State at
10@30o; Western at 9@9 36: Elgin Creamery 36c.
Cheese very firm; State at 12@14% ;Western flat at
i
ll%@13c.
Freights to Liverpool dull; Wheat $>8team 2%.

Chicago, Feb. 20.—Flour quiet. Wheat lower*
February 92 v»@93y8c; No 2 Chicago Spring 921/.
@94c; No 3 do at 82@83%c; No 2 Red Winter at
1 01 @1 02. Corn lower at
63%@54%e. Oats are
easier; February at 32%@33c. Kye dull at 6»c.
Barley is dull at 62®63c. Pork is lower at 17 25®
17 SO. Lard is nominally unchanged at 9 45®9 66
Bulk Meats in fair demand—shoulders 7 36; short
ribs at 9 06; short clear 9 66.
Receipts—Flour 22,000 bbiB, wheat ,29,000 bush
com 242,000 bush, oats 123,000 bush, ryo 76.000
bu, barley 29,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 8,000 bbls. wheat 16,000 bu
com 126,000 bush, oats
93,000 bush,ryo 4400 bnsh

barley 19,000 bush.
St. L00I8, Feb 20.-Flour steady. Wheat is
dull;
Noj2 Red Fall at 1 06%®111; No 3 do 99%c.
Receipts—Flour 4,Oou bbls, whea. 16.000 bush
com 65,000 bush, oats
3,000 bush, [barley 6000 bu

rye 0000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 9,000 bbls, wheat 7,000 bnsh
com 62,000 bush, oats
3,000 bush.rye
00.000 bush’•
J

Schr Fred W Chase—4860 shookB
and heads 3413 box shooks 86,000 hoops.

ST PIERRE, MART.
Bark Florence—13,462
feet lumber 4139 shooks and heads 1000 boxes of
herring 62 drums fish.

Railroad Receipts.
Portland, Feb. 20.
Received by Maine Central Railroad, for Portland
29 cars miscellaneous merchandise: for connecting
roads, 101 cars miscellaneous merchandise.
Hides and Tallotv.
The following are Portland quotations on Hides
and Tallow:
Ox and Steer Hides90 lbs weight and over 7o IP lb
Ox and Steer Hides under 90ibs.6o IP lb
Cow Hides, all weights. 6
oi* lb
Bull and Stag Hides, all weights. 4o
t> ib
Calfskins..10c V lb

Sheep SkinB...76o@$l each
Light and Deacon Skim.26 to 40c each
Rendered Tallow... 7Vhcjp lb

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.
16 -Ar, sch United States,

BOStOD.

Lfbom merchants' exchange.1
Ar at Halifax 19th, steamer Sardinian, Dutton,
Liverpool for.Portland,
Sid fm Point-a-Pitre Feb 6, brig Clarabelle, Bransoomb, Gouaives.
MEMORANDA.
Ship Anrora.'Merrlman.from New York, has been
burned at Calcutta.
Ship Storm King, from San Francisco, lost anchor
and 30 fathoms chain at Queenstown 20th.
Ship Sumner R Mead, Parks, from New York for
Portland/,0, was spoken Not 24, lat 48 S, Ion 62 W,
with decks Bwept, bulwarks damaged, and boats
lost.
Sch E R

Emerson, Child, from New York for Mexico, before reported at Bermuda in distress, has repaired and proceeded Fob 14.
DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 19th, ship Florence, Leonard, Baltimore.
Sid 12th, ship Ellen Goodspeed, Adams, Bnrrard
Inlet.

PENSACOLA—Cld 10th, schs T R Pillsbnry,
Pitcher, Aspinwall; Stephen G Loud, Torrey, for
New York.
SAVANNAH—Ar 18th, sch J Bourne, Thompson,
Boston.

SC—Sid 18th, sch
Wood’s Holl.

Mattie A Frank-

lin, McDonald,
RICHMOND—Ar 18th, soh Wm Cobb, Kendall,
Kendall, Boston.
NEWPORT NEWS—Sid 18th, soh Harry Messer,
Sears, Boston.
BALTIMORE—Ar 18th, brig Mary E Thayer, Underbill, New York.
Old 18th, sch Fred A Carle. Condon, Pernambuco.
PHILADELPHIA-Ar 18th, schs H H Benedict,
Manson, Boston; Lavinia Campbell, Franklin, do.
Cld 19th, soh Fannie A Mll.lken, Hopkins, for
Barbadoes.
PERTH AMBOY-Ar 18th, sch H S Bridges, Littlejohn, Providence; Maggie Ellen, Littlejohn, do;
Calvin P Harris, Higgins, do, to load for Portland.
NEW YORK—Ar 19th, schs Tennesse, Beal, aud
Addle Wessels, Gross, and Brigadier, Kendal1, from
Rockland; Alfred Keene, Greeley, and H E Willard,
Doughty, do; Helen Thompson, Thomaston; Lackawana, Jacksonville.
Ar ldth. barques Havana, Rice, Havana; Bertba,
Cricket, do 12 days; schs Silver Spray, from St Domingo; Isaiah K Sietson, Trask. Cape Haytl; Millford. Look, Jacksonville; G M Porter, Jonson, Calais; Mattie J Alles, Crockett, Providence.
Cld 19th, barque Stillman B Allen, Jenkins, Boston; brig Caroline Gray, Filltbury, Greytown, Nio;
schs Lewis King, Barber, St Pierre; May MoFar-

laud, Montgomery, Cardenas.
Passed the Gate 19th, sch Commander, Foss,

10%o.

Savannah,Feb. 20.—Cotton quiet; Middling

lands 10% c.

Charleston,

Feh.

uplands 10% c.
Memphis, Feb. 20
lands 10*4 c.

up-

20.-Cotton nominal;Middling
Cotton

steady; Middling

up-

European market*.
(By Telegraph.)

London. Feb. 20 -Consols 10111-16.
Liverpool, Feb. 20 —12.30 P.M—Cotton market
dull: uplands at 6 13 16d; Orleans
|5 15-16d; sales
8000 bales;speolaution and export 3 ,000 bales.
*2 a h sts ua:.».

FALL RIVER—In port 18th, sch Lucy, Woostor,
ter, .from Dighton, to lay up.
NEWPORT—Sid 19th, sch B L Eaton, Grierson,
(from Calais) for New York.
In port, Millie Trim, Barbour, from Hoboken;
J M Morales, Jordan, fm New York; Florida, Carl
do for Boston; Cayenne, Simpson, New York for
Eastport; Monteoello, Kendrick, Perth Amboy for
Boston.
VINEYARD-HAVEN-Ar 18th, soh Abble Dunn,
Gilchrist, Wiscasset for Brunswick.
Sailed, schs Fleetwind, Johnson, Perth Amboy
for Portsmouth; John James, Gilley, Rockport for
New York; Addie Wessels, Gross, and Brigadier,
Kendall, Rockland for do: Elbridgo Souther, Fales,
Demarara for Boston; William R Huston, Chase,

St John, NB.

port, brigs Stockton, Allen, Pascagoula for
Nellie Ware, Morang, Providence for Tortschs Veto, Thomas, Hoboken for Tliomas-

Also in

Boston;
land:

ton; E Arcularius, Snow, Hoboken.
EDGARTOWN—In port 18th, sohs Jennie G Pillsbury, Pillsbury, and Commerce, N York for Rockland; Woodbury Snow, Maddox, do for Portsmouth;
Thayer Kimball, Peterson, do for Boston; Addie E
Snow, Flanders, do for do; S J Gilmore, Rhodes,
do for do; St Elmo, Watts, do for Portland; Lizzie
M Eells, Piper, do for Portsmouth.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 18th, sch Thos Hix, Yates,
New York.
Sid 18th, schs Nellie W Craig, Pierce, Savannah;
E C Gates, Beekwith, New York.
HYANNIS—Passed by 18th, seh Elbridge Souther
from Demarara for Boston; O D Withered, and j F
Merrow,-.
In port 19th, seh Mary B
PROVTNCET0WN
Smith. Whitmore, Thomasten for New York; Gen
Hall, Simmons, do tor do.
BOSTON—Cld 19th, sch Jennie M Carter, Eaton.
Biddeford Pool, to load for New York.
Ar 20th, barque Nannie T Bell. Fitts, Messina.
PORTSMOUTH—Below 19th, schs E L Higgins,
Holman, and Mott-Haven, Collins, from Boston for
Calais; Huth Hodgdon, Andrews, do for Rockland;
Cinderella, Webber, do fer Portland; N E Simonds,
Nickerson, and Annie G Quiner, Nickerson, Bucksport for Boston.
Sid 16th, sch Douglass Hovey,
ROCKPORT
Wright, for New Orleans.
In port 18th, schs Stephen Bennett. Douglass, for
Jacksonville, with lime, waiting wind; Morris W
Child, Torrey, for Portsmouth, Va, ldg ice; Mary L
Allen, to load ice for Washington.
IjQU'l’tfBAY-—Al 18th, schs Republican, Thompson/.from Cushingfof VoiUHlUl; Ludy-Aidr, Mutlftio"
Friendship fordo.
Sid 18th, sehs Nettie Cushing, for New York;
Australia, and Herald, for Boston; Gen Worth, (fm
St George) for Portland.
_

—

—

FOBEIGN TORTS.
Ar at Port Chalmers Feb 16, barque Abiel Abbott, Chase, Boston.
Ar at Valencia prev to 16th inst, sch R Bowers,

Thompson. Charleston.

Galeta Buena Dec 31, ship John W Marr, Cotton, for New York.
Ar at Batavia Jan 20, barque Matanzas, SimmonB
New York.
Ar at Buenos Ayres Feb 18, barque Proteus, Beatie, New York.
At Pernambuco 11th inst, brig Tiber, Power, from
and for Halifax, ar 6th.
Ar at Pernambuco Dec 6th, seh Navarino. Foss,
New York; Jan 21, Essma K Smalley. Cousins, St
John, NF; Flora E McDonald, Warren, Baltimore.
Sid Jan 27, barque Jessie Macgregor, McFadden,
Boston.
Sid Jan 2d. schs Addio G Bryant, Stubbs, St Domingo; 14th, Ella M Storer, Wade, New Orleans.
In port Feb 6, sch O M Marrett, Wylie, from Barbadoes, ar Jan 27, for Philadelphia.
Ar at Bio Janeiro Jan 22, barque E O Clark, Stahl,
At

vv

iimmgwu,

Sldfm

Aspinwall

Feb

row, both of Westbrook.
In East Winthrop, Feb. 9, A, F. Stone and Miss
Stella E. Perkins.
In East Wintbrop, Feb. 9, Albert Varney and MisB

In

Emma Dennison, wife of
Henchman S. Dennison, aged 33 years 1 month.
[Funeral on Friday afternoon at 2 o’clock, at
her late residence.
In Bath, Feb. 17, Elizabeth Hutchings, aged 55
years 7 months.
Iu Boothbay, Feb. 2,
Emma, wife of John Hodgdon. aged about 31 vears.
In Bethel, Feb. 19, Hrs.
Hannah, widow of Timothy Hastings, aged 99 years 1 month,—mother of
the wife of Judge Walton.
AS i. I1NAI !>.,*« OV

sTEilingHIPSi
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FOE

Sarmatian.Portland. ..Liverpool_Feb 21
Dominion.Portland
Liverpool_Fob 21
Orinco.New Vork..Bermuda
Feb 21
Coban.New York.. Jamaica ...Feb21
City of Para.New York.. Aspinwall... Feb 21
City of Alexandria New York..Hav AVCruzFeb 21
Wieland.New York..Hamburg... .Feb 21
Newport.New York..Havana.Feb 23
Oder.New York. .Bremen.Feb 23

Wit and Wisdom.

Frixia.New

York..Hamburg.Feb

City of Chicago....New York..Liverpool ...Feb
Devonia.New York..Glasgow.Fob
Switzerland.New York.. Antwerp.
Feb
Athos.New York. .Kingston, &c Feb
Wisconsin.New York. .Liverpool.... Feb
Cephalonia.New York. .Liverpool... .Feb
Sarnia.Portland... Liverpool_Feb
Sardinian.Portland.. .Liverpool.Feb
..

23

23
23
23
29
29
27
28

28

MJNIATI

UK A LM..

NAG

Sun rises.0 32 |
Sun sets....
5.14 1

—

FEBRUARY 21.

High water, (p M). 7.00
2.41

Moon rises..

MABINE

ISTEWS.

WEDNESDAY,

Feb.

20.

Arrived.
Steamer

Woodbury, (US) Abbey, Eastport.

Soh Luoy Ann, Muuroe, Friendship.
Sob Gen Worth, Young, St

George,

Cleared.
Steamer Eleanora, Bragg, for New York-J B
Coyle, Jr.
**uey’
Pierre, Mart—Geo S
Hunt
Sch Fred W Chase, Nason, Cardenas—Isaac Emery
Soh Fannie Flint,
Warren, New York-Rumery,
Birnie & Co,

&XCo^O^ellC0,

SILKS!

gredient,

Congress

At prices that will bear comparison with

any Silks sold

YOU

can

I will

FINE

of

HATS.

Merry’s
Specialty
of SO
NEW

HIS

Horse, Sleigh and Harness, or will sell
Horse separate. Reason for selling, no
use.
For price, &c., address Box 1984,
Portland, Me.
fab21dlw

NOVELTY

Bookkeeper who is over 20
years of age, honest, intelligent, and a good
penman. Address in own bandwriting, Box 835,
Portland Post Office,
feb21*

WANTED-A

To The Public.

muTS-is to give notice that no person or persons
I l,oik-been authorized to collect moneyno under
Abyssinian Chureh.jmd
such,.
tie
i,.ued in the
-y
small retail stock will be
sold at a bargain, possession given at once. Apply to
has been reeSTvecfTSBa all persons nsing this Church
C. F. Morse, 96 Cross St., City.
feb21»
name are imposters and frauds.
GEORGE M. EASTMAN,
LlAbESIIAN WANTED-A first olass Dress
Treasurer of the Abyssinian Church.
to Goods and Silk Salesman wanted. Address
feb21_dlt
with references or apply at Kines Brothers, Noe.
629 to 636 Congress street, corner Casco. feb21*
a young man of 6 years expsrience in the retail grocery business, a position
WANTED-To rent one 60 or 62 inch Bicycle
as traveling salesman for a wholesale grocery house.
TT
for the season of ’84. Address, stating terms
Good references. Address Lock Box 1306, Biddefeb21*
per
month, Box 601, Springvale, Maine. feb21*
ford,

n^f^tbe

""iS?~FOR"1sAIiE—A

...

WANTED—By

Me._

EVERYTHING SEW.

SECURE

SPRING
HATS.

ONE
New, Elegant

and TasteDesigns for

ful

PICTURE FRAMES

COE,

Ail work done in the most thor-

ough manner by skilled workmen*
Special attention to the appropriate mounting of every picture.

THE
HATTER

J. T.

bTUBBS,

EARLY.
rhe Flat brim is the

style.

correct

MERRY,
THE HATTER,

237

Middle

SIGN OF THE

has the new flat brim Stiff Hats. Also
all of the new shapes in soft and stiff
for Spring.

FURS,
ROBES,
HORSE

593

Congress^St.

fob2

FOR

—

C. 0.

CALL

AT

HUDSON’S,

WHERE

YOU WILL FIND

tsrioves,
LAP

DON’T FUDGE! THE PUCE.

C.O. HUDSON
jan22

dtf

urpix!
light and medupholstered in

Also two 2 seated traverse
ner

©E NEW

YORK.

$100,000,000.

The experience of Fort; Years has shown the

Low Prices.

Pinch.

Life Insurance Co.,
Assets

—

Ooods,

Ten new stylish
inm SLEIGHS

MISTAKE]

CMKOT

MUTUAL

—

I¥o. 13 market Square,
—

roil

If you insure with tne Old

CANDIES

Freshly made,

FUR

dtf

PURE

FINE,

BUN KETS,

ROBES,

wM

I

Best

nlnm

Street,

GOLD HAT.

f«b9

noet satisfactory results to all its Policy Holden,
is hundreds can testify.
Its RATES of PREMIUM are LOWER, ite DIVIDENDS LARGER, Its Seeurity Greater than any
>ther Life Company In the WORLD; its Policies are
sontinually Increasing In value.
A Policy of $3,600 on a well-known eltlsen of
Portland, Is now 99,800; and another of $8,000
Is now 940,000. No other Company in the world
has shown such results.
Do not be deeelved by Tontines, or any othsr

gambling scheme.
This Company now Issues a
Semi-Exdowmk.nt, which is

new form of Policy ,the
a highly popular form
of insurance for 20 years at much less than tke
usual cost of Endowments.
At this time it is well to
enqnire before yon Insure. All desirable
information oheerfnli'y furnished upon application to

W. D.

LITTLE, Agent.

Office, 31 EXCHANGE STREET;
J*nl2

dtf

run-

GROCERY SLEIGHS,
FOR SU E BY

Ann. P. Fuller & Co

CAPS,

Warrant
with every

__

ATTENTION

FOR SALE CHEAP.

have work at your own home In a new
business, where no peddling is required; from
$1 to $10 a day can be made; 1 dosen samples sent
Send 10
free that will do to commence work on.
cents for postage and advertising and address
HUNT & CO.,
W. Acton, Mass.
feb21dlw

A written

every
Watch.

To tenant*, occupant* and owner* of building* or loin, regarding Snow and Ice on
Sidewalk*.
is hereby called to the Ordinance*
of the City, requiring Snow and fee to be removed from the footways and sidewalks within the
city. I shall instruct the police to note all violations of said ordinances, and shall prosecute all persons willfully neglecting to comply with the same,
BKNJ. F. ANDREWS, City Marshal.
dec20tf

rtar.

WANTED.

$llo$100

with

City Mabailal’s Office, I
December 19, 1883. J

at the same prices.

f«h21

—FROM—

$5to$150

of Portland.

CHAMBERLIN & HOMSTED. SHAPES

any injurious inbut is a pure Cream Tartar baking

—FROM—

ADVERTISEMENTS.

City

PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE.

or

O

CITY

and Elm Streets,

Thursday Morning, Feb. 21st,

“Certainly,”

powder.

dtd

the

on

Can be found as NICE A BLACK SILK TO WEAR as any Silk offered in Portland*
and as our EXPENSES ARE SMALL, we will offer these Silks, Sale beginning

what my own

nn

febl4

SPRING

CHAMBERLIN & HOMSTED,

do not know
friendB?” in-

ofirttins

ammonia, tartaric acid,

M. N. RICH,
Executor Estate of Dr. Charles Mors*.

F. O. BAILEY dc CO., Auctioneers.

OCCUPIED BP

The Pejple’s World Wide Verdict,
Burnett’s Cqcoaine has been sold in every
civilized country, and the public have rendered
the verdict that it is the cheapest and best Bair
Dressing in the world,
Burnett’s Flavoring Extracts are ^variably acknowledged the purest and the best.

Clock.

,

439 Fore Street.

de«18

dtt

Trunks

sell you Watches, Clocks, Jewelry and Silverlower than any other dealer in the State.

ware

Aincricnn Watches in Coin Silver
Cases

only $8.50.

Nickel Alarm Clocks, warranted,

AND

only $1.50.
Rogers’ Triple Plate Knive only
$3.00 per doz.
Watches Cleansed and warranted only $1.00.
mainsprings, the best, only $1.00.
LARGEST STOCK.
LOWEST PRICES.

INSTRUCTION!
H.

Gr.

Hewes

Classes from the
12 and 2 till 5.

living

model.

We

are'selling

SPECIAL

CHARLES CUSTIS & CO.;
493 Congress St.
i«n23_.18
BAKER'S

for 30 days as follows: 2 yds. 60
cts.; 3 yds. 85 eta.; 6 yds. $1.40.; lu yds. $2.76

postpaid.

all Winter goods at cost.

Breakfast Cocoa.

«

Ladles make yonr own Gossamer Cloaks, Clrcu
lars. Aprons, Hat and Bonnet Covers, Sleeve Pro
tectors, Leggings &o. and save half the cost. Large
Sample auuprioe list for stamp. Agents wanted.

febl8___

COE,

Warranted absolutely pur a
Cocoa, from which the excess of
Oil has been removed. IthaafAree
times the strength of Cocoa mixed
with Starch, Arrowroot or Sugar,
and is therefore for more economical.
It is delicious, nourishing,
strengthening, easily digested, and
admirably adapted for invalids as
as for persona In health.

197
Xeb2

dlw

ROBERT B. SWIFT
OPTICIAN,

The Ha rter
fliddlr street.
eodtl

513 Congress Street.
Glass Eyes Inserted and Warranted •
Perfect Match.
OPTICAL GOODS REPAIRED.
fob6

eodly

MEDAL, PAMS, 1878.

GOLD

samer.
We offer them

PARSONS & CO., Milk St., Boston, Mass.

FLOORING,
58 Kilby St.,
BOSTON.

SALE~

OF FINE GOSSAMER CLOTH REMNANTS.
We invite yonr attention to onr large stock of
remnants which we purchased lately and shall close
ont at greatly redneed prices, they are in two, three
11 VO, and ten yards each beet 38 inch (P) brand Gos-

janl2eod2m*

James & Abbot,

d2w&w2m

febl8

Honrs from 9 till

&c., of all thicknegaeg,
widthc and qualitieg.

& WHITNEY,

FOHTl.A \ 1>, Mg.

COST.

Pupil* received in Drawing and Painting, by

-VLr.

KENDALL

AT

atf

ART

At Wholesale and Retail.

BAGS

near

fobs

ramLEniiimoiEEJEEj:
Catalogues mailed free to any address.

McKENNEYT^tlie
Jeweler,
547 Congress St.,
Oak.

507 1-2 Congress Street,

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Corner of

Young ladies are painting pictures of frogs.
They are so suggestive of leap year.

“Is it possible, Miss, that you
the names of some of yonr best
quired a gentleman of a lady.
she replied, “I don’t even know
willTje a year hence.”

ding,

Street.

At the “LITTLE STORE”

T^flra iirftrft.

..

..

Congress

BLACK

St Jago.
Ar at St Tbomas 10th, Bcbs Nellie Treat, Dow, fm
Guadaloupe; 11th, sch Hattie B King, Crowley, fm
Canary Islands; Gdith B Coombs, Thompson, from

HPOKJRft.
Nov 24, lat 48 S, Ion 62 W, ship Sumner R Mead,
Parks, from New York for Portland, O.
Dec 25, off Cape Horn, ship St Frances, Scribner,
from New York for San Francisco.

SHALL Bell

Display

MILLETT & LITTLE,

Ar at Bahia Jan 22, soh Anna W Barker, Snowman, New York.
At Point-a-Pitre Feb 10, brig Morancy, Wass, for
Apalachicola in a few days.
Sid fm Laygnayra Jan 26, sch Alfaretta S Snare,
Smith, Savannah via Orchllla.
Ar at Barbadoes Feb 1, barque Geo Treat, Treat,
Buenos Ayres;
4th, barque Helen Sands, Loring,
do for-.
Ar at Trinidad Feb 6, brig Mary E Dana.M1 tchell,

At Cardenas Feb 13, barqne Ocean Pearl,Henley,
for North of Hatteras; An Sable, Andrews, for New
York; brigs L Staples, Stoners, for New York or
Breakwator; Anita Owen, Branscomb, for NYork;
sohs Nellie A Drury, Wilson, for North of Hatteras;
S P Hitchcock, Blair, and Maggie Dalling, Dalling,
for do; and others.
At Matanzas Feb 18, barque Skobeleif, Tucker,
for North of Hatteras, loading; brig Giles Loring,
Evans, do; Carrie Bertha, Hall, disg; Ada L White,
White, do; E H Williams, Gould, for North of Hatteras; sohs Falmouth, Look; Parker M Hooper,
Colcord. for North of Hatteras; >L A Burnham,
Harding; Oanton, Whittier; Lizzie Dewey, Peters,
Fannie L Child, Hart; Sarah Sc Ellen, York, and
L Richardson, Belano, do.
Sid fm Bermuda Feb 14, sch E R Emerson, Child,
(from New York) for Mexioo.

on SATURDAY, Fob. 28d, at 10
o’clock a. in., at the salesroom of F. 0. Bailey A
18
Co.,
Exchange street, the furniture and affects
of the lata Dr. Charles Horse, consisting of Farler
and Chamber fnrniture. BoukCase, Wardrobe, BedChina and Sllrer Plated Ware, Books, Cleek,
Tools, &o ; also at same time Contents of Laboratory
and Notes and open Accounts due said estate.

I

that we are selling in all the best makes, and in all grades, at less
prices than they can be found in any market. Bellon, Our monopoly, Long Branch, Savoy, Cashmere Koyal, Haskell Silk, and all
other best makes of American Silks.
In Colors we offer the best bargain in Gro Grain and Satin Ottoman,
at $1.00 per yard, that was ever shown, and cannot be again this
season for less than $1.25 or $1.50 per yard.
5 pieces Black Ottoman Savoy Satin at $1.00; former price $1.50.
5 pieces Black Ottoman Savoy Satin at $1.25; former price $1.75.
5 pieces Black Ottoman Savoy Satin at $1.50; former price $2.00.

316

AUCTION.

BY

our

Johnson, Mobile.

WATCHES

Freeport, Feb. 19,

again.

We also call attention to

Furniture, Wardrobe,
Books, laboratory, &c.,

Household

been selling for

25 pieces 36 inch, all Wool Gray Dress Flannel, dark and medium
shades in plain and plaid, at 50 cents per yard; saute that have
been selling for 75 cents.
10 pieces 42 inch all Wool Serges, odd lot, in Navy Blue, Green and
Garnet at 62 1-2 cents; same that we sold for $1.00.
20 pieces 48 inch Cashmere in all colors at 65 cents per yard; marked
down from $1.00. Please notice the width of these Cashmeres.
10 pieces all Wool Iffomle Cloth, 44 Inches wide, at 75 cents; marked
down from $1,25.
10 pieces, Black Lace Bunting 42 inches wide, to close, at 37 1-2 cents
per yard.
5 pieces, odd lot, Printed Velveteens that have been selling for $1.75,
at the low price of 50 cents per yard.
We offer the odds and ends left from out recent sale of 8alius, Watered Silks and Silk Serges, at 42 cents per yard. This is an extra
opportunity to buy these Silks as the price will not be made so lew

13th, sch Kate M Hilton,

Nellie Wing.

DEATHS*.

surplus of Winter Dress Goods, before opening
Spring Stock, we will offer

a

50 pieces all Wool Dress Goods at 50 cents per yard;

rui uauu.

In port, sobs E Webster, 1m Hoboken for Boston;
E B Church, Conary, Baltimore for Portland; Lizzie
Heyer, Watts, Port Boyal for Boston; OharlotteT
Sibley, Bartlett, Hoboken for do; S J Gillmore, Collins, and L B McNichols, Fanning, New York for
do; Sebago, Clark, Amboy for Portland; Jennie R
Morse, Colcord, and Satilla, Skolfleld. Darien for
Bath; IreneE Merervey, Meservey, Wilmington for

HnnarPRA Ynnsi

Westbrook, Feb. 18, by Rev. Chas. H. Popo of
Farmington, Will A. Swett and Miss Evelyn C. BarIn

In ortler to close out

Virginia.

Detroit, Feb. 20.-Wheat U dull; No 1 White
04; No 2 White 96o, No 2 Red 1 03%.

Wheat—Receipts 19,000bu; shipments 6,000.
New Orleans, Feb. 20.-Cotton quiet;
Middling
uplands 10%c,
Mobile, Feb.20.—Cotttn quiet; Middling uplands

THURSDAY MORNING.
MILLETT & LITTLE

from

Amboy for Portland.
NEW HAVEN-Ar 19th, sch Lizzie Lee, Higgins,

ojuuiuuio iui

AUCTION SALEM.

EXECUTOR’S SALE OF
Hiokcy,

Feb 17—Ar, sch Clara Dlnsmore, Chase, Bearer
Harbor, NB, with 360,000 frozen herring.
Feb 18 -Sid, soh Mary F Pike, Small, New York.

BEAUFORT,

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
~

LUBEC, Feb

fall at 1

Foreign Exports.
CARDENAS.

Rockland—J Nickerson

barley 00,000.

busi-

Dry Fish, the transactions
being about double compared with the previous
week; Pollock have advanced 25c, but Large Bank
Cod are not worth so much by about 25c, while other kinds of fish remain at old figures. The stock of
Mackerel is light and only a few barrels are in first
hands. Fall prices are obtained; demand moderate.
Fresh Shore have been Belling at 2Vic ^ lb by the
cargo. Beef is firm and $1 higher on Ex Mess,
Plate and Ex Plate.
Sugar has weakened somewhat; jobbing at 8c for granulated and 7V4c for
Extra C. Mutton is quoted at 7@9c
lb and Pork
Ribs and Sausage 12c. In Produce, Butter continues
dull and weak and lower on line grades. The Cheese
market is qniet and stocks are cleaning up well;
Eggs have declined considerably and are now held
at 28g30c ^ doz; Cabbages have advanced to;$35@
ton; no improvement in Potatoes; Cape Cod
$40
Cranberries sire scsirce at 14 00@16 00
bbl; Apples—Baldwins bring 3 00114 25, latter price for
fancy stock. Coffee is quiet and unchanged. Teas
are more active and firmer.
Drugs & Dyes show no
change of conseauence, but there is a better inquiry
for goods under this head. Some slight changes
will be noticed in Cordage. Sheet and Pipe Lead
A fair trade has been done in Metal s
are off again.
at unchanged prices. In Oils, Lard is up to 86@90.
In Paints pure dry Lead is easier at 6 00. Nails are
quoted lower. Fresh Beef quiet and unchanged; we
quote sides at 8ya@9y2C ip lb, hind quarters HVi
@I21/io, fores at 7@7%c, rounds with flanks at
9V4@10c, rounds at 11c, rumps and loins 13@16o,
rumps 14o,loins 14@18c, rattles Cyae, backs 8@9c,
chucks 6Vh@7c. short rib cuts 12@18c.
FREIGHTS.
Schr Emma Crosby, New York to Matanzas and
back, lump 6um $1800 and foreign port charges.
Schr Austin D. Knight, Nuevitas to New York,
cedar and mahogany, $12 per Spanish ton measureness

Sch Corra Etta, Falei,
& Sou.

dally by telegraph:

ending Janu-

31st, 1884, they were 81,655,152, and for the
same time ending January 31st, 1883, 8576.537.
For the nine months ending January 31st,
1884, the values were 8184,959; for the same
ary

iuu

received

are

Northwestern.121%

NOTES.

chosen as such committee.
Took up the 4th topic.
“The doctrine of
the resurrection as held by the Methodist Episcopal chnrch”.
Hr. McKeown read a strong paper advocating the raising of the body, or so mnoh of it as
will constitute its identity, as a necessary completion of Christ’s redemption work and fulfil
the promises of the scriptures. The difficnities

Portland

posed on

An

last

flood at Cincinnati to some
gentlemen at the Mayor’s office yesterday.
the subject.
The Meohanic Bines’ masquerade at City ;
Voted to re-atilrto the reso'atioB of last year
Hall to-night will draw a great audience'
I against holding any campmeetings on {He Sa6! bath.
Reserved seats at Stockbridge’s.
Took up the sixth topio. “The Centennial of
Officer Stevens arrested John Flynn Tues- 1884”. Mr.
Berry read the plan of celebration
day night for the larceny of two bnshels of as proposed by our Bishop for the adoption of
this district. He followedthis with a paper
corn from Timothy McCarty.
making suggestions for our centennial year.
Hon. Frank J. Rollins has presented the
Took up the seventh topic.
“The equity
Maine Historical Society with a copy of the
value of the claim of the superannuate”. The
Falmouth Gazette of February 16,1786.
topic was briefly discussed and was followed
by the eighth topic, “City and surburban
The anniversary of
the Young People’s
churches and tleir relations.”
Rsv. J. M.
Society of Christian Endeavor, of the First Williams read an essay on the theme, followed
will
chnrch
occur
next
Baptist
Friday eve- by sn additional paper on the same subject by
Rev. J. Gibson. The twelfth topic was “Work
ning at 7.30 o’clock. Subject—“Praise.”
for the next general conference” and an essay
Yesterday Ezra Russell of this city made an was read
by Rev. W. W. Baldwin. By vote
assignment of all his real and personal estate,
it was ordered published in the Christian AdN.
with the consent of nearly all his creditors, to
Y., and Zion’s Herald, Boston.
vocate,
Thanks were voted to the people of ChestJudge Nathan Cleaves.
nut street church for entertainment and to the
Mr. Morrill’s lecture on “Jelly Fishes, ’’with
railroads for accomodations in fare.
The assoillustrations of lower forms of life to be fonnd
ciation then adjourned.
in Portland harbor, in the Mechanics’ free
The Flood Sufferers.
course to-night, will prove deeply interesting.
Mayor Deering, in answer to an enquiry, reThe youths’ gospel temperance meeting will
ceived a despatch yesterday from Mayor Wm.
be held at the Mission this evening at 7.30
H. Horton of Newport, Ky.
Mayor Horton
o’clock. Recitations, readings and singing by
that the central relief committee
telegraphs
the children. All are invited.
now have supplies enough, and will issue an
A man, named Fcrbusb, published in the
order to that effect today.
Boston Sunday Globe, just before February
A message was received yesterday afternoon
came in, a statement of the weather
for
a member of our relief committee from Jefby
February. It is said his predictions have been
fersonville,
Indiana, dated February 20th, as
correct for every day.
follows:
Ex-Gov. J. L. Chamberlain has accepted an
Any aid you can give us will be gratefully
invitation to attend the dinner and reception
received.
Water covers three-fourths of our
to be given in the assembly rooms of the
city, and thousands of our people who are
driven
from
their houses are now in great sufBrooklyn, N. Y., Academy of Music on the
fering and want, The destruction of their
night of Washington’s birthday.
little property and homes is tremendous, and
The Boston Herald says Teemer has sent
cannot now be estimated.
back new articles to Spelman, Conley’s backer,
(8igned)
J. H. McCampbell,
designating only Pullman, Illinois, as the place
Treasurer Belief Committee.
to row. Mr. Spelman considers that Teemer
Mr. McCampbell is president of the First
has evaded Conley’s challenge. Teemer will
National Bank in Jeffersonville, end we learn
row Hamm a five mile race.
that any statement which he makes can be reAt the reception to be tendered Mr. Matthew
lied upon. Any one desiring to render aid in
Arnold—after his lecture in the First Parish
response to the above call can leave their concourse this evening—by the Society of Art, it
tributions with H. M. Hersey, city treasurer,
is expected the faculty of Bowdoio, Colby and
or with Swan & Barrett, and the same will be
Bates Colleges will be
present, and the
promptly transmitted.
Fraternity Club of this city.
At St. Stephen’s church yesterday morning
Important Insurance Decision.
Norman L. Lloyd of Toronto was united in
The following important decision has been
marriage to Mrs. Emily Thompson of Mon- made by the Circuit Court of the United
treal. The ceremony was performed by Rev.
States, held in Portland
Mr. Dalton in presence of a large number of
This was a bill in equity in the nature of an
interpleader to determine the right of parties
friends of the conple.
to the proceeds of a life policy on the life of
The Little Women are making great preCapt. Arthur Parker, late of Winterport, master of the bark “Marion,” who, with his wife
parations for their kettle drum and dance
and only child, lost their lives by shipwreck in
which is to come off to-morrow evening, Feb.
August, 1880. The policy was made payablo to
22d. Although the minuet will be dressed in
the wife unless she died before her husband, in
the costume of ancient times, yet the Little
which case it was payable to the child.
But
if both died before the father then the proceeds
Women who are fond of variety invite any of
should
to
his
a
administrator as
go
part of his
their friends who have
fancy or evening
estate. The policy was assigned by Mrs. Parkdresses to join in the general dancing.
er to Mrs. Harriet P. Lewis as security for a
loan made to Capt. Parker. The question now
The Falmouth lletel.
was which died first, Capt Parker or his wife
and his child. One of the points raised by the
The final Falmouth assembly took place at
counsel of Mrs. Lewis was that the policy havthe Falmouth Hotel last evening and was as
ing been made payable to the wife or assignees
fully attended as that of last week, some 350 unless she died before her husband, the burladies and gentlemen beiug present. It was
den of proof was upon the adverse claimant to
fully as enjoyable as the others and in every show that she did so die, and there being no
count of last

Block market.
The following quotations of stooks

nation C. J. Clark, J. Collins, A. McKeown,
G. D. Lindsay and W. W. Baldwin, were

ready for

Wednesday—William H. Barry.
Search and
seizure. Fined $100 and costs. Appealed.
Fred Blake.
Search and seizure.
Fined $100

Rev. Mr Daniels gave

tees are appointed the names of the members
will be published.
The committees appointed thus far with the
names of chairmen are as follows:
Finance—P. H. Brown, H. W. Hersey, General
•
Francis Fessenden.
Art and floral exhibition—H. B. Brown.
Booths and decorations—F. H. Fassett.
War relics—General C. P. Mattocks.
Machinery exhibit—W. S. Dana.
Contributions of money—General John M. Brown
Contributions of Groceries—Major H. S. Melsher.
Contributions of dry goods and miscellaneous exhibits—John H. Fogg.
Contribution of refreshments—Major Seth C.

Vnfoil

Wednesday—The January term adjourned finally this morning.

before

State street Tuesday evening. It is dne to the
Press to say that a member of that committee
was delegated to notify the Press in regard to
the committee’s doings bnt failed to do so and
consequently no report appeared in the paper

RAILWAY MATTERS.

Railway Amalgamation.

Sold by Grocers everywhere.

W. BAKER & CO,,
febis

Dorcfiester,

Mass.
cU«

THE
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great admirer of the “Royal Baking
Lydia F. Moir,
479 Albert Street,

am a

1 owder.

Ottawa, Ontario.

roRTLAND,

January 14,1884. £,

We,.the undersigned, Wholesale Grocers

THE

ROYAL

BAKING

POWDER

of the city of Portland, Me., take pleasure
In

testifying

one

Portland and Vicinity.

In

introduction into this state the sale has

rapidly increased,

Portland’s
PURE

PORTLAND.
WHOLESALE GROCERS.

TWITCHELL, CHAMPLIX

A CO.»

CHAS. MCLAUGHLIN A CO.
COUSENS A TOMLINSON.

/

ARTICLE.

The Royal Baking Powder is in daily use
tn the following families, and many thousands of others in Portland and vicinity,
No other baking powder in the world approaches it in purity, strength and economy of use, and no other article of human
food has ever received such high, emphatic
and universal indorsement from eminent
chemists, physicians, scientists and Boards
of Health.

I eels
y

A CO.

WOODBURY A LATHAM.

H. H. NKVINS A CO.

SHAW, SON A HAWKES.

Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

ROBERT CHAPMAN A CO.
C. A. WESTON A CO.

be

possibly

wide, and

presented

The

netropolis.
Perfect

Baking

“

1

FOSS & DEERING.
ELIAS THOMAS & CO.
FLETCHER & CO.

of merit awarded

G. W. SIMONTON & CO.
SKILLIN A CO.

GEO. C. SHAW A CO.
A CO.

I have tested

ngredients.

“

)r

It is

a

package

of the

superior

of

being

by

are

the

always

presented

highest

in

value and

use

purity

of

It

reputations

are

We, the undersigned, Retail Grocers of
have sold

the Royal Baking Powder for several years,
sales have steadily increased.

It

gives perfect satisfaction wherever introto our

patrons

opinion, the strongest, purest,
W

and most wholesome Baking Powder upon
the market.

PORTLAND.
RETAIL GROCERS.
W. L. Wilson A Co.
A. L. Millett A Co.
Geo. C. Shaw A Co.
Bunker A Morris.
M. A. Dillingham.
Stevens A Elwbll.

Sawtbb A Deer.
Plummer A Co.
C. N. Lang.
F. E. Lovell.
C, W. I. Godino.
a

John S. Friz.
Geo. H. Irish A Co.
B. E. McDonough.
C. F. Babtlhtt.
S. A. Maddox A Co.
John Bodinb A Co.
Geo. H. MoKjsnnbt A Co.
Small A Bicker.
F. H. Colby.
John W. Debbino.
J. M. Edwards A Son.
Littlefield A Co.
Tolman A Archibald.
C. F. Mountfobt.
Globe Tba Co.
J. Connellan A Bno.
*
John Hoffman.
A* A. Lane.
Brown Bros.
Shaw A Mkbcibb.
I. B. WHER LOCK.
F. W. Buxton.
F. H. Chase.
C. A. Rounds.
Sylvester Hobart.
Fred Whyley.
Richard Collins.
Geo. A. Guptill * Co.
James Connellan.
*'—-W. I. MuLLoax.
M. H. Hogan.
A. Harris & Co.
Moses Y. Knight.
F. A. Billings.
J. C. Colbswobthy.
Chas. G. Files.
L F. Tucker.
Wm. A. Taylor.
A. W. Merrill A Co.
Elbrldge G. Parker.
Albert S. [Mubcb.
S. F. Hunt.
M. j. O’Connell.
E. G. Morrill.
M. Sc AN LAN.

a cream

It is

Schwab,

nearly

strength, purest

quarter of

a

in

quality,

a

and in every way

these eminent and disinterested authorities to the

of

scientific fact that the

• have examined

any other

injurious

a

package

highest award

Dillj J.

Dans, John E.
Davis, Geo. E.
Dunn, W. S.

indicating the
Powder.

Royal Baking

Erickson, E.
Ellis, S. V.
Elden, G.
Edwards, T.
Ellis, Mrs. Chris.
Emmons, H. E.
Eagan, Wm.
Evans, Mrs. S.
Emery, I.
Eggart, Hiram
Ewing, Wm.
F
Fowler, James

Farmer, Mrs. J. L.
Facey, Geo.
Freeman, Wallace
Foley, Wm.
Foxon, John
Foden, Thos.
Files, Mrs. C. G.
Fagan, Mrs. James
Fitts, Mrs. John
Fairbanks, E. A.
Faulkins, Mrs. B.
Farrar, Robert
Fleming, A.
Fleming, J. H.
Frates, Frank
Fuller, Riohard
Freeman, T. C.

Frye, Stephen
Fowler, Mrs. Jno. E.
Farry, James
Faraham, I. H.
Fobes, C. S.
Frye, Geo. C.
Frye, Mrs. Addison
Fassett, F. H.
Foye, A. D..
Furnival, Mrs. S. M.
Follett, S. E.
Fitch, H. C.
Fickett, J. T.
Flaherty, Mrs. E.
Foster, H.
Flavin, John

c

r'

Chapman, C. J.
Clements, W. F.

Graffam, Mrs. J.
Gatcomb, Mrs. Aaron
Griffin, Thos.
Gage, H. W.
Gray, Mrs. L. A.
Gibson, M. S., prop. Preble House
Greeley, Misses
Griffin, Thos.
Greeley, Martin

Chamberlin, E. C.
Charnock, E. G.
Clark, D. W.
Cram, Geo. O. K.
Champlin, A.
Chaplin, A,
Coolidge, D. W.
Chase, C. S.
Clark, J. F.
Cleveland, L. W.

Davis, T. B.

Dennett,

T. M.

Deake, C. S*
Dow. Mrs. F. N.
Dodge, Mrs. Moses
Dugan, Wm.
Desmond, John
Dresser, W. F.
Dunn, Mrs. Frank
Dearing, Thos.

Delaney, R.
Delano, F.
Davis, B. F.
Dickson, F.
Day, J.
Donahue, B. C.
Drew, W. L

The following, from the

open market, and find it composed of pure and wholesome
not contain either alum or phosphates, or other
injurious
H. A. MOTT, Ph. D.”

pure.
in the market.

I find it

over

all competitors at the Vienna World’s
Philadelphia, 1876.
---

Johnson, Newell
Johnson, Daniel
Jordan, F. I.
Jordan, Mrs. Sarah
Johns, Mrs. T. M.
Johnson, Charles

Johnson, ft.
Johns, Mrs. F. M.
Jackson, G. W.
Jordan, A. T.

held abroad:

I have used Royal Baking Powder for a considerable time past, and can testify to its superior qualities.
Mrs. W. Milue,
Schoolhouse Lady Kirk,
Berwickshire, Scotland.
Some little time ago I had the

pleasure of
seeing an excellent book compiled by you—the
Royal Baker.” Should like exceedingly to
the possessor of one. I send as desired two recipes, both of which are great
iavorites in my home. Forward the book soon
become

entirely

possible.

as

Gerrish J. J.
Gray, Albert
Griffin, D.

Gordon,
Green, W.
Gould, Edward
Gallagher, Frank
Freeman

_

Green, Mrs. C. H.
Gilbert, Mrs. M. B.
Gould, W. E.

H
Howard, Albert
Hamilton, G. P.
Hanson, Charles
Harmon, Mrs. Fred
Hall, J. A.
Hicks, Mrs. M. F.
Hill, D. N.
Hamilton, J. It.
Harmon, Mrs. E. P.

Haraford,

John
Hopkins, Mrs. Jno. E.
Henry, Chas. M.

Harris, Benj.
Henderson, C. M.
Hodgdon, M.
Hieber, D.
Hodgkins, Mrs. M.
Hughes, P. B.
Hunter, J. T.
Hogan, M.
Hogan, J.
Hodgdon, Geo. J.
Holden, Mrs. E.
Hutchinson, E.
Hall, E. C.
Hatch, Mrs. F. W.
Howard, Abner
Ham, A.

Harkins, M.
Hayward, Wm.
Hoffman, John
Hodgdon, Mrs. Geo. L.
Haskell, T. H.
Hight Horatio
Hay, H. H.
Hooper, D.
Hussey, Mrs. J. M.
Hooper, M. H.
Harper, Mrs. T.

I
“Iris,” U. 8. S.
Irish, Mrs. G. H.
Ingersoll, Thomas

J
Jones, C. B.
Jenkins, Geo. F.

Johnson, G. C.
Jewett John
Josselyn, T. A.
Jenkins, C. E.

G. H.

L
Leach, A. Q.
Lane, J. M.
Little, W. D.
Ladd, H. P.
Loring, L. ft,
Libby, Wm.
Larkin, F.
Lewis, J. P.
Lunt, J. R.
Lamson, C. H.
Lang, Sewall
Larrabee, L. L.
Legrow, C. M.
Lidback, J. A.
Lowqjl, Capt. G.
Latham, Mrs. S.
Leighton, Mrs. A.
Lappin, J. J.
Levick, Mrs. H. R.
Lynch, Mrs. M.
Lewis, Mrs. M. W.
Lynch, John
Loveitt, G. F.
Libby, Mrs. C. H.
Lovejoy, T. R.
Lord, N. H.
Lombard, Mrs. Lewis
Lang, C. N.
R. E.

W. T.
Littlefield, W. V.
Littlefield, E. L.
Libby, Mrs. J. I.
Larrabee, Mrs. A.

Lynch, M.
Lovell, F. K.
Lovejoy, L. M.
Lewis, J. T.
Libby. J. T.
“
Lewiston,” Steamer
M

Martin, J. K., prop. Falmouth Hotel
McDonald, W. H., prop. U. S. Hotel
Maine General Hospital
Milliken, W. H.
Messer, F. G.
Motley, F. A.
Morehead, Mrs. R.
Murray, Robert
C. P.

Miller, J. P.
Murphy, Mrs. J. J.
McCarthy, D.
Mountfort, C. F.
Morris, John
May, H.
Malone, Thos. E.
Miller, Wm.
Massey, G.
McCallum, Miss N.
Murdock, Mrs. D.
McCallum, Mrs. J.
McCloskey, Mrs. R.
Merrill, Mrs. E. H.
Merrill, J. F.
McLellan, Mrs. N. L.
Murray, John
Mulkern, Thos.
Mitchell, Mrs. Ann
Miller, H. R.
MoArthur, Thos.
McCalmon, Mrs. R.
McGuire, Mrs. T.
Murch, A. S.
Miller, Chas.
McGregor, Geo. T.
Myrtle,” U. S. S.

N
“

New

Brunswick,” Steamer

Norton, F.
Newbegin, Luko L.
Newman, John
Nichols, Capt. E.
Nagle, J. C.
Norton, E. A.
Norton, Mrs. B. A.
Noyes, Reuben
Nash, W.

J.

Porter, J. N.
Pennell, W. H.
Pinkham, P. E.
Palmer, J. E.
Palmer, M. G.
Proctor, Mrs. G. W.
Peroy, T. B.
Powers, P.
R
J. L.

Randall, T. B.
Richardson, Capt.
Rogers, Frank
RobinBon, A. D.
Rines, S. M.
Roberts, Charles H.
Record, Rufus
Ross, Mrs. J. M.
Robertson, A.
Rand, W. C.
Robinson, J. W.
Randall, Geo. A.
Randall, J. F.
S. D.
Rumery, Miss
M.
Russell,
Rackleff, Lyman

Robinson, G. D.
Redlon, N. E
Raymond, Geo. E

the
to

Royal
keep it

Newgong, Assam,
India.
Please send copy of the Royal Baker to
Mrs. J. L. Potter,

Via Germany.)

Teheran, Persia.

Please send to the address given below the
4

Royal Baker.”
A. N.

Whitney,
5 Ilikawa Cho,

[Via San Francisco.)
I am
inswers

Send

Akasaka, Tokio,
Japan.

using the Royal Baking Powder. It
splendidly.
Mrs. L. Biddington,
Railway Station Bellair,
Natal, South Africa.
us

each a copy of “ Royal Baker."
Mrs. Rev. J. Hartzler,
No. gA Tsukiji.
Mrs. Dr. F. Krecker,
No. 49 Tsukiji,

Y

Tokio, Japan.
I

prefer Royal Baking Powder to any other.
J. R. Walters,
Lihue, Kawai,

Shaw, C. L.
Sheridan, Mrs. Ann
Sheehan, F. F.
Sweeney, M.
Smith, J. D.
Simonds, Frank
Smith, Mrs. J. W.
Sawyer, Simon M.
Skelling, Mrs. S.
Sterling, W. A.
Soule, Mrs. Rufus
Sterling, A. T.
Sherar, Daniel
Sawyer, W. B.
Skerry, J. F.
Stevens, Miss L. A.
Stevens, W. W.
Snow, Mrs. J.
Skillings, Mrs. P. A.
Shurtleff, Simeon
Sawyer, Nathaniel
Stickney, M. L.
Sweetsir, Mrs. H.
Safford, Mrs. S. D.
Sampson, W. 8.

T
Trott, T. S.
Taggard, Mrs. S. A.
Taber, J. W.
Thorndike, J. W.
Thompson, A.
Thatcher, John
Turner, R. W.
Thrasher, H. S.
Thornhill, R.
Taylor, Walter
Thurston, L. L.
Thunborg, A.
True, Geo. W.
Thomas, Ellas
Thomas, W. W.
Tukey, Joseph
Turner, R. H.

I am

sen.

C
Crowell, Mrs. E. A.
Cole, R. M.
Cook, Mrs., Free st
Crain, J. W.
Crockett, Mrs. R. H.
Campbell, Mrs. Chas.
D

We find Royal Baking Powder the best.
Mrs. Wm. T. Patz,
Grove Ranche, East Mani,
Sandwich Islands.
Send copy of Royal Baker to the undermentioned address.
Major Wroughton,
Honolulu, Sandwich Islands.

Royal Baking Powder

is excellent.
Sr. Carlos Olaguibel Y. Arista,
San Cosme, City of Mexico.

B.

F
Fielding, R. H.
Fickett, Mrs. Eben
G
Griffin, John
Girty, J.
Gibson, Mrs. David
Gardner, Wm.

Harford, Mrs. F. H.
Harford, Mrs. J. H.
Henley, Geo. F.
Hillman, Mrs. P. J.

J
Jordan, Mrs. Geo. W.
Jacobs, James

Johnson, Mrs. Edw.
Jordan, Rufns E.

L
Mrs. R.

Libby,
Lindall, Chas.

M
Mosher, Mark
McKinney, Mrs. Rufus
MoKenzie, Mrs. W. H.
Mountfort, Mrs. G. C.
Merriman, Mrs. J. F.
McKenney, Mrs. F.
Merrill, Mrs. Hennr
Mariner, Mrs. W. E.

I have received several dozeu cans of your
very excellent Powder, etc.
C. E. de Formei,,
Cille de San Rafael, it.
Havana, Cuba.

I am perfectly delighted with the Royal Baking Powder. Send two German copies of the
“Royal Baker.” (One for a friend.)
Mrs. E. Bornemann,
Echenheimer Landstrasse, No. 72,
Frankfort on Main, Germany.
The
:hat I

Royal Baking Powder is so very good
really find it indispensable.
Albert Gregory,
Windsor Coffee House,
Putney, London, S. W.,
England.

Please send copy of “Royal Baker” to
Mrs. Paul E. Meyer,
Para, Brazil.
We have been using the Royal Baking Powder with great success. Send two copies of
:he “Royal Baker.”
Mrs. Joseph Fox,
Water Street.
Miss Eliza Atwood,

Queen Street,

For plain cake made with one
pound of
flour, Royal Baking Powder, etc., tho time
to be allowed in
to 50

minutes;

baking

would be from 40
at the outside not more

than one hour.
Very rich cakes, in which
butter and eggs predominate, take, of
course, very much longer time Ito bake, a
to 2 hours, and
pound cake taking from
a bride’s cake 31.
On no account should
an oven be too hot when the cake is
put
in—that is, hot enough to brown at
once;
if so, in 5 minutes the whole outside will
be burned and the interior will stand little
chance of being baked. The old
plan of
feeling the handle of tho oven door to test
the heat is not always successful; it is better to sprinkle a little flour inside and shut
the door for about 3 minutes; if at the end
of that time it is of a rich light
brown,
the cake may be put in, but if burned the
heat must be lessened.

Great cleanliness,

COOK.

well as care and attention, are required from a cook. Keep
your hands very clean; try to prevent your
nails from getting black and
discolored;
don’t “scatter” in your kitchen, dean up
as you go, put scalding water into each
saucepan or stowpan as you finish using it.
Dry your saueepans before you put them on
the shelf. Never scrub inside of a fryingpan, rub it with wet silver-sand, rinse it
out well with hot water afterwards. Wash
your pudding-cloths, scald and hang them
to dry directly after using them; air them
before you put them away, or they will be
musty; keep in dry place. Be careful not
to use a knife that has cut onions till it has
been cleaned. Keep sink and sink-brush
very clean; be careful never to throw anything but water down sink. Do not throw
cabbage water down it—throw it away out
of doors, its smell is very bad. Never have
sticky plates or dishes; use very hot water
for washing them, when greasy, change it.
Clean coppers with turpentine and fine
brickdust. nibbed on with flannel, polish
them with leather and a little dry brickdust. Clean your tins with soap and whiting mixed, made into a thick cream with
hot water; rub it on with flannel; when
dry, whisk it off with clean leather and dry
whiting. Take care that you look at the
meat the butcher brings, to see that it is
good. Let there be no waste in the kitchen.
as

^

Above hints on baking, etc., are taken
from a page of the Royal Baker and
Pastry
Cook Book, a book containing over 700 receipts for all kinds of cookery, bread making, pastry, etc. Each can of the Royal
Baking Powder contains an order for one
of these books to be sent free by the Royal
Baking Powder Co., New York.

I am well
Powder.

Osgood, Abram
P
Parsons, Jas. T.
Peck, Samuel
Pierce, Mrs. I. L.
Pettigrew, Mrs. Sarah

Cream Tartar and Soda.
When these articles are adulterated, or
servants are not particular to use the proper proportions of each, they will
produce
unwholesome cake and biscuit, with a disagreeable alkaline taste, full of yellow
specks, or reddish yellow streaks. Prof.
Chandler, President of the Board of Health
of the city of New York, states in his report, that upon investigation he found
nearly all the Cream of Tartar sold by grocers was adulterated from 80 to 90
per cent,
with white clay (Terra Alba), Alum, and
other hurtful substances. These
ingredients are very dangerous to
health; they impoverish the blood, produce Dyspepsia, borious Kidney complaints, and
destroy the
enamel of the teeth. Many
housekeepers
are of the impression that
Baking Powder
is a ohemical compound dangerous to
use;
this is true of the cheap kinds, which are
mixed with the same ingredients used to
adulterate Cream of Tartar.
Mr. Chandler, in his report to the Board

of Health, strongly recommends the use of
a well-known baking powder
(like the Royal) in all kinds of baking, as being more
convenient, economical, and much better
than the old-fashioned methods. It is absolutely pure; made from pure Grape
Cream Tartar, and free from injurious substances of every kind.

It is

act

manufactured^

greatest of care, and in such
proportions that it is impossible Tor

with the

,

a

servant to fail with it.

The housekeeper should bear in mind
that an absolutely pure powder, like the
Royal, cannot be bought at the same price
as the adulterated kinds.
While the price
of this powder is so low as to
bring it
within the reach of all, yet there are storekeepers who urge cheaper kinds, because
the profits to them are larger. The genuine Royal is sold only in securely labeled tin
tans.

with the Royal Baking
Mrs. O. H. Rowe,
Emerson, Manitoba.

pleased

Nutter, Mrs. Eben
O

DO NOT USE

Bermuda.

N

Robinson, E. C.
Richards, A. P.

CAKE BAKING.
a

using Royal Baking Powder, and find
Mrs. Jno. Mills, jr.,
Regina, North West Territory,
Canada.

B

R

Heat the bread knife very hot when
about to cut new bread; this will prevent
its crumbling.

it excellent.

H

Stan born, C.

re-

Hawaiian Islands.

CAPE ELIZABETH.

Dyer, Wra. J.
Deering, Mrs. Geo.
Dyer, Mrs. N. J.
Davis, Capt. H. F.
Down, A. L.

We believe in

Mrs, P. H. Moore,

_,_

Young, Chas.
Young, L. C.

S

other.

3CY

in the house.

''—

Walters, George
Wharff, E.
Wolfe, J.
Wescott, D. B.
Wade, L. R.
Ward, A. H.
Waters, John
Waite, Mrs. E.
Welch, D.
Walsh, J.
Waite, Mrs. E. T.
Wescott, Reuben
Welch, Wm.
White, J. B.
Wilcox, S. R.
Woodbury, T. C.
Wescott, Mrs. D. M.
Walker, C. J.
Webb, Mrs. C.
Waite, E. T.
Wiggin, A.
Winslow, R.
Williams, B. F.
Mrs. J. D.
Wilson,
“
Woodbury,” Revenue cutter

Rolfe, Charles E

Scott, W. H.
Scanlon, C.

use no

I gladly testify to the merits of
Baking Powder. Shall try always

___

Brown, Mrs. M. o.
Brackett, Chas. E.,
Bolton, Chas.
Brown, J. E.

Swett, Jerry
Somers, P.
Somers, R. F.
Sculley, Mrs. M.
Simonds, F. jr.
Sargent, H. R.
Stevens, G. L.
Stioknev, J. H.

We

LU1

Ongole, India.

Waterhouse, S.
Wendling, E. P.
Wescott, Mrs. D.
Wedge, Mrs. A.
Whitney, Mrs. M.
White, H. P.
Wagner, Chas.

Allen, Chas.

Safford, Mrs. W. M.
Starr, Geo. H.
Smith, J. P.
Soott, C. H.
Smith, Manasseh
Stevens, J. A.
Stoneham, P. W.
Stallard, Wm.
Sawyer, J. E.

X UWUtl

Mrs. D. K. Rayl,

A

Schwab, Mrs. F.
Shaw, George C.
Steadman, James M.
Small, W. T.
Strout, S. C.
Shaylor, W. H.
Shaw, Mrs. J. H.
Smith, L. B.
Spring, Andrew
Sabine, W. W.
Sargent, Ella

tutu

using the best.

Wade,

Rich, F. G.

Richardson, J. M.
Robinson, E.
Rowe, Samuel
Russell, Mrs. J.
Riggs, M. M.
Rounds, David

UUVb

:ral years.

W

^

Anything containing an excess of lard,
quires more baking powder.

ADVICE TO THE
X

Willard, B. J.
Winship, W. A.
Waterhouse, S. J.
Walker, George
L. A.
White, J.' S,

whether the bread is sufficiently done in
the center of the loaf or cake, thrust a
clean straw or long thin splinter into it.
If done, there will be no dough on it when
drawn out
Measure the flour, and be
careful to mix with it the baking powder
in a dry state, and before sifting. You can
always substitute water for milk, or milk
for water; butter for lard, or lard for butter. The number of eggs may be increased, diminished, or dispensed with entirely.
Where fewer eggs are used than directed,
always use a little more baking powder.

Scotland.

Varnum, P. F.
Vining, Miss M. J.
Verrill, W.

Parsons, Mrs,
Plummer, F. H.
Pike, Henry
3*gsj Patridge, W. F.
Tlnrrpner. Mrs^.J. M:
Pjnkham, James H.
Prey, Merrick
Prim, George
Peterson, A.
Pink ham, T. C.
Pierce, W. J.
Pierce, J. F.
Pearson, C. B.
Palmer, J. 0.
Parker, E.
Parks, John
Palmer, J. S.

Rackleff,

English makers.
Jennie T. Galbraith,
Upper Krimeil, by Boness,

V

P

Littlefield,

Mattocks,

u

O’Neil, J. K.
O’Hara, T.
Oliver, S. E.
O’Neil, Kate

Pettengill, A.

time.

U. S. Marine Hospital
Urquehart, Mrs. A. C.

o

v

Hamilton,
Leopold Place,
Edinburgh, Scotland.

Have used your delicious Powder for some
Like it better than any of our Scotch or

---t..

Nowell, Mrs. E. P.
Newman, J. W.

Knights, G. B.
Knights, C.
Kelley, D. T.
Kensell, K. W.
Kobling, W. H.
Kennard, C. A.
Kerrigan, W. J.
King, Mrs. Thomas
Knight, B.
Kimball, Henry
Kennedy, George
Knowles, S. J.
Kelley, J.
Kelley, M. H.
Kimball, C. H.
Kaler, J.

Milliken, C. R.
Muller, J. E.
Merrill, Mrs. A. E.
McDonald, Mrs. J. A.
Moulton, W. H.
Moses, J. F.
McKinn, Mrs. M.
Mansise, Geo.
Matthews, Thomas
Mulloney, Cbas.
Merrill, G. H.
McCleery, C.
Morehead, R. 1).
Menish, D.
Merrill, S. C.

■

Nolen, E.

T. L.

Littlefield,

---

17

1873, and at the Centennial,

Nevens, Henry

Johnson. T. J.
Jarrett, Charles
Joyce, Thomas
Joyce, John
Jones, F. P.

Kithedge,

Exposition,

many letters re-

vived from foreign countries, show the high
tstimation in which the Royal Baking Powder

free from alum, terra alba,
HENRY MORTON, Ph. D., President of Stevens Institute of Technology.”

King, W. T.
Kehoe, C.
Kalmus, Sergeant
Kenney, Paul
Kennedy, Mrs. S. J.

Barnes, Mrs. Geo. W.
Brickett, M. H.
Berry, Ira
Brown, Geo. E.
Butler, A. B.

Dorsey, John

absolutely

Royal Baking Powder, purchased by myself

Kimball,

Briggs, H. G.
Baxter, Mrs. S.
Batchelder, E. M.
Baxter, J. P.
Barrage, H. S.
Berrer, C.
Bailey, James
Bibber, Mrs. T. H.
Billings, A.
Beman, F.
Boyd, Mrs. Wm.
Burnham, F. W.

"Dallas,” U. S. Steamer
Dyer, C. W.

Royal Baking

of

Powder is

substance.

Dolan, J.
Dirwanger, J. A.
Duntley, A. G.
Deane, S.
Duffett, W. W.
Doyle, James F.
Duffee, Mrs. Jno.
Dow, Geo. E.
Dunn, J. F.
Dyer, Mrs. S. F.

Bristell, J.
Beals, T. P.
Berry, C. P.
Blake, Mrs. W. L.
Bangs, C. H.
Burrows, G. A.
Barnes, H. C.
Boothby, F. A.
Bums, E. D.
Blanchard, E. O.
Bowen, P. F.
Burke, B.
Bums, B.
Brown, Mrs. E. L.
Brown, H. A.
Burgess, Geo. C.
Bailey, C. E.

D

W
Welden, A. K.
Walker, Mrs. S.

a

Royal Baking Powder.

the

Royal Baking Powder, which I purchased In the
tartar powder of a high degree of merit, and does

Dunn, U.

Boothby, E.

Crossman, Benj.

Trefethen, J. W.
Thompson, Mrs. Geo. G.
Townsend, Mrs. Frank

“WORLD WIDE.”

also the reports of the government chemists,

*'.......

Bromermg, R.
Beal, Mrs. J. M.
Byam, Mrs. S. M.
Burrows, Wm.
Baston, A. L.
Baker, H. L.
Black, Mrs. M.

Chapman, G. B.
Cobb, S. A.
Cram, F. L.
Chase, Mrs. T. H.
Coggins, W.
Churchill, Mrs. G. L.
Cummings, Mrs.D.
Crane, T.
Colesworthy, H. K.
Curtis, M. W.
Cooper, Wm.
Cooney, James

T

maintained.

Purity and Wholesomeness of

Mrs. F.

century, during

E. G. LOVE, Ph. D.”

a

Received the

Berry, Stephen
Brooks, Sergt J. M.
Brackett J* W.
Brackett, G. L.
Brackett, H. E. H.
Bates, E. E.
Barbour, A. W.
Burleigh, C.
Brown, J. E.
Bums, Eben S.
Bennett, S. F,

Caswell, Mrs. M.
Cloyes, G. H,
Chandler, John
Cole, L. H.
Cole, J.
Crain, L. B.
Cummings, A. J.
Chase, A.
Clark, J. S.
Colley, S. N.
Coles, G, W.
Cole, A. B.
Cook, Beni
Crawford, Mrs. A.
Campbell, H.
Cooper, John
Costello, R.
Cushing, Geo. T.
Cammett, F.
Chase, E. C.
Colcord, Mrs. A. H.
County, John
Connellan, James
Cookson, Wm.
Cannon, Mrs. John
Carr, Mrs. Wm.
Cousins, J. R.
Cook, H. M.
Clark, G. D.

Small, M. S.

article of food

an

Some flour

requires more water, or milk, than others;
10 that the quantity may have to be varied
,0 make dough of a proper consistency.
Different bakings will vary as to time and
heat required, and should, therefore, be
examined occasionally.
To ascertain

Seavey, Mrs. L. C.
Sckwibert, Mrs. H.
Sawyer, Mrs. Joel
Simmons, Mrs. J. T.

for many years in the families of this

for

public

of

Drew, Robt.

R. M. Cole A Son.
Mrbbiman a Thompson.
Geo. C. Mountfobt.
Geo. Stevbnb.
Seavey A Dyer.
M. W. Batchelder.
W. J. Royer.

assurance

vicinity.

BAKING, ETC.

nust use judgment and care.

s

Miss M.

Anderson, John
Atwood, Fred
Anderson, Chas.
Archer, F. E.
Akers, Mrs. A. F.
Adams, James
Anderson, J. B.
Alley, Geo.
Allen, W.
Ayers, Geo.
Allen, C. H.
Agge, F.
Ainsworth, A. E.

JOHN DENNIS & SONS.

CAPE ELIZABETH.

citizens of Portland and

substances.
“

Ainz, E. D.
Atwood, W. H.
Ayer, W. P.
Allen, C. G.
Appleton, L. H.
Atwood, K. D.
Atwood, L. W.
Anderson, J.
Anderson, A.

D. W. TRUE A CO.

W. H. Sabgrnt.
J. Webster A Co.
J. S. Lombard & Son.
M. W. Best.
John Fitts A Son.
John F. Woodbury.
Andrew Bennett.
Labochellb Bros.

stronger

reputation

As to
”

A

E. M. STEADMAN A CO.

rr

letters is the

To achieve perfect success, the cook

following complimentary

REPORTS OF GOVERNMENT CHEMISTS

St Elizabeth Asylum.

HOWES, HILTON A HARRIS.

n

prominent

the

public

s

CONANT, PATRICK A CO.

duced. We recommend it

merchants and

Powder has been before the

Thomas Fillebrown.
E. Bacon.
V. G. Adams.
C. W. Bray.

Steamer “City of Richmond
Steamer " City of Portland ”
Steamer “ Falmouth”
Steamer State of Maine ”
Steamer “ New Brunswick ”

W. A C. R. MILLIKEN.

vicinity,

before the

placing

Dr. Edw. Mason.

W. L. WILSON A CO.

the pity of Portland and

no

Its standard will be

Powder.

Dr. John Buzzell.

PERLET, RUSSELL

in

than the certification of its continuous

Royal Baking

J. J, LAPPIN A CO.

WILLIAMS,

by leading

In addition to these indorsements

ligh degree

pleasure

could be greater than the testimony of such business houses, whose

vhich time it has earned the

Rt Rev. Bishop Healy.
Rev. A. HcKeown.
Rev. H. S. Burrage.
Rev. T. A. King.
Rev. S. W. Ad nance.

H. S. MELCHER & CO.

compliment

no

tendered

goods,

veil known to be world
:an

1

that

Powder Co. takes

Royal Baking

j ndorsements of its

Hon. 8. C. Andrews.
Hon. P. Bonney.
Hon. Mrs. T. B. Reed.
H. H. Burgess, Hsq.

SHAW, HAMMOND A CARNEY.
SMITH, GAGE

The

Appreciation
OF A

as, in our

Royal Baker

BINTS ON

We consider it the

standard brand of America.

our

the last

and given perfect satis-

faction wherever naed.

and

“

during

referred to in some of
“Royal Baker and
’astry Cook Book,” compiled by Professor
] ludmani, late of the New York Cooking
school. This book contains over seven hunIred receipts for all kinds of cookery. Each
:an of the Royal
Baking Powder contains an
•rder for one of these books.

of the oldest and

most favorably known,'and that since Its

received

letters all

ronths of 1883.
The

to the fact that the Royal

Powder is

Above
t

t he above

#

'■

Baking

Please send me copy Royal Baker and Pastry
'ook Book.
Mrs. J. A. Dunham,
Grand Manan, New Brunswick.

I have found the Royal Baking Powder far
iuperior to any I have ever used. I do deicious baking with it, and will nse no other
vhile I can get it here.
Mrs. Jno. O’Neil,
122 Jackson Street,
Hamilton, Canada.

REMEMBER THIS.
In all your old receipts where cream tartar
tnd soda or saleratus are called for, you can
substitute Royal Baking Powder and get better results. The usual proportions in the old
way are:
2

We like the

Royal Baking Powder

use no

very

other.
Miss Lena Rous,
Belleville, Ontario.

»

Instead of which

Use

nuch, and

tcaspoonfuls Cream Tartar.
teaspoonful Soda or Saleratus.

teaspoonfuls Royal Baking Powder, and
nix it with the flour while
This
dry.
s so pure and perfectly
combined that one2

pjwder

hird less of it will do better work than

artar and soda.
w-

cream
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A Farmer’s Sorrow.
SAKAH

OKNE JEWETT.

*

and high water, the [ship beat over,
after throwing over her guns, and was
beached on Cushing’s point, with a large
break in her bottom. There is a long history to this wreck which I looked up twentyfive years ago, when men were alive who

ledge,

father was color-blind are likely to be colorblind also, cr in other words, color-blindness is transmitted in the reversible
type
from grandfather to grandson.
Niemetscheek found in all cases of color-blindness
there was a contraction of the forehead,
bringing the eyes closer together, but Professor Holmgren, of the University of Upsala, Sweden, the greatest recognized authority, does not attach any importance to this
feature. The percentage of color-blindness
grows less among uncivilized races. Professor Thomson has found
that the sons of
Indian chiefs at the Carlisle school are free
from it. It is Baid to be almost- unknown
among the uegro race. Dr. S. M. Burnett
of Washington examined, 1,359 colored
school boys and found only twenty-two col
Out
or-blind, or a little over one per cent.
of 1,691 colored girls only two were partially
defective in color sense.

went on board from the

Cape shore in anthe alarm guns at the risk of their
rain;
It always means bad weather when
you hear the lives; but this is not the place to give it—I
brook so plain.
The wet won’t make much trouble now, for all the shall write it out in another connection. I
crops are in.
commenced to write of the privateer Grand
Ami yet l somehow hate to see the long fall rains
Turk of Salem in the war of 1812.
begin.
The private armed brig, Grand Turk, was
I couldn’t sense the half I read, the air is close and
one of the larger class of
still,
privateers which
If I were young as once I was, I’d go up on the hill.
were fitted out to
the
small ones hasreplace
It isn’t as it used to be when I could come and go,
And keep upon my feet all day, now I am etiir and
sent to sea at the beginning of the war,
tily
slow.
many of which were captured by the enemy.
There’s nothing in the paper: you can take It If you
She came into Portland iu May, 1813, from
choose;
I can t make head nor tail of
half they nowadays an early cruise—perhaps her first one, havcall news.
an agent here to look after her
I used to think the Farmer was bead of all the
prizes.
rest; ing
Twas full of solid common
sense; I tell you that’s She was fitted out from here for another
tI16 lX3fct;
cruise. The Custom House books give her
What does a plain, old-fashioned man care whether
tonnage as 310, with fifteen guns and 100
stocks go down?
My stock is all four-footed!-but ’twill please the men. Joseph Endicott, Joseph I. Knapp*
folks in town.
Here’s new machines preached every week, to help Samuel Cook, Samuel B. Graves and twentythe folks that sell;
five others, owners. Nathan Green, comAnd fashions for the women folks, and other trash
as well.
mander; Ebenezer Meacom, lieutenant.
Holben J. Breed of Salem command‘Twas readin’ all this nonsense here, in winter by Capt.
the fire,
ed her on one cruise. Her agent here was
That made my boy get notions of the schools and
Joseph I. Knapp, one of the owners.
climbin’ higher.
It used to be so snug and warm a stormy winter’s
The journal of one cruise is in the Portnight,
land
Custom House. From the record of
With snow-clicks at the windows, and the roarin’
fire for light.
making and
sail, I learn that she
The clouds look low and

heavy,

as

if there would he

But there he set, ail doubled up, a-storin’ this away;
Headin' and readin' till I said ’twas more like toil
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swer to

was a

m rt

_

tub

*_1
bL&ll Vi

1*

a*

a

nurse or
at or address

a

36 SOUTH ST.

febl9*

,$2300.—On first class city security worth three times the amount, will pay a
liberal interest semi-annually.
Payments on the
loan to be made'as follows: $500 each in one, two,
three four and five years. GEO. R. DAVIS.
febl9*

WANTED

England fintnal
IJt*B

INSURANCE COMPANY.

call and

new to

shop, No. 3 Myrtle
street, next door to Goold’s drug store. F. E. ROLLINS, formerly with Haley, Federal street.
my

febl9*

febl6*

nursery maid.
Apply
WANTED.—A
references at 97 STATE STREET.

with

Market Value of Bonds and Stocks
over cost value
....

..

1,376,276.10

Gross Assets, Dec. 31,1883 .$16,913,730.27
Liabilities:
Amount required to reinsure all out-

febl6*

to sell
Swain’s Patent
Ironing and Press Board combined, also sovoral other quick-selling patent articles.
Read;
sales and large profits.
Apply at once to L. W,
STOCKBRIDGE, General Managing Agent, No,
234 Federal street, Portland.
feblS*

WANTED.—Agents

GIRI<
Street.

WANTED for general house work,
95 Pine
good washer and ironer.
feb9»

must he a

WANTED.
Capital required
PARTNER
$5600. Business established 16 years. Book-

keeper preferred. Good chance.
NESS, Press Office.
Portland, Feb. 11,1884.

Address

BUSI-

febl2*

and

in

FOB

town 40 miles out of Boston.

W. F.

ERS, 24 Tremont Row, Boston.

CaKRUTLLfebl6*

S4l E.-First Class

business

Tailoring
FOB stockvillage 20 miles
Boston, fine
much of

patronage,
clean, not
any competition,
best of reasons for selling.
Price $1600.
W. F.
CARRUTHERS, 24 Tremont Row, Boston.

ANTED.—A party to adopt a healthy
\\f
Tv
lean male child of

Amerrespectable parentage,
whose mother died at its birth. The child is nearlj
eight months old. References given and required,
febl2*
Apply at 14 Brown street.
American young
ol
WANTED—By
good morals, not afraid of hard work—hai
an

man

worked at the wholesale Pork, Printing and Express business. Will work at anything for fair pay,
Good references. Address E. W. BURGESS, Portfebl4*
land, P. O.
D. -A number of salesmen to sell thf
A
Singer Machines in City and Country.
good chance for energetic men out of employment.
The SINGER MAN’FG Co., No. 4 Free St., Portfebl4*
land, Me._

WAIYTE

Wanted.

MALE.-Large
FOB
barns, lots of fruit,
1000
80

10 rooms, good
spring and well water,

house,

acres if wanted, near village
sugar trees,
and depot. Would make a splendid Summer residence. Price low. Terms easy. F. A. LELAND,
febl4*
Johnson, Vermont.

The

Press, having been reorganised
departments, enters upon the Hew
Year with bright prospects.
in all

AIMS.

ton, Me.

febl9dtf

Wanted.
and

Women
MENhomes,
easily learned
10

to start a new business at theii
in an hour.
No pedcts. to 60 cts. an hour made daytime oi
Send 10 cts. for 20 Samples to commence

dling.
evening.

Address H. G. FAY, Rutland, Vermont,

work on.

febl__dim

ton,

Mass._

jan22dlm

A FARM NEAR GORHAM

TORE ENTERPRISING.
TO PROMOTE GOOD CAUSES.
TO GIYE EVERY SUBSCRIBER HIS MONEY’S WORTH IN

GENEROUS MEASURE.

VILLAGE,

FEATURE8.

ME.

Choice stories and poems.
Full and accurate market reports.

76 acres, cuts 60 tons hay annually, pasturing for 10 cows, good buildings,

CIONTAINING

/
and

dwelling house, woodhouse, barn and stable,
schools and churches. Inquire of JOHN C.
feblbdtf
PROCTER, 93 Exchange St.

waterpower, residence, outbuildings and
about 10 acres of land, for sale. Situated on
the Piscataqua River at West Falmouth,
Me., near
R. R. Station, For particulars inquire of
EDWARD
MERRILL.
T
.oo.
Jan. 3, 1884.;.
West Falmouth, Me.
jan3

eodtf

■■

Girls
Young Men, Boys
LADIES,
homes in
ployment at their
or

own

gj

can have ema new Dusi-

m

strictly honorable and free from anything of a
catch penny nature. You can easily earn from $3
to tlO a day without hinderance to present occupation, no canvassing or peddling, full particulars, and

15 samples to commence work on by return mail
free, send 10 cents, silver or stamps, to pay postage,
advertising &c.. and address H. M. CHENERY &
CO., Manufacturers, Waltham, Mass.
Jan21dlm

Wanted.
to sell

Install
Eagle Wringers
ments. Good salary or commision paid. Also
Agents to sell Wildes, Patent Button. Apply
B. B. MARTIS, Manager,
aug30dtf36 Temple Street.
on

OF

303 Commercial HI.

dtf

NEW

Watchful regard for Maine business interests.

Eutertaining

Special articles
and distinction.

AGAINST MARINE
RISKS ONLY.

by

of

articles

writers

of

praetlca
useful

to

authority
every

de-

paper.

POLITICS.'
The Press will faithfully and earnestly support
the cardinal principles of the Republican party In
the firm conviction that they have been the salvation of the country in the past and will secure Its

ASSETS,

LOST.—On

$12,972^312.47.
40 PER CEUTT.

J.

See

Paid in

Thirty Days

MUNCER,

TERMS.
For the

DAILY, by carrier 98.00
year, by mail 9T.OO a year; ia advance.
For the

Eight HunEighty

ADAMSON’S
BOXAJtlC

TO I,ET.

*

STORES

COUGH BUSH.

DESIRABLE

n°27_

REED,

C. H. Guppy & Co.
Druggists,

TdYE$J

I

Cor.

Congress_and Preble Sts.

othe^ECTRIo

Kortiug’s Universal Injector.

““A

OFFICE,

St.,’open

eodly

inU

a

m

year.

a

If

year.

CLUBS.
In view of the fact that the present year is to he
one of great political importance and excitement II
has been determined to make experiment of «flw>
Ing the Weekly Press to club* of raw suBseumers on favorable terms, With
regard to the dub
rates the following conditions must he understood:
1. The members of the.olub must be new sub
seribers.
2. The order for the number
constituting Be etab
must be sent at one time.
8. New names may be added to the club within
three months at.the same rate paid by the
original
members.
4. The money must in all cases be forwarded with
the order.

SPECIAL-RATES.
FOB NHW SUBS CHIB BBS TO TUB

MAINE STATE PRESS.
2 copies, 1 year, (each $1.86).
3

“

4

“

5

“

$3.7*
(each $1.76).$6.3*
1 year, (eaoh $1.66).96.60

1 year,

1 year, (each
AuuiuuBiii

91.30).$7,60

cupiw

bJ uuuj

M blit NMW

rate.

10

“

1 year, (each $1.36)...«MA0
Additional copies to nineteen at.the

20

“

1 year,

Bottles of

HOUSE

WEEKLY, 93.30

paid ia advance 93:00

in Onr Window

Two Thousand
dred and

TO

services.

SUPPLYr

--2880—

■

Papers”

prosperity in the future. It has little respeet for
the ideas, or the statesmen, controlling the Demacratic party for the last forty years, and not more
respect for those eontrolllng it now. It believes that,
in order to
successfully oppose and prevent the
Premiums on Marine Risks from 1st
malign influences fostered and organised within the
January 1883, to 31st December,
1883.$4468,963 10 Democratic party, the Republican party must be
Premiums on Policies not marked off
true to its own highest purposes and keep abreast
1st January, 1883.
1,639,232 63 of the intelligent progressive and reforming sentiTotal Marine Premiums.*6.708.186 63 ment Of the nation. Tt will lUunn all
questions vigorously and courageously with full liberty of opinion concerning the wisdom of measures,
the character of politicians and the merit of nBtift1

THREE MONTHS’

Dr.MM

corespon-

This Company will take risks at their office, New
Fork, on Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
open polioies to merchants, making risks binding as
soon as water-borne.

TO
kgentleman.

»R. E. B.

by bright

A pure and wholesome tone In

partment of the

YORK

THE MAINE NONFORFEITURE LAW.

FERRIS

letters

dents.

Original and selected
Maine Farmers.

Mutual Insurance Co*

APPLY TO

SHAW. HAMMOND & CARNEY,

ijT

to State news.

Early and complete marine Intelligence.
Prompt publication of all important news.

“House and Home
value.

ATLANTIC
INSURE

Boy Wanted.

Particular attentiou

Critical and instructive book reviews.

SAWMILL,”
WITH

ness.

dee5

TO BE INTERESTING.
TO BE TRUSTWORTHY.

FOR SALE.

Wanted.

CANVASSERS

TO BE HELPFUL.

Pigs for Sale.
V7 ORKSHIRE and CHESTER WHITES;
thorA oughbreds and grades; all sizes at reasonable
prices. W. B. WHITTIER, Laudholm Farm, New-

After Proof.

VI

[Published every Thursday Morning.]

iences Also for sale, if desired, the Carpets and
part of Furniture in said house. Inquire of J. F.
RANDALL & CO., 119 Commercial street.
nov27
dtf

Losses

UIMUVUUO XXX voog

The Name State Press.

near

Nova Scotia Girl for general houseA CAPABLE
work. Address Post Office Box 611, Lewis

Daily Press,

[Published every day, except Sundays.

I have a choice houselot situated
on which I will build to order
of the purchaser for Vi cash down, five years time
to pay the remainder. C. J. FOSTER, Contractor
&
feb7*
Builder._
MALE.

at Saccarappa,
FOR

FRIDAY

uv

The Portland

feb!5*

PORTLAND,

wvr

The PRESS for 1884

in

from

conven-

a. m.

The Second Term will be-

emic

Row, Boston.

For Sale or To Let.

LIFE INSURANCE COM. LOST.—At

OUtlVlWU

Two terms per year.

gin February 1, 1884. For circulars and information apply at 96 Park street from one te three
o’clook p. m.
janl7dtf
A

historical pcworattdit.

>r

—

YOUNG LADIES AND MISSES.

good capable girl for general
3
brick house No. 10 Gray street, near
WANTED.—A
housework. Apply at 61 State Street beTHEPark,story
furnished with all the modern
tween 10 and 12
febl2*

w*

_

FOB

to
to

After our prisoners had signed a parole we
LOST AND FOUND.
standing policies, net, assuming 4
put 30 of them on board the said schooner,
per cent interest. 14,046,053,97
TWfitllftr uVia’b ViaH It. nreffw Vtord*
nne/ia/i
Tloh
and supplied them with all necessary proAdvertisements appropriately coming under this
that’s true;
visions to last them to the port.”
Gross Surplus. $2,867,676.30
head, and not exceeding forty words in length, will
And I would keep him right at home if 1 began life
All
other
liabiltiies.:.
281,874.26 be inserted one week
“April 23. At half past 5 p. m. departed
new.
for twenty-five cents, if paid in
Farmin’s the honest work of men; if ether folks this life Mr. Jacob Abrahams, sailing mas- Net
advance. When payment is not made in advance,
Surplus.
$2,685,802.04
must thrive,
ter of the brig, who was wounded in the acfeb!6
eodtf
regular rates will be charged. The large circulation
Some of us ought to stay at home and keep the tion of
April 4th, aged 28 years.”
farms alive.
of the Press makes it the best medium for these adNothing remarkable happened on board
utriisemenis.
Dan’s kind of disappointed—he sees he ain’t the
tne nng until May 16, when, after a chase
first;
Saturday forenoon, Feb. 16th, a
There wan’t the makings of the best, and yet he of six hours, the scheoner Britania from St.
pair of gold bowed spectacles in a case.
The
ain’t the worst.
finder
will be" suitably rewarded npon leaving them
call him a good scholar; but there’s much he’s John, bound to Barbadoes, was captured.
Theylearned
at 148 PEARL
feblg*
in vain,
ST._
John Haywood was put on board as prizeIf he don't think he’d farm it, if he could start
the Falmouth Assembly, evening of Hix Per Cent Interest on amount Outagain.
master, and was ordered to Salem, but inthe 13th Inst., a Point Lace Handkerchief.
standing Scrip Paid On and AfMAINE.
The finder will be suitably rewarded
stead arrived at Portland. The log for the
upon returnter Feb. 5, 1884.
ing it to 64 GRAY ST., or communicating where
last day of the cruise shows the humiliating
it may be
JOHN E. Dew ITT, President.
febladlw*
found._
Dividend to Policy Holders on
state of our coast, for lack of a sufficient
Thirty-four Years OU,
Lost.
Purely mutual.
Premiums Terminating; In 1883,
to
it
from
a
blockade.
is
this
It
as
headline
will
be
[Under
protect
published from time navy
AFTERNOON, a pair of Gold Bowed
Assets
Over
Six
million
Dollars
to time articles of an historical character, relating follows:
Eye Glasses, with Gold Chain attached, between South and Park, via Free street. Finder will
cH' / to the District and State of Maine, written
Incontestable Policies.
“Friday, May 28, 1813. Commences with
be suitably rewarded by leaving them at this offioe.
*
jcially for the Pbess.]
febl6
breezes and pleasant weather. Seguin lightd3t*
No Restrictions Upon Travel, Residence,
house bearing north, distance 6 leagues.
or Occupation.
PORTLAND PRIVATEERS IN THE WAR Set
steering sails. At 4 p. m. saw a gun
TO LET.
OF 1812—NO. 6.
All Policies Nou-Forfeitable under
brig , and an armed schooner under our lee
bow. At 4 to^k a pilot and hauled on a
Advertisements appropriately coming wider this
“The Grand Turk” of Salem—Several Ves- wind for
Portland. At 6 p. m. had a gunhead, and not exceeding forty words in length, will I. O. JONES, President,
CHARLES DENNIS. Vice President
sels of This Name and Port—A Privateer brig, a schooner and two
be inserted one week for twenty-five cents,
frigates in chase of
if paid in
W. H. H. MOORE, 2d Vioe President.
us.
At
8
The
Union Mutual Reserve-Dividend Plan advance. When payment is not made in
they gave up the chase and
of the Revolution—And Also One qf the
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vioe President.
advance,
hauled off shore. At 10 p. m. anchored in
J. H. Chapman, Secretary.
War of 1812— Wreck of an East Indiaman
regular rates will be charged. The large circulation
This is an endowment at 85, issued at
regular
Portland harbor.”
rates. The reserve dividend period is 15 or 20 of the Press makes it the best medium for these adin Portland Harbor, with a Cargo of Im
PORTLAND: 9EXCHANGE ST.
“May 29 got a cable and anchor from the years. At the expiration of this period, provided vertisements.
mense Value, after a
all the premiums have been regularly paid, the inVoyage of Nine shore and moored ship.”
sured may have either of the following options:—
LKT—Two rooms with board for lady or
Months.
The prize schooner Britania arrived at
W.
He may withdraw in cash the entire reserve on his
Apply at No. 44 High St.
with
his share of the surplus reserved to the
f
policy
Portland
next
The
Gazette
in
CORRESPONDENT
day.
noticing policies issued upon the same
BY HON. WILLIAM OOOLO.
feb2
plan during the redlmteodllm&w6wii
the arrival of the Grand Turk, says she was serve-dividend period.
LET.—First class rent, No, 49 Cedar street,
fflO
He may continue to pay his
X
7
The above was the name and hailing port in command of Holton Johnson
nice
and
rooms, very
receive
repair. Apply to L. H. T
premiums,
Breed, and in cash the amount of surplus which
has been credit- GERRISH, corner Commercial and Cross streets.
of several famous vessels. For the history that the whole value of her
ed to his policy.
feblB*
prizes during He
may, if insurable, convert the cash value of the
of the first Salem ship of this name I be- the cruise was
$700,000. The Britania, with policy into fully paid up insurance.
LI OUSE TO LET.—On the corner of Portit
came indebted to Charles W. Palfrey, Esq.,
He
*■*. lend and Forest streets with sebago water,
her cargo of hogsheads of fish, pitch, tar,
may convert this value into a life-annuity.
jje may convert the surplus apportioned to his pol- goodcellar, &c. Enquire at No. 576 Congress St.
in 1870—he was then collector of the port of
beer, pork, tobacco and butter, was sold by icy into an annuity to be applied to the payment of
feM)*ALVIN PEERING,
Salem. He says:
Marshal Thornton at Long wharf on the all fuure premiums.
He may receive the amount of the policy whenever L^OB BENT—At 84 Newbury street a ten“The original Grand Turk of Salem which 6th of
Also three bales of broadcloths the reserve on policy and accumulated dividends X ment of 6 rooms or if wanted 10 rooms, very
July,
pleasantly located, w th Sebago water, suitable fora
made the earliest voyage to Canton, was a
that sum.
and two trunks of hosiery from the Grand equals
The reserve-dividend policies are entitled to the private family or boarding houdfc: will be put in
ship of 263 tons, built and employed as a priperfect order. G. R. DAVIS, 607% Congress St.
benefits of the Maine Non-Forfeiture Law.
vateer towards the close of the Revolutiona- Turk;
They
leDl4*
contain no restrictions whatever upon travel and resry War. She belonged to the famous meridence. After three years, they are unrestricted in
Color
LET.—2 rents in new house, upper 6 rooms
Blindness.
chant of Salem, Elias Haskett Derby. At
respect to occupation, and incontestable. They are
lower 6 rooms, Sebago. JOTHAM F. CLARK
the close of the war, she was employed as
lapse Ul UOalU
80 Exohange St.
fabl4*
Some Interesting
Facts
in Connection prior to the expiration of the reserve-dividend pean East Indiaman, and was sold at the Isle
riod.
With the Recent Railroads Tests.
of France in 1788.”
To
Leu
This plan is fully and clearly described in the
27 Free Street, having a small stable.
Company’s publications, which will be furnished
Mr. Derby had another ship built for the
(Hartford Post.)
F. S. WATERHOUSE,
Inquire of
upon application to the home office, or any of its
Canton trade in 1791, to which he gave the
janSldtf
It Is not yet determined whether color- agencies. It will be found, upon examination that
93 Exchange St.
it possesses especially advantageous features, and
name Grand Turk.
She was of 564 tons, blindness is an intellectual or a physical de- covers
all desirable forms of insurance, being particand was long called “the big ship.” This fect, but all oculists
adapted to meet the precise wants of the inagree that it Is incura- ularly
dividual insurer.
ship with a eargo of teas, silks and porcelain ble. It is not connected with any special
S’- In the hands
active, energetic, industrious
in the Thompson bloek, Noe. 117. 119
table ware of the greatest aggregate value of color of the eyes or the humors within the agents, therefore, it cannot fail to be prod ctive of
121 and 123 Middle street, a few dt ors
below
a large and profitable business.
the post
l'be Company is ready to negotiate with, and will business office; fitted suitable for wholesale or retail
any cargo which had then arrived in the eyeball. It may be caused by disease and
with light, finished, airy basements. Rent
make liberal contracts for good territory with,
reasonable. Inquire of H. E.
United States, arrived in Portland. She sometimes results from accidents affecting
THOMPSON, No. 164
who will energetically Push for Busi- Brackett
the brain. Excessive smokers and drinkers agents
street, Portland,
ness.
sailed from Canton for Boston on the 26 of
Me._Janl4dtf During: the past year ’83, we have
among railroad employes and sailors may
sold at retail over 6480 bottles
Rooms to Let.
March, 1797, and arrived on this coast early and do become color-blind, though their
of this favorite
J.
F.
or
in
suites
Coug:h Rem.
rooms, single
in November with her crew sick with the eyes remain otherwise useful.
.furnished
But such
or untarnished at 173 STATE ST.
for
edy, and propose during:
Maine
&
N.
H. Agencies,
Manager
cases
are
and
the
defect is usexceptional
scurvy. After being driven from her course
the coming; year to
dtf
novS
eodtf
POKTLAWP, ME.
several times by gales, she arrived in Port- ually congenital. It is hereditary in families,
double the sale.
and whenever a father or grandfather has
land Harbor on the 26th of December, after has been found with the color sense
absent
the unprecedented passage of nine months all the male sons and grands ms have usually
Clairvoyant and Botanic Physician has
of continuous sailing, during which she lost been similarly lacking in it; but strange to opened rooms at No. 592 Congress
gt.,
say the daughters and granddaughters are Portland, Maine, where he is
five of her crew by sickness.
prepared
seldom effected. There have been cases of to treat all diseases of the
Blood, acute
She was anchored on what is now the color blindness
among women—Professor and chronic. Office hours from 9 a. m.,
quarantine ground. On Wednesday night, Wilson of London, enumerates some cases to 12 m., and 1 to 9 p. m. Free examinJan. 5th, at 12 o’clock, a northeast gale among the aristocracy—but they are rare. ation every Wednesday in each week.
Where inter-marriage is most
frequent color- Examination at a distance the fee will
caused the Presumpscot ice to break adrift blindness
prevails to a great extent.
It is tie $2.00.febSdtf
* ^
in a body, which struck the ship, forcing said to be greatest among Hebrews.
(before )
ProTMJsCTRO-VOLTAIC
BELT
and
her towards the rocks. Alarm guns were fessor Horner of Zurich, whose views are
Appliances are sent on 80 Days’ TrfaiTn
Ak
ME r ONLY. YOTINfl on ot^
Darwin and who has given
fired from the ship for the officers, who were supported by
most of his life to the study of the
subject,
»»*»i aim an tnose
at an “assembly” on
Personal Nature, resulting from diseases of a
King street dancing. auuounces the law of the hereditary transAbuses 2nd
Other Causes.
Speedy relief and comnVto
Several small vessels went to her assistance mission of color-blindness as follows:
boilers. Will lift hot water at 160°
restoration to Health, Vigor and
l,
Marhoob
best boiler feeder in the market
Guaranteed.
Send at once for HlustretSS1 A-v
There are no color-blind girls; 2, color-blind
with a large number of men, but the
Warranted. For sale
ship fathers have sons not
Pamphlet free. Address
by
color-blind; 3, color- J76 Middle
struck on Stanford’s ledge, where the breakfrom Feb. 9th to
JARVIS EUGimCERIRTG CO.
blind sons have mothers not color- blind; 4,
rob. 25th.
water now is. It being a low place of t;he the general
law; Sons of daughters whose MU08
Union ShreeiL

HON MUTUAL

—

English. Tuition, board, and rooms for
self-boarding, all at reasonable rites. For farther
information apply to Hon. GEO. B. BARROWS,
SALE, $1,000.—Stock and fixtures of Secretary of Trustees, or to ALBERT F. RICHfebl8d3w
stove, tinware, and kitchen furnishing goods. ARDSON, Principal.
Established years, doing a business of $ 1,7)00 per
month on average, located in smart manufacturing
febl6*

k

port.”
“April 14. At 3 p. m. came up with the
chase, which proved to be a Spanish schooner from
Montevideo, bound to Paraguay.

MBS. CASWELL’S SCHOOL

of

small wares and
store
no
tor
its
*n
W. F. CARRU I’HERS, 24 Tremont

yj L

—

atf

_

can

smart

—

But he don’t know, and never will how much his
learnin’ cost.
’Twas him that should have had the place: ’twas
father’s ’fore ’twas mine.
I’d like to kep’ it in the name; but I ain’t goin’ to
whine.

MALE.-$3,000 buys Hay
FOB
business, good store, fine trade,
of

Jan24

friends and
\ATANTED.—Old
see me at
new barber

Office.

low

I',®—located within five miles of

lebao#

COLCORD,

143 Pearl Street.

MALE $8,000.—Stock and fixtures
FRYE BURG ACADEMY
FOB
dry goods,
good store,
fancy
Fitting Mcbool for Bowdoiw College.
with carpet
old stock
connected,
buy,
TERM of 14 weeks begins March 26
will sell
just what
business
worth,
$4
$500 SPRING
1884. Threecoursesofstndy:CUs»loal,Acadlooted
P®r
Vermont.
enterprising city
and

ex-

man

the west side,
a detached
ten rooms, must be in firstclass order and well loci ted. Address A. M. Press

—

J. W.

Bos’,
ton $1600. Stock, fixtures and
teams of first
class cash Grocery and Provision
Store, business
$500 per week, established 10 years, low rent,
splendid chance for somebody, w. F OAT*t*tttit
ERS, 24TremontRow, Boston.

Studies

WANTED.-Byan energetic
and reliable young
SITUATION
of 6 years business

Have had experience in book-keeping.
perience.
The best reference given if required. Address w.
E. C. P. O. Box 1888, City.
febl9*

WANTED.—On
house of nine

OF THE

ical

given to private pupils by the subscriber

Grain
show net
$2000 per year, run by present owner 5
profits
years, located on good street, fine horse, wagon and
all necessary equipments.
Will stand the most
thorough investigation. W. F. CARRUTHKRS 24
Tremont Ijtow, Boston.
feblG*

or

—

shortening
full-rigged brig with royals

innn

situation
lady wishes
WANTED.-A
housekeeper in widower’s family.

Call

Instruction in English and Class-

vertisements.

tisements.

I

Annual Statement

educational.

Advertisements appropriately
Advertisements appropriately coming under this
coming under this
head, and not exceeding forty words in length, will be head, and not exceeding forty words in length, will
inserted one week for twenty-five cents, if paid in be inserted one week for
twenty-five cents, if paid in
advance. When payment is not made in advance, reg- advance. When payment is not made in
advance,
ular rates will be charged. The large circulation oj regular rates will be charged. The
large circulation
the Press makes it the best medium for these adver- of the Press makes it the best medium
for these ad-
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and skysails. She left Salem and “took her departhan play;
Headin’ and readin’ till I found he couldn’t work a ture”
from Thatcher’s Island, bearing
stroke,
northeast
And couldn’t hold the plough an hour, or hardly lift
by north, six miles distant, on
a yoke.
Feb.
Tuesday,
9th, 1813. Two days after, in
It stole his mind from farmin’, and he run up tall the night, John Mason fell from under the
Net Aessts, January 1,1883.$14,707,391.89
and thin:
2,967,201.75
I fought him hard enough at first, but afterward maintop, went overboard and was lost—as it Received in 1883.
gave in.
was blowing a gale could not save him. The
$17,664,693.64
They got the minister to come, his mother took his
DISBURSED IN 1883.
Grand Turk was a good sailer. I notice
part,
To
I
Until let them have their way, although it broke
Policy Holdebs :
that she logged for five successive days, sev- Death claims
aud enmy heart.
dowments..
in
.$1,334,640.00
erally
miles,
203, 209, 219, 213, 216, and Policies
’Twas well enough for them to talk, and I wan’t gosurrendered.
188,436.38
this without the stimulus of a chase.
returned
to
to
Surplus
ing
light;
And then my mind got so distressed, I couldn’t sleep
policyholders_
633,686.61
She was off the coast of Brazil in March
Total paid to policyat night.
and April, in the track of Portuguese merr 01 kh talk oi e dication as if the Latin showed
holders.$2,066,662.99
Expenses:
A farmer how to cast accounts or how to stack a
of
whom
were
chantmen,
chased
many
and
load.
Commissions,Medical
brought too, but as they were neutrals the
But. as I say, I had to cope with mother and with ♦ i
printing, legal, real
Inaf
A
4.1_4.1_
estate and all other
Xipiil tile
Dan,
incidental expenses
And then they got the
349,274.33
minister, a good, well-mean- Turk had a streak of good luck, which is Paid
for Interest....
in’ man.
483.27
Paid for Taxes.
thus described in the log book:
And Dan, he said, must have his chance and
32,612.13
pretty
soon X see
2,438,832.72
“At 5 a. m. saw a sail on our weather
The book fools and the women folks would be too
bow—tacked
to
the
Balance
net
assets
eastward.
Dec.
much for me.
ship
At 6
81,1883...$15,225,760,92
tacked ship to the southwest. At 8 saw anSTATEMENT OF ASSETS,
So Dan he got his schoolin’, and never no complaint; other sail.
Made all sail in chase. April 4, As per ledger of the Company, as audited
by a ComWhen 1 give in I don’t take back, but ’twould have
mittee of the Directors.
at|5 p. m. camejup with the two vessels and
tried a saint!
Loans
to
Cities
and
Towns
States,
$4,715,251.03
I never knew the crops to fail as they did those commenced a smart cannonading with both.
Loans on Mortgages of Real Estate.. 2,222,148.00
After an action of ten or fifteen minutes, United States
years,
Securities.
1,042,000.00
Or money be so hard to get, and I was full of fears. both
ships struck to us. At 6 the two ships Keal Estate, No. 70 State Street. 174,660.00
were manned
and the prisoners were on Keal Estate, Post Office Square.
900,000.00
I never grumbled at his bills, but paid them one
by board cf our out,
Real
Congress Street.
41,820.98
brig. During the action we OtherEstate,
one;
Real Estate.
162,694.56
And when the boy came home again with all his had two men killed and four wounded. The
Railroad Bonds and Loans. 1,382,208.33
schooliu’done,
had two killed and a number wound- Railroad Stocks
458,310.02
I couldn’t ask him out a-iield or let him do a stroke, enemy
The ships proved to be from Liverpool, Bank Stocks.
286,692.02
He looked just like a white-skinned birch, and I felt ed
Loans on Collateral Security. 1,965,157.82
bound to Buenos Ayres, with assorted carlike an oak.
Manufacturing Stocks.
10,000.00
goes. Wm. Mulloy was put on board the Premium Notes secured by Valuable
But that was twenty years ago, and here we be toPolicies..
ship Paragon, as prizemaster, with eleven
957,169.36
day,
Deferred Quarterly and Semi-Annual
And I’ve got old and stiff, you see, and what was men, and Wm. Yickery was put in charge of
Premiums.
243,246.63
the ship William with eleven men. I or- Cash
once like play
in Banks and Trust Companies
I have to hire strange folks to do, or else must let dered them to some
in Boston
in the United
port
646,912.81
alone—
Boston Gas Light Company’s Stock..
27,600.00
Silas is willin’, wants to work, bnt he‘s a boy half- States, giving Salem the preference.”
“April 5 commences with pleasant breeze
grown.
$16,2267760.66
and clear weather. The two prizes still in Add: Interest
accrued..$180,962.86
Now, he’s the kind of lad I like; his cheeks look sight. At 8 a. m. saw a sail
Rents accrued...
13,858.49
bearing north,
bright and warm;
At 11 a. m. discovered
Outstanding preIf I could have my way, I know, I’d let him have steering southwest.
miums
upon poliher to be an English ship from
the farm.
London,
cies upon which a
Although he’s but a cousin’s sen, he does seem near bound to Buenos Ayree. She proved to be
valuation
has
to me
the
been made and
Apollo from London, out 60 days.
Yes, nearer, I must say it straight—than Dan could Put ship
reserved. 117,872.26
John Gage on board as prizemaster, and
ever be.
»
312,693.61
twelve of our people, and ordered her for
Dan’s a professor, and they say he knows as mneh America,
Salem
the
of
giving
preference
any
$15,638,46407
as most—
■*“w

FOR MALE.

WANTS.

same

rate.

(each 1.95). «b».00
Additional copies at the same rate

If you wish to take a live daily
paper this year, you can do it,

PREMIUM OFFER.
To anyone who obtains three new subscribers to the Weekly Pbess at the club rate
we will send the Portland
Daily Press «««
year

tor..

To anyone, who obtains four new subscribers to the Weekly Press at the elub rate
we will send the
Daily Press one year for 95.75
To anyone who obtains five new subscribers
to the Weekly Press at the dab rata we
will send the Dally Press one
year lor... §0.90
Fo anyone who obtains ter new subaoribasa
to theWeekly Press at the dub sate we
will send the Daily Press one year fee.... f l ffw
To anyone who obtains twerty new subscribers to the Weekly Press at the d<4>
rate ($1.25 each) we will send
Dally
Press one year tor. 33,33
Fo any one who obtains thirty or more mew
subscribers to the Weekly Press at the
dub rate, ($1.25 each), we will send the

Daily Press

oue

year...PUBS

Sample copies will be

sent on

application.

Address, all business communication* to (he
PORTLAND PURLJSHLNa

00*

Portland, Mates,

Midwinter.

both,

will offer

candidate whose politics

are

JAMES LANE ALLEN.

The white hath overspread the brown,
Beneath the bine has crept the gray;
The frozen air is drifting round
Is eddies dashed with blinding spray
so a wild a winter scene
Bat thou and I have chanced to meet.
What words were fit to pass between
A traveller rough and one so sweet?

Upon

Poor dying songster, full of woes,
With stiffening pinions loosely furled,
That gras pest with thy thorny toes
The wire that runs around the world!
Thou knowest not the grief and mirth
With which the iron thread is fraught,
As one may grasp, but miss the worth
Of some far-reaching line of thought.
Thou soannest not our human things,
Thine eyelids close upon tho world,
The snow sifts downward through thy wings,
And upward to thy heart is whirled.
Beneath its inches cold and white
Thy mate lies frozen near the hedge,
And nevermore in tuneful flight
Shall eross the morning’s crimson’s edge.
Recallest how, one dewy dawn.
Ere yet the sun hath kissed thy throat,
The music from thy heart had gonp
That won her shy, responsive note?
How fond ye whispered, breast to breast,
That day within the covert green,
Or sought the brook with mosses drest,
Your hot and dusty wings to preen.
in the hush of ooming night,
Thou ledst her to the fragrant bed

Then,

oink and white,
With canopy of green o’erhead.

Ofapple blossoms,

All summer long how true thy zest
To note her flight o’er many a rood,
To build with her the secret nest,
To mourn with her the stolen brood.

How, thou art dying; dead is thine.
In some bright clfie are all thy kin.
Let thy true life pa«s into mine,
And make it what it hath not been.

£
thv lover’s heart, 1
And toueh my spirit with thy fate,
i.T.O
never
part,
That I from one may
.He* even in death be separate.
—Harper's Magazine for March.
Bequeath to

me

New Publications.

,

cat that has sought the
says Champfleury. It is

HAH. ROADS.

of man,”
natural, comfortable, selfish, independent animal, and probbe the
its society is valued because it so obMr. Richard Grant White gives an interesting ably
viously and unaffectedly makes the best of
description of some of the noted old public this life without
pretending to any enthusibuildings of America, such as the Old South asm for humanity.
Rhurch and King’s Chapel, Boston, the old
Boston State House, and St. John’s church,
bdsiness cards.
New York. The illustrations show the present condition of these noted structures. The
great German field marshal, Connt Von
Moltke, is treated biographically by an admir. attorney at law and solicitor
er of his character
o»
and bis career. Other paAmerican St Foreign Patents,
pers of interest are ‘‘The Suppression of Paua

positive,

not negative, and who is really fit to
President of fifty millions of persons.

society

Herbert G.
—

perism,” by D. McG. Means and “The Cruise
of the Alice May,”
by S. G. W. Benjamin,
“Mrs. Finlay’s Elizabethan
Octave
Chair,” by

Dante.” Mr. Cable’s “Dr. Sevier” and
Mr.
Richard Grant’s “An Average Man” are continued. The poetry of the number is
by John
Vance Cheney, Sidney Lanier,
Mary L. Ritter,
James Herbert Morse, Mary Stacy Withington
and Ccnstantina E. Brooks.
The March number of Harper’s Monthly excels in illustrations.
The articles on "8t.
Louis,” by William Henry Bishop; “The
Yorkshire Coast,” by William H. Rideing;
“The .Early American Presidents,”
by T. W.
Higginson; “Domestic Decoration,” by Alexander F. Oakey; and “The
Poetry of the
Deaf,” by Dr. E. M. Gallandet, are profusely
illustrated by engravings which are excellent
examples of the best achievements in this deThe names of the artists,
partment of art.
photographers, designers and engravers, which
are given, show that this feature of
magazine
work is engaging the best talent. The serial
stories, by William Black and E. P. Roe, are
oontinned, and there is also the first part of a
new story by Charles Reade.
Walt Whitman,
James Lane Allen, Frances L Mace and
Charles F. Richardson contribute poems. J.
L. Trowbridge contributes a biographical and
critical Bketch of Will Carleton, of whom
there is a fine portrait.
The editorial departments are fnll and

interesting,

and

X UV
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UMW
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Ruwforu Falls & BuvMeld
HAIXrH.OAI3

Briggi,

9.45

Eastern Railroad.

CfT"All business relating to Patents promptly and

faithfully executed.

IIU1VU

Mil

a. m.

'STAOE CONNECTIONS
with p.m. train for Turner, Chase Mils, West
Sumner, Britton’s Mills, Pern, Dlzflein Mexico
L. L. LINCOLN. Supt.
andRumford Falls.
octlo
dtf

—

Inl2dtf

OF

CHANGE

Connections via Grand Trunk Rail
way leave Portland for Buekdeld and
Canton, 7.40 a. m., 1.30 p. m.
Leave Canton for Portland 4.16 and

lATEIiXATBOSAL STEAMSHIP CO*

Grand Trunk Kailway of Canada.

.

Fall Arrangement in Effect Oct. 15, ’83.

Jotin. N.B.,

On and after MONDAY, OCT. 15th, 1883,
Train* will run a* follow* :

DEPARTURES:
For Auburn and l<ewi*ton, 7.20
and 6.16 p. m.

For Gorham, 7.40

For

a.

a.

S. C.

WINTER

at

188 BIDDLE STREET,
CanalBank Building,

PORTLAND* ME. d6m

m., 4.00 and 6.16 p. m.

ARRIVALS:

of
State
street, every
Monday and
rhursday at 8 p. in., for Eaatport and 8t.
with
for
John,
connections
Calais. Robbing ton, St.
Andrews, Pembroke. Houlton, Woodstock, Grand
Mer.au, Campobelle, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth.
Windsor, Halifa*, Moncton, Newcastle, >e>bcrsu
Picton, Shediae, Bathurst, Dalhousie, Char
lottetown. Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls, and otbei
ration* on the New Brunswick and Canadr., inter*
solonlal, Windsor, and Annapolis, Wester;; Coun*
He*, Rail Roads, and Stage Routes.
received ap to 4 p. m. and any in*
tSP'Freight
formation regarding the same may be had at the
afflee of the Freight Agent, iiailroad Wharf.
For Circulars, with Excursion Routes, T'ekei*
State Rooms and further information apply a
Company's Office, 40 Ex charge St.
T.O. HP!-SKY, President, and Manager
root

From l.ewbiion aad Auburn, 8.36 a. m.,
3.15 and 5.50 p. m.
Front Gorham, 9.45,8.35 a. m. and 5.15 p. in.
Front Chicago, Montreal and Quebec,
12.35 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cara on night train and
Parlor Oars on day train between Portland and Mon-

for

at.

a.

STREET,

PORTLAND,

MB,
0. S. AUSTIN.
J. NAYLOR.
Churches, Halls and Private Dwellings Decorated
in a first-class manner, and at short notice. Repairng old frescoing a specialty.my30eodtf

Southern and Western points.
At 6.00 p. as. (Express), for Boston and principal
Way Stations, arriving in Boston at 9.30 p. m.,
connecting with Rail Lines for New York.
Sundays at 2.00 p. m. Express for Boston and
principal Way Stations, arriving at Boston 6.30
p. m., oonneoting with Fall River Line for New
York.

Trains Leave Boston
At 7.30, 9.00 a. m., aflft arrive in Portland at 11.55
At 12.30 p. m. and arrive
a. m. and 1.00 p. m.
At 7.00 p
<n.
m Portland 6.00 p. m
<Jau>,
and arrive in Portland at 11.00 p. m.

Stephen berry.
Book, Card and Job Printer.
_Wo.

Pullman Parlor Cars
On Trains leaving Boston 9 a.m., 12.30 and 7,00 p.

8Y Flam Street

m. and Portland 8.45 a. m., 1,00 and 6.00 p. m.

Pullman Sleeping Cars
On Trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m., and Port-

Through
land 2.00

a. m.

Through Tickets

Portland Me.

S.

WOLFE’S

Schiedam Aromatic
SCHNAPPS.
and necessary

corrective of water rendered impure by

vegetable decomposition
as

or

other causes,

Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the

Aromatic

Schnapps

is superior to every

other alcoholic preparation.
saitr of

over

section of

A

public

80 Tears duration in every

oar

country of Udolpho Wolfe's

Schnapps, Its unsolicited endorsement by
the medieal

by

faculty

and a sale

nneqnaled

any other alcoholic distillation have

insured for it the
claimed for it*

PASSENGER TRAINS WILL LEAVE
PORTLAND for BOSTON
'f5R«55lpP3at 6.16, 8.46 a. m., 1.00 and 3.30
m., arriving at Boston _at_ 10.46,
gijfrffSE”j£rap.
“Hy- —hh .ti
m., 1.16, 6.10, and 7.16 p. m.
BOSTON FOR PORTLAND at 9.00 a. m.
and
7.00 p. m., arriving at Portland
12.30, 3.30,
and
8.06
11.00
m.
6.00.
at
1.00.
r.
PORTLAND FORSCARBORO BEACH
AND PINE POINT at 6.16, 8,46, a. m., 3.00,
6.46 p.m. (See note.) FOR OLD ORCHARD
at 6.16, 8.46 ».m., 1.00, 3.00, 6.46 p.m. (See note)
FOR SACO AND BI DDE FORD at 6.15,
8.46 a. m., 1.00, 3.00, 3.30 and 6.46 p. m. FOR
KENNEBVNK at 6.16. 8.46 a. m., 1.00, 3.00
and 6.46 p. m. FOR WELLS at 6.15, 8.46 a.
m. and 3.00 p.m.
(See note) FOR NORTH
BERWICK AND DOVER, at 6.15, 8.45 a.
m., 1.00, 3.00 and 3.30 p. m. FOR SALMON
FALLS and GRE %T FALLS, at 6.15, 8.45
FOR NEWMARa. m., 1.00 and 3.00 p. m.
KET at 6.15, 8.46 a.m., 3.30» p.m. FOR EXETER, HAVERHILL, LAWRENCE
ANH LOWELL at 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 1.00
and 3.30 p, m. FOR ROCHESTER. FARMINGTON, N. H., AND ALTON BAV. at
8.45a.m., 1.00 and 3.30 p. m. FOR MANCHESTER AND CONCORD, N. II., (via
New Market Jet.) at 6.16 a. m., 3.30 p. in., (via
Lawrence) at 8.46 a. m.
MORNING TRAINS FOR PORTLAND
LEAVE KENN E HUNK at 7.25, and DOVER at 8.00 ARRIVING at PORTLAND
at 8.30 and 10.05.
Note—The 3.30 p. m. train from Portland mill
not atop at Scarborough, Pine Point, Old Orchard or
Wells, and the 1.00 p. m. train will stop at Scarborough. Pine Point and Wells only to take passengers
for Boston}
*
Change at Dover and take next train following.
HT“The 1.00 p. m, train from Portland connects with Sound Line Steamers for New
Verk and all Rail Lines for the West, and the 3.30
p. m., train with all Rail Lines for New York
and tne South and West.
Parlor Cart on all through trains.
Seats
secured In advance at Depot Ticket Office.
__

deodtf

beverage

reputation of salubrity

For sale by all Druggists

and Grocers.

SUNDAY TRAINS.
PORTLAND FOR BOSTON and WAV
STATIONS at 1.00 p, m. BOSTON FOR
PORTLAND at 6.00 p. m.
Trains on Boston & Maine road connect IHth all
steamers running between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Maobias, Eastport, Calais.
St. John and Halifax. Also connect with Grana
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Central and Portland & Ogdenburg trains at Transfer Station.
A 11 ivatna ainn of Vwnfns

STREET,

NEW YORK.

Bound Brook Route.

SWEDISH REMEDIES!

New York, Trenton & Philadelphia.

Lung

STATION! NEW TOOK FOOT UBEBTY ST.

Balsam

Compound
An

Altera-|

urea

tive Tonic &
Blood Purifier. It purifiestheblood

eases

all disof the

Stations in

Lung*,
Swedish
Pills
Cures Con-

and acts like
a charm on the

OGDENSBUKG, N. Y.,
AND MONTREAL.
On and after Monday Oct. 8th,
1SS3, until further notice Pa**enger
Train* leave Portland

digestive organs.
SWEDISH REMEDIES

a*

Philadelphia

TO fTO

r*

m

_TY’vnrnua Ivato Mnnt.raal

TUneltnrrfrtru

land.)

Ogdensburg &c.

*

J. HAMILTON.

Superintendent.

Cars on all day trains
Cars on night trains.

Drawing Room

and
He

Sleeping

to bur ticket, (at any railroad or steamboat office in New England) ria

sure

On

and

after

15th, Passenger
as

MONDAY,

Oct.

Trains will

run

Washington Street,

Boston.

O. G. HANCOCK.
Gen. Pass. A Tick. Agt., Philadelphia.
hTp. BALDWIN.
Gen. Eastern Pass. Agt., 119 Liberty Street. New
York.
nov26dtf

—

^^^portlBud
1

**“1.05

at 7.30

a.

m.,

and

arriving at Worcester
at 2.16 p, m. and 7.80 p. m.
Returning leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 8.00 a. m. and ll.16 a,
m., arriving at Portland at 1.26 p. m. and 6.40 p.

jan24eod&w 1 m

p. m.,

m.

REMEDY
IN COWS.

For Clinton,

Ayor

Anne.,

Fitchburg,

Nashua, Lowell, Windham,

and Epping at 7.30 a. m. and 1.05 p. m.
For Manchester, Concord and points North, at
1.05 p. m.
For Roches ter .Spring vale, Alfred, Wat,
erboroand Saco River.7.30 a. m., 1.05
p. m., and (mixed) at 0.30 p. m. Returning
leave Rochester at (mixed) 6.46 a. m., 11.16
a. m., and 8.85 p. m.: arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9.40 a. m.. 1.26 p. m. and 6.40 p. m.
For Corham. Saccarappa, Cumberland
Westbrook and Woodford’s,
Mills,
at 7.30 n. m., 1.05, 0.20 and (mixed)
*0.30 p. m.
The 1.05 p. m. train from Portland connects at
hye~ Jnnc. with Hoosac Tunnel Route for
t he West, and at Union Repot, Worcester, for
New York via Norwich Line, and all rail,
VlaFpringfleld, also with N. Y. & N. E. R.
R .(''Steamer Maryland Route”) for Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington, and the
Soath and with Boston Sc Albany R. R. for
the West. Parlor Cars on train leaving (Portland
at 1.08 p. m. and train leaving WoroesterA at 8.00

MammitinE

In ndders, remove bunches, cure bloody and stringy
milk, &c. In fact, GARGET in every form has
been cured by this remedy. If taken in time—before
the cow comes in- it will many times restore blind
teats to their full extent. It is prepared expressly
to relieve certain glands that are always inflamed
when a cow is suffering from this cause. Cube
Warranted.
Sample packages (for 12 doses) sent on receipt of
91.00, or will send C. O. D., Express paid*
PRUSSIAN ARM V OIL CO.;
*J38 Washington St., B«M«n.
novl2dly
Cured without the use of the
knife.
WILLIAM READ (M. D.,
Harvard, 1842) and ROBERT M.
READ (M. D., Harvard, 1876), Evans
Bouse, 173 Treason! St., Boston,
treats FISTULA, PILES ANO
ALL
OISEASES OF
THE
RECTUM without detention from
business. References given. Send fora
pamphlet. Office Honrs, 11 A. K. to 4
». K. (except Sundays).

eodly

Onand after

Monday, June 18,
KfiSSSSSSSlSSJ, Passenger Trains will leave

An article of Intrinsic value, which will meet a want
long felt by all dairymen and farmers for its entire
cure.
It is safe and reliable. Will reduce swelling

W»

of Trains.

Arrangement

a. m.

j

Close connections made at Westbrook Jnnt*
don with through trains of Me. Central R. R., and
at GrandTrunk Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
may be had of S. H. Hellen, Ticket Agent, Portland
A Rochester Depot at foot of Preble St., and of Rol.
11ns A Adams, No. 22 Exchange St.
• Does
notstop at Woodford’s.
J- W. PETERS,(Supt.

tvg

THURSDAY,

Sarmatian

THURSDAY,
Feb. 21

;

Jan. 31
Feb. 7
"
14

Sardinian ...
Circassian...

;

“28

|
|

Mar. 6

Glasgow S, Portland Fortnightly Service
STEAMER.

From Glasgow.

of N. York
Grecian_
Scandinavian

City

Feb.

2

Feb.

9
20

From Portland
On or about
Feb. 19

I
I

j

28
Mar.

8

JAPAN, CniNA,
Sandwich

Inlands, New

Zealand
and
Australia.
Steamers sail from New York for Aspinwall on
the 1st, 10th, and 20th of each month, carrying
passengers and freight for all the above named
ports.
Steamer of 10th does not connect for San Francisco.
Steamers sail from San Francisco regularly for
Japan, China and Sandwich Islands, hew Zealand
and Australia.
For Freight, Passage, sailing lists and furthet
Information, apply to or address the General Eas
tern

I

Agents,

C. L. BART LETT Sc CO.,
113 .State Street, Cor. Broad St., Boa ton
or to W. D. LITTLE A
CO.,
ib8dtf
31 Exchange St., Portland.

DOMINION LINE.
1883.

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.

STEAMERS.

EUROPE!!
in April, May and June, 1884.
Pnssatce Tick*
ets by all Atlantic Steamers. Special facilities

for securing good berths. Tourist tickets for
individual travelers in Europe, by all routes, at
reduced rates.
Cook’s Excursionist, with maps and full particulars, by mail 10 cents. Address
Til OS. COO 14 & SON, 20 1 Broadway N.Y.
febl6
eodl6w*

1884.

LIVERPOOL AND PORTLAND
DIRECT SERVICE

rates.

PAYSON TUCKER, Gen’l Manager.
F. E. BOOTHSY, Gen’l. Pass. & Tioket Agt.
Portland Oct. 12.1883
octl2dtf

8, CO.

TO CALIFORNIA,

LEAVE FOR PORTLAND AND BOSTON
Prom Halifax, 8.10 a. m., 6.16 p. m.; St. John,
8.30 a. m., 9.00 p. m.; Uoulton, 9.30 I. m.,
8.30 p. in.; St.
Stepben, 10.16 a. m.,
9.30 p. m.; Vanceboro, 1.36 a. m. 1.30
p. m,; Bucksport, 5.40 a. m. 1.30 p. m.;
Bangor, 7.16 a. m., 7.46 p. m.; Dexter, 7.00
a.m, 6.10 p. m. Belfast, 6.30 a. m., 3.06 p. m.;
Skowhegan, 8.20 a. ra. 3.16 p. m.; Waterville, 9.15 a. m. 1.65 and 10.00 p.m.; and on
Mondays at 5.16 a. m. Augusta, 6.00 a.
m. 10.00 a.
10.65
m., 2.45, and
p. m.;
Gardiner. 6.17 a. m., 10.18 a. m„ 3.07,
and 11.14 p. m.; Bath. 6.56 a. m.. 11.00 a. m.;
4.00 p. m., and Saturdays only at 11,66 p. m.
and 11.30 a.
Brunswick, 7.26
in.. 4,30
P- m. 12.35 a. m., (night.) Rockland, 8.16 a. m.,
l. 16pm. Lewiston, 7.20 a.m. 11.10a.m.,
4.16p. m. 13.20 pm.; Phillips, 6.66 a. m.
Farmington, 8.20 a.m.; Winthrop, 10.13a.
m. being due in Portland as follows :The morning trains from Augusta and Bath 8.36 a. m.
Lewiston, 8.40 a. m. The day trains from
Bangor, and all intermediate stati On* A till AOtl.
neoting roads at 12.40 and 12.46 p. m. The
afternoon trains from Wateryille, Augusta.
Bath,
Bockland and Lewiston at 6.40 p. m.
The
Pull
mart
train
Night
at 1.60 a. m.
Express
Limited Ticket* first and second class for
St. John and Halifax on sale nt reduced

From Liverpool.
♦SARNIA, Thursday, Feb. 7.
Feb. 21.
♦OREGON,
"
Mar. 7
TORONTO,

Liverpool,

From Portland.
Feb. 28.
Thursday,
“

Msr. 13.
Mar. 27.

“

✓

Halifax and Portland Service

From Liverpool
via Halifax.

From Portland

Direct.

DOMINION, Thursday, Jan. 31. Thursday,Feb. 21.
•*
“
Feb. 14.
kar. e.
MONTREAL,
••
Feb. 28.
Mar. 20.
ONTARIO,
♦No cattle or sheep carried by these Steamers.
CABIN—$60.00, $60.00 and $70.00.
IN RETORN—$90.00, $110.00 and $130.00.
INTERMEDIATE—$40.00. Return $76.00.
STEERAGE—$24.00.
Prepaid Steerage Tiokcts issued for $20.00.
For passage or freight apply to DAVID TORRANCE, General Agents, Grand Trunk R. R.
Freight Offices, Foot of India St.

deo!4___

dtf

General Ocean Steamer Ticket Office.
AND

—

PHILADELPHIA
Direct

Steamship JLine.

From HOST IH

tickets

a-rorn

uoug wnarr, Boston, 8
From Pine Street Wharf
Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one-half the rate of

White Star,
passsage
by
FORCunard, Anchor,
State, American, Red Star,
the

North German Lloyd, Hamburg, American, Rotterdam, Amsterdam and Italian lines, all first class
fast passage steamers, to and from all points In
Europe. Cabin, 2d Cabin and steerage outward and
tickets from Portland at lowest rates.
teerago prepaid tickets from inland places in Europe* to inland places in the United States. Sterling and Scandinavian exchange at lowest rates
Choice Cumberland and Acadia coal for sale by th
cargo. For cabin plans, circulars, sailing schemes
&c. and other information apply to J. L. FARMER
Agent, 22 Exchange St. P. 0. Box 979.

Prepaid

TanlO

Xy

^

EDITION.

Zoom

p.m.

PRICE $1.

§y°5rf*

Freight for the Weet
Penn. R. R„ and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of
com.

Passage Tea Dollars. Round Trip 818
Meals and Room included.
For Freight or Passage apply to
B* B> SAMPSON.
Agent,
deSlM
70 Long Wharf, Boston.

y
to

KNOW THYSELF
A

GREAT

MEDICAL

WORK

ON MANHOOD.

Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical Debility, Premature Decline in Man, Errors of Touth
and the untold miseries
resulting from indisete-'

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R

—I--*.-.-

From Portland]
via. Halifax.

HaIifax-

PACIFIC MAIL

Portland and Worcester Line.
ation is alone attributable to its intrinsic worth. In
the cure of Coughs, Colds, Asthma, Bronchitis,
Whooping Cough, Scrofulous Humors, and all Consumptive Symptoms, it has no superior, If equal.
Let no ne neglect the early symptoms of disease,
when an agent Is at hand which will cure all complaints of the Chest, Lungs, or Throat. Manufactured only by A. B. Wilbob, Chemist. Boston. Sold

yia

mission.

•7. E. WOOTTEN, Gen. Manager.

Wilbsr’i Cod- Liver Oil U< Lime.—The
great popularity of this safe and efficacious prepar-

and Portland Service

From Liverpool

a mw
STEAMER.

1884

For passage apply to LEVE A A LDEN, General
Passenger Agents, 15 State St., Boston, and E. A.
Farmington,
Monmouth,
Winthrop, WALDRON, 40 Exchange St., T. P. McGOWAN,
Oakland and North Annon, 1,26 p.m..Far- 422 Congress St., or for passage or freight to H. Si
A. ALLAN. Agents, No. 1 India St., Portland.
mingtou, via Brunswick, 7.00 a. m.
nov24
dtf
tThe 11.16 p. m. train is the flight express with
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sundays included but not through to Skowhegan on
Monday mornings or to Bucksport and Dexter or
8.
beyond Bangor on Sunday mornings.

NEW ENGLAND AGENCY,

UliVl

PRUSSIAN
FOR GARGET

Liverpool, Halifax

Leave
Poi-tlaxid for Dexter,
Bangor
St John,
Halifax
Vanceboro,
and
the Province*, St. Andrews, St. Stephen,
Fredericton, Aroostook County, and all
stations on It. Ac Piscataquis ft. ft., 1.26
1.30
m.,
m.:
$11.15
p.
p.
m.,
p.
for
and
Belfast
1.25
Skowhegan
1.30
m.,
p.
p.
$11.15
p.
m.,
m.;
Waterville, 7.00 a. m. 1.26 p.m,, 1.30
p. m. 11.16 p.m and on Saturdays at 5.16 p.m
Augusta. Ha Howell,Gardinerand It rnn*
wick
a.
7.00
i.30
6.15.
m.,
p. m.,
$11.16 p. m.; Hath 7.00 a. m. 1.80 p. m., 6.16
p. m. and on Saturdays only at 11.16 p. m.
Rockland, and Hu,i * Lincoln R. R.,
ai. Auburn and Lewis7.00 a.m., 1.30
1.26 p. m., 5,06 p. m. Lewton, 8.16 ^
iston vi.
ranswick 7.00 a.m., $11.16p.m.;

LINE

Winter Arrangements.

1883.

follows

(One Way, 92.50.
New York and Philadelphia, ( Excursion, 4.00.

911

druggists,

ALLAN

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

Every Wednesday and Sat*
■rday,
From PHILADELPHIA
Every Tuesday and Friday.

BOUND BROOK ROUTE

26c-

Ice permitting.

GEORGE Li. DAY,
Treas, and General Ticket Agent
febl dtf
Portland, Feb. 1. 1883.

CHAS. H. FO¥E, G. T. A.
oot2

sale of

Express Trains, Double Track. Stone Ballast

_

Swedish Remedies for sale by all druggists,
deol
eod&w6m

all

and Machiasport.
Also with B. & B. Steamers at Rockland, going
East, for River Landings.
RETIIRNI Nf*. will leave Machiasport at 4.30
a. m. every Monday and touching at intermediate
Landings, connecting at Portland with Pullman
and early morning train for Boston.
Connect with Boston and Bangor Steamers at
Bockland, (coming West, and receive passengers and
freight from Bangor and Kiver Landings for Port-

8.35 A. M.—For Fabyan’s. Littleton, Lancaster,
and ah points on B. C. M. K. R., St, Johnsbnrv,
Burlington, Ogdensburg and all points on O. & L,
0. R. K., Newport, Sherbrooke, Montreal and all
points on Southeastern Railroad and branchos.
3.00 p.m. For Bartlett and intermediate stations.
Train* arrive in
Portland :
10.45 a.m.—from Bartlett and local stations.

—

Swedish Botanic Compound cures Dyspepsia
Indigestion, Liver and Kidney Complaints, &c.
Swedish Lung Balaam cures Coughs and Colds
In twenty-fourhours.
Swedish Pepsin Pills the best Family Laxative.
Swedish Botanic Compound 76c a bottle.
Swedish Lung Balsam, large 60c; small 26«.

by

arrival of Steamboat Express Trains from Bosto-.
for Rockland, Castine, *Deer
Isle. *3edgwit>w,
(Stage from Sedgwick to Blue Hill on arrival of
South
West
and
Bar
Steamer),
Harbors, Millbridge

follow*:

AND THIRD AND BERKS STS.

When taken together according to directions,
have times and times again cured consumption
Thousands of
in the first and second stages.
Write for
testimonials of *ts wonderful cures.
pamphlets and c' .culars—Sent Free.
F. W. A. Bergengrkn, M. D.,
Propriety.
Lynn. Mass.
4

Pepsin Pills,

BURLINGTON, VT.,

stipatiou.

MtlO'

Winter Arrangement.

—TO—

NINTH AND GREEN STREETS,

Pepsin

strengthens
the system

ONLY LINE THROUGH THE NOTCH.

Cook’s Grand Excursions leave New York

-BETWEEN-

Swedish

Swedish
Botanic

mUnfoo

ia HEADING n

dir

_

fon

meats. First class Dining Booms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Law rence and Boston
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may be had of M. Ii. Williams, Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at VTnion
Ticket Office. 40 Exchange St.
J. T. FURBER, Gen. Snpt*
8 .H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent. Portland,
octll
dtf

llpl# Wolfes M Co..
18 BEAVER

Portland & Ogdensbnrg R. R. Portland, Bangor, it Desert % Mias
Steamboat Co.

On and after Monday, Oct. 15, 1883,

OPPOSITE FALMOUTH HOTEL

As a general

PAYSON TUCKER,
General Manager.
LUCIUS TUTTLE,
Gen’l Pass’r Agent

Boston & Maine Railroad,

Fin* Portrait* aspect ally, 5

A.

to all Points South and

West.
Oct. 14,1883
D. W. SANBORN,
Master of Trans
octl3dtf

Photographer
W.

f

York.

Fresco Painters,
FREE

Depot

MAINE STEAMSHIP

AUSTIN & BAYLOR,
11

Exchange Street, and
Foot of India Street.

9
Dally (Night Pullman)
,Uf
Saco,
—TO—
-eel_
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Conway Junct., Kittery.
Portsmouth, Newbnryport, Salem, Lynn and
COM PAN Y
Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee,
Boston, arriving at 6.30 a. m.
At 8,43 a. m. for Cape Elisabeth, Scarboro, Saco,
Cincinuati, St. Uoui*, Omaha. SagiLake
City,
naw, St. Paul, Salt
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Welle, North and South
Denver, San Francisco
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
For New
stations on OonwayDivislon.Kittery, Portsmouth,
in
the
all
and
points
Kockport,
Newbnryport. Salem, Gloucester,
Steamers leave Franklin Wharf, on Wednesday;
Lynn, Chelsea and Boston, arriving at 1.16 p. m.
and Saturdays at 6 p. m.. Returning leave Pier 38
At 1.00 p. m. for Scarboro, Saco, Biddeford, Northwest, West and Southwest.
East River, New York, on Wednesdays and Satur
Conway
Kennebunk, Wells, No. Berwick,
J. B. COYLE, JR., Gen’l Ag’t.
days at 4p.m.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
Junction, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newbnryport,
sep21
J. STEPHENSON, G. P. A.
dtf
Salem, Lynn, and Boston, arriving at 5.10 p. m..
W. J. SPICER Superintendent.
connecting with Sound and Rail Lines for all octlBtf
At

nov24

NO.

ARRANGEMENTS.

Gorham, Montreal, Quebec and Chi-

TICKETS SOLD AT REDUCED RATES

Trains leave Portland

3Ic„ SU
N, s„ acc.

cago, 1.30 p. in.

74

Law,

Calais,

Halifax,

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK

id., 1.16

TICKET OFFICES:

ANDREWS,

Counsellor and Attorney

31e„

Castport,

TIME.

treal.

altogether

The literary growth and development of Miss it is an admirable number of this favorite
Jnlia Constance Fletcher, whose nom de monthly.
-me second number of the Andover
plume to "George Fleming,” has been watched
Review,
with much interest by her many friends in the new venture in the field of periodical litera tnanna
she has more than fulfilled the
ature, which is to be the organ of the “new
and
departure” in the Othodox Congregational
promise given in “Kismet,” “Mirage”
“The Head of Medusa,” for her new novel, church, on what its adherents call “progres“Vestigia” is a work of real power. The title sive othodoxy,”has an inviting table of contents
is a part of the quotation from Virgil, which There are five essays besides the editorial disthe author has taken as the motif of her story courses and book notices. The essays are on
—“Vestigia nulla retrorsum”—no steps back- “The Christian Conception of Providence,”
ward. The chief character is the young Ital- by Lewis O. Brastow, D. D.; “Professor Harian Dino, or Bernardino di Rossi, who is an ris’s contribution to Theism,” by Newman
enthusiastic republican, or under the influence Smyth, D. D.; “Lay Theology,” by President
of one Valdez, and as a member of the Circolo Buckham of the University of Vermont; a
Barsanti, agrees to go to Rome and assassinate review of Professor Sumner's “What Social
the King; thus forsaking his widowed mother Classes Owe to Each Other,” by Rowland
and the beautiful girl Italia, whom he loves. Hazard, M. A.; and “The Theological TenAt the last moment Valdez attempts the act dencies in Germany ” by Rev. J. H. W.
instead of Dino, who returns to love and duty. Stuckenberg.
This Review addresses itself
Miss Fletcher has made of the loves of Dino primarily to the religious community.
Its
and Italia a'charming idyl. Throughout the editors are Professors
Tncker>
Smyth,
It is not instory she has shown much versatility and grace Churchill, Harris and Hincks.
in characterization, as well as dramatic force. tended to make it controversial but it will be
Her touch is both delicate and brilliant, and a frank and earnest exponent of the later
“Vestigia” leaves a delightful impression up- phases of evangelical thought. In appearance
it is very handsome and the first two numbers
on the mind of the reader.
indicate that it will be one of our most popular
No matter how careless or indifferent youth
reviews.
may be’.to the thought of death or a future life,
The comparatively new
magazine. “The
we all, sooner or later, come to regard it with
is conducted with an energy and
Manhattan,”
with
curiosity.
intense interest, not unmingled
discretion which promise to make it one of the
As the years go by and our best and dearest go
most popular in the land.
The March numfrom us to enter upon the unseen, we long for
ber has illustrated articles on Dartmouth Cola glimpse of the other world, and eagerly wellege, by B. B. Valentine; Rafting on the Alcome every word of hope or inspiration, from
leghany, by W. W. Howard; and the Myth of
whatever source it may come. Thus “The
Fingal’s
Cave, by Cope Whiteheuse. There
Gates Wide Gpen,” and “The Little Pilgrim”
are stories by Mrs. Spofford,
J. H. Walworth
now Mrs.
were read with keen interest; and
and Edgar Fawcett; some good poems, among
of
the
Olipli ant's last venture in the literature
them a farm ballad by Sarah Orne Jewett.
spirit—“Old Lady Mary: A Story of the Seen One ofthe most
interesting papers is by W. W.
and the Unseen,” comes to delight and disapentitled “What will Become
Pasha,
Loring,
point us. It is tender, sweet and sympathetic; of
Egypt?” Mr. Whitehouse surprises us by
it js intensely imaginative, and withal, singurevealing that there is no Fingal’s Cave.
larly practical; but so far human imagination
The March number of the Magazine of Art
Thus the only purpose
can go, and no farther.
contains illustrated papers on Pictures of Chilthat such writing can serve is through the mordren, Algiers, Venetian Glass, The Institute,
al (nfluAnno it mav AVArt; nnnn onr livAR.
The Inns of Court, and Sculpture at the C01116As a literary production Mrs, Oliphant’s
die Francaise Caffein.
Sneoial illnotrar.inn*
work is exquisite; but the amount of hope,
are “The Orphan” from a paintiog by Lemoch
comfort or knowledge it may inspire depends
and “Forsaken” from the picture by Pabst.
upon the temperament of the reader.
This is a magazine which the lovers of good
A jolly, rollicking story for boys, big as well engravings or of competent writing on art
”
/
topics cannot well be without.
*8 little, is Mr. Stevenson’s “Treasure Island
The
American
edition
and
illustrations.
of
Cassell’s
charts
and
its
with
Family
maps
Full of sea-breezes and pirates and hidden Magazine is always tilled with pleasant and intreasure, and queer old sea-dogs and one good* structive reading on a great variety of subjects.
boy-of-a-character who has the benefit of it all, It is rather higher than North American
and whom the boy reader will imagine himself monthlies, but it is supplied at a price which
to be. The author’s lines “To the Hesitating has made a demand for it in this country.
The English illustrated magazine is one of
Purchaser” will give a better idea of his intenthe very best we receive, whether its literary
tions than anything else that could be said—
contents or its illustrations are considered.
“If sailor tales to sailor tunes,
*
Storm and adventure, heat and cold,
Good writers and good artists continue to make
If schooners, islands or maroons,
it a delight.
and
Buried
And Buccaneers
Gold,
And all the old Romance, retold
Exactly in the ancient way,
Cat Talk.
Can please, as me they pleased of old,
The wiser youngsters of to-day:
[From the London News.]
The cat is a beast of very ancient lineage
“So he it, and follow! If not,
If stndions youth no longer crave,
and high degree. Perhaps it was from Nu;
His ancient appetites forgot,
bia that the Egyptians got the cat, which
Kingston or Ballentyne the brave,
Or Cooper of the wood and wave:
they at once began to worship as the Godgo be it, alas! And may I
dess Pasht. The etymology of the names for
And all my pirates share the grave
Where these and their creations lie.”
the cat throw little or no light on its original
Mr. Robert C. Adams, who published a “His- home. A recent American writer mentions
tory of England in Rhyme” a year or two ago some children who invented a “cat lannp,W appears as the author of a “History of the guage,” in which cats could be intelligently
United States in Rhyme.” It is a small book addressed. Oddly enough, a French philosabout 70 pages in large type, being in fact little opher, Dupont de Lemours, had anticipated
else than a catalogue of the chief events in the this childish idea, aud made considerable
researches into the language which cats talk
history of this country, set down in doggerel
themselves. He decided that cals,
among
verse, such as some minds find useful to assist,
which have a more extensive view of tne
the memory, and we presume it will serve a world from the
tree-tops and house-tops
good purpose if memorized, to fix the dates and than dogs enjoy, have also a more fully desequence of the principal facts. The early dis- veloped language than their natural enennvnrina and settlements down to 1607 are die- mies.
Uf/VVVU
posed of fit 12 pages, then the circumstances of
vowels of the dog are found, with six consothe'permanent settlement of each colony are nants iDto the
bargain, these being m, n, p,
separately set forth. The story of the revolu- h, y and f. Hence the cat has a far greater
tionary war is told in about 300 lines, and 250 number of words than the dog; hence, too,
more carry the narrative forward to the war of its superior intelligence and cunning.”
The Abbe Galiani, a famous wit, was also
the rebellion. Dates are given in the margin
fond of studying cats. He maintained that
and many are woven into the text.
“the language of the tom is quite different
are
new
who
and
pieces from that of the tabby, as it ought to be.”
wanting
Boys
girls
In this case cats resemble several savage
lor recitation will find some good ones among
and a people
races (such as tbe Carribs,
the 100 published as “Fenno’s Favorites” in a mentioned
by Herodotus), in that the males
pamphlet for twenty-five cents. There are al- and females of the race speak 20 different
The abbe detected “more than 20
so UBdfnl suggestions on elocution and gesture. tongues.
He
inflections in the language of cits.”
Books Received.
was certain that “cats always use the same
These
Vestigia. By George Fleming. Boston: Roberts sound to express the same thing.”
Brothers. (Loring, Short & Harmon.)
might well have wondered, like
philosophers
Old Lady Mary, a Story of the Seen and the
Montaigne, what their cat was thinking of
Unseen. By Mrs. Oliphant. Boston: Roberts
their diversions.
Chateaubriand, a great
Brothers. (Loring, Short & Harmon.)
friend of cats, had rather a good story of a
Louis
Island.
Robert
Treasure
Stevenson.
By
Boston: Roberts Brothers. ghost of a cat, accompanied by a ghost of a
With Illustrations.
&
wooden leg, which used to walk up and
Short
Harmon.)
(Loring,
Pieces for Reading and down-stairs together in an ancient house.
Fbnno’s Favorites.
Speaking. Philadelphia: John E. Potter & Co. And if cats have language why should they
(Hoyt, Fogg & Bonham.)
not leave ghosts behind them?
History of the United States in Rhyme. By
Among the illustrious friends of cats have
Robert C. Adams. Boston: D. Lothrop & Co.
been Vi ctor Hugo, Theophile Gautier, Pros(Hoyt, Fogg & Bonham.)
per Merimee, Chateaubriand, Cardinal WolThe eat of
sey, Richelieu and Mahomet.
Magazines.
Mahomet was named Muezza, and for this
The March Century is in many respects an worthy animal he showed the highest conunusually interesting number. The opening sideration. One day the cat fell asleep on
the wide sleeve of the prophet’s coat.
Mapaper is a sketch of the city of Washington,
homet had a business engagement, but he
which is profusely illustrated, showing the
could not dream of disturbing Muezza.
At
progress which the Capital city has made in last, as the matter became
this
pressing,
the eighty odd years smce it became the seat
good-natured prophet cut the sleeves of his
of the National government. A sketch of coat, went about his business, and left
Henry Irving by J. Rankin Towse will prove Muezza to repose. Chateaubriand thought,
and justly that the independence of the cat
9f much interest to the admirers of that great
was one of its most remarkable features.
English tragedian. Mr. Wayne McVeagh, There is always one who loves and one who
Attorney General in President Garfield’s cabi- lets himself be loved in every affair of the
net, discusses the question of the next Presi- heart, and the cat invariably occupies the
dency in a thoughtful article, and expresses later position. And why not? “Man has
thp hope that one party or the other, if not sought the society of the cat, it is not the
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Thanef, “A Hunt for the Nightingale” by
John Burroughs, and “Notes on the Exile of
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tions or excesses. A book for
every man. young
and old.. It contains 126
tions for all acute and chronic dise uses, each one of
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prescrip!

which is invaluable.
So found by the Author
whose experience for 23 years is such as probablv
never before fell to the lot of
any physician.
300
pages, bound In beautiful French muslin, ehi bossed
full
oovers,
gilt, guaranteed to be a liner work In
every sense.—mechanical, literary and professional.
—than any other work sold in this conntry for *2 60
The elegant new steamer TREMONT and favorn* or the money will be refunded in everv instance’
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FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland, at 7 o’eloek p. m. sample 6 cents. Send now. Gold medal awarded
and INDIA WHARF, Boston, at 6 o’clock p. m. the author by the National Medical Association, to
the officers of which he relers.
(Sundays excepted).
This book should be road by the young for InstrucPassengers by this line are reminded that they setion, and by the afflicted for relief. It will benefit
cure a comfortable
night’s rest and avoid the ex- all.—London
Lancet.
pense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late
Address the Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr. W
at night.
H.
4 Bulflncu Street,
No.
Parker,
HT*Tickets and Staterooms for sale at D. H.
Boston, Mass
who may be consulted on all diseases
FOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
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and
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and
experience.
Tickets
to
obstinate
New York, via the various
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Through
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CHEAP OCEAN TICKETS.
ALLtrydesiring
will

to send for friends in the Old Conn.

money by buying their prepaid
steerage tickets at the General Ocean Steamship
Office, No. 22 Exchange Street, (don’t mistake; he
number) at the sign of the big Locomotive, at present reduced rates by theCunard and
other iast fire,
class mail steamers coming direct across the
ocean,
on the warm Gulf Stream
route, thus avoiding au
from
ice
dangers
and icebergs. I can sell prepaid
steerage passage tickets from Queenstown, Londonderry and Belfast for $21.00: Dublin, $22.00; London, Bristol, Cardiff and Galway, $24.00; Hamsave

burg, Antwerp, Hvvre, Manheliu, Amsterdam, Ro
terdam, Paris, Bremer and Har ingen, $27.00

Copenhagen, Christian.!, Christii us and, Bergen
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